Notice of Intention to Remove Companies From the Register

I intend to remove the following companies from the Register, under section 318(1)(b) of the Companies Act 1993, on the grounds that the Registrar has reasonable grounds to believe that the company is not carrying on business and there is no proper reason for the company to continue in existence.

@EEZ LIMITED
0086 TRADING INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
0274308997HOLDINGS LIMITED
1 PLUS ONE PLUS 1 LIMITED
1 VIEW LIMITED
1/2 PRICE CABS (HAWKES BAY) LIMITED
10 CANARIES LIMITED
102 HOLDINGS LIMITED
123HOME LIMITED
150 FLOORING LIMITED
168 LIMITED
17BC LIMITED
187 BRIDGE TRUSTEES 101 LIMITED
187 BRIDGE TRUSTEES 103 LIMITED
187 BRIDGE TRUSTEES 125 LIMITED
187 BRIDGE TRUSTEES 58 LIMITED
187 BRIDGE TRUSTEES 84 LIMITED
1C (2013) NZ LIMITED
1DRYWASHNZ LIMITED
1ST & 20 LIMITED
1ST ELECTRIX LIMITED
2 MEKE TRAINING LIMITED
2 WET SOCKS LIMITED
2015TRYNZ LIMITED
24/7 MIDWIFERY SERVICES LIMITED
24/7 REAL ESTATE LIMITED
247 WAIRAU ROAD LIMITED
2ECOND OPINION LIMITED
2GEN LIMITED
2MEKE2 LIMITED
2Y LIMITED
3 G INVESTMENTS LIMITED
3 LITTLE FISH LIMITED
308A LIMITED
36 HAZLETT STREET LIMITED
360 VR TOUR LIMITED
37FORUS LIMITED
3B PLATFORM COMPANY LIMITED
3B WEBLICATIONS LIMITED
3BROS COMPANY LIMITED
3R HOLDINGS LIMITED
3RDAVE PRODUCTIONS LIMITED
3SIX5 LIMITED
3T STUDIO LIMITED
4 D LIMITED
411ILAM LIMITED
43 PROPERTY LIMITED
45 SOUTH SAFARI SERVICES NZ LIMITED
4554600 LIMITED
4GS INVESTMENTS LIMITED
4MD SOLUTIONS LIMITED
4PR LIMITED
4TRUSTS LIMITED
5 BY 5 DISTRIBUTION LIMITED
5 RIVERS PRODUCTIONS LIMITED
5 VICTORIA TERRACE PROPRIETARY LIMITED
5 YEARS YOUNGER ENTERPRISES LIMITED
51 BUSINESS GROUP LIMITED
5355 FARTHING LIMITED
5880711 LIMITED
7 DESIGN SECRETS (NELSON) LIMITED
737 LIMITED
73J LIMITED
7NET LIMITED
8 OZ SUPPLY CO LIMITED
818 CENTRAL LIMITED
A & A TONGA LIMITED
A & C PARTNERS LIMITED
A & G EQUITIES LIMITED
A & J CO NZ LIMITED
A & J LANDS LIMITED
A & J SONS CONSTRUCTIONS LIMITED
A & K RENNIE LIMITED
A & PJ NANSSEN LIMITED
A & S PROPERTY HOLDINGS LIMITED
A 1 WORKING SOLUTIONS LIMITED
A A GRINDROD LIMITED
A CLASS GLASS (2016) LIMITED
A D & S HUNTER TRUSTEE LIMITED
A E L SCRAP LIMITED
A H & J E CURTIS LIMITED
A H AUTOMOTIVE SOLUTIONS LIMITED
A J & N M RENTAL LIMITED
A J EQUIPMENT LIMITED
A K HORTICULTURE LIMITED
A KITCHENS & JOINERY LIMITED
A LIST CLEANING LIMITED
A P NEILL MEDIA & PROMOTIONS LIMITED
A TO Z PROPERTY MANAGEMENT & RENOVATION LIMITED
A TO Z SERVICES LIMITED
A&A SMITH LIMITED
A&C CRAFTSMANSHIP LIMITED
A&C FOOD LIMITED
A&J CATERING LIMITED
A&L INTERNATIONAL TRADE LIMITED
A&M SOLOMON PROPERTIES LIMITED
A. & J. BOWKER LIMITED
A. BABBAGE SERVICES LIMITED
A. BOVIN SERVICES LIMITED
A. BULLOT SERVICES LIMITED
A. BURGESS SERVICES LIMITED
A. BUTTON SERVICES LIMITED
A. DENT SERVICES LIMITED
A. DICK SERVICES LIMITED
A. FOLLINGTON SERVICES LIMITED
A. GIBBS SERVICES LIMITED
A. HAMPTON SERVICES LIMITED
A. HIRST SERVICES LIMITED
A. NAYAR SERVICES LIMITED
A. PANDIT SERVICES LIMITED
A. TEH SERVICES LIMITED
A. THORN SERVICES LIMITED
A.A. BURROWES LIMITED
A.S INTERIORS LIMITED
A.T. NOMINEE COMPANY LIMITED
A+ GARDENS LIMITED
A+ HARDWARE LIMITED
A+ SECURITY LIMITED
A1 PROPERTY CARE LIMITED
A5 CREW LIMITED
A7 LIMITED
AA CABINS LIMITED
AA KHAN’S TRUCKING AND MECHANICAL SERVICES LIMITED
AA PROPERTY WORKS LIMITED
AAD EQUIPMENT LIMITED
AAMIN LIMITED
AARAV LIMITED
AARON CATELL LIMITED
AARON DECORATING LIMITED
AARTZ HOMES LIMITED
AASHREY LIMITED
AASIS ENTERPRISES LIMITED
AATA ENTERPRISES LIMITED
AAVIS REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING LIMITED
AB TRUST CO LIMITED
ABAM GROUP LIMITED
ABBERLEY FLATS LIMITED
ABBEE ROAD RECRUITMENT LIMITED
ABBOTT INDUSTRIES LIMITED
ABBOTTS LANGLEY INVESTMENTS LIMITED
ABC CAR RENTAL LIMITED
ABC RENTALS 06 LIMITED
ABC VEHICLE IMPORTS LIMITED
ABODE BUILDERS LIMITED
ABONDANT BENEDITION INVESTMENTS LIMITED
ABRASIVE WATERJETTING AWAKERI LIMITED
ABS NOMINEES LIMITED
ABSOLUTE ECONOMICS LIMITED
ABSOLUTE ENGINEERING AND MAINTENANCE LIMITED
ABSOLUTE MEDI HEALTH & FITNESS CENTRE LIMITED
ABSOLUTE PAINTING SERVICES LIMITED
ABSOLUTE ROOFING LIMITED
ABSOLUTE ZERO LIMITED
ABSOLUTE-BEE NZ LIMITED
ABSOLUTELY INDOOR INVESTMENTS LIMITED
ABSOLUTELY ME ORGANIC SKIN CARE LIMITED
ABSOLUTELY TREES LIMITED
ABY COMMERCIAL MANAGEMENT CONSULTING LIMITED
AC DISTRIBUTION LIMITED
AC MECHANICAL LIMITED
ACCOLADE HOLDINGS LIMITED
ACCOLADE HOMES (2006) LIMITED
ACCOUNTANTS4TRADES LIMITED
ACCOUNTING & TAXATION SERVICES (NZ) LIMITED
ACCOUNTING 2000 LIMITED
ACCOUNTING PROFESSIONALS GROUP LIMITED
ACCURATE TILING LIMITED
ACDAT LIMITED
ACDAT SYSTEMS LIMITED
ACE CARPET & CLEANING SERVICES LIMITED
ACE NZ RESTAURANT LIMITED
ACE RENOVATIONS AND CONSTRUCTIONS LIMITED
ACE RENOVATIONS LIMITED
ACE REWARD LIMITED
ACE SITE SERVICES LIMITED
ACE TIDY VALET LIMITED
ACE4Z HOLDINGS LIMITED
ACE-TECH ELECTRICAL LIMITED
ACKERMERC LIMITED
ACLO (PVT) LIMITED
ACORN FINANCIAL LIMITED
ACORN GARDEN MANAGEMENT LIMITED
ACTION CONTAINER SERVICES LIMITED
ACTION ENGRAVING & ROUTING LIMITED
ACTION LIMITED
ACTIVE CHIROPRACTIC LIMITED
ACTIVE CONSULTING LIMITED
ACUMINATE LIMITED
AD CJF TRUSTEE LIMITED
ADCHARMING LIMITED
ADDACT HAIR & BEAUTY LIMITED
ADM CONTRACTORS LIMITED
ADMINISTRATION MANAGEMENT SERVICES LIMITED
ADMINWORKS LIMITED
ADRIAN WILSON - CONSULTANT LIMITED
ADULARIA LIMITED
ADV STEAM CLEANERS LIMITED
ADVANCE BORER TREATMENTS LIMITED
ADVANCE SOLUTIONS LIMITED
ADVANCE STEAM CLEANERS NZ LIMITED
ADVANCED CREATIVE TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED
ADVANCED HIVEWARE NZ LIMITED
ADVANCED MANAGEMENT CONSULTING LIMITED
ADVANCED OFFROAD RACING LIMITED
ADVANCED SECURITY NZ LIMITED
ADVANTAGE PROPERTY EXPERTS SYNDICATIONS LIMITED
ADVENTURE CENTRAL LIMITED
ADVENTURE STORE ONE (AUSTRALIA) LIMITED
ADVISTA LIMITED
AEC MANAGEMENT LIMITED
AEHL CUISINE LIMITED
AEONZ LIMITED
AEPS LIMITED
AEQUITAS LIMITED
AERIAL FORCE LIMITED
AERO PARTS NZ LIMITED
AFA BUILDINGS LIMITED
AFFILIATE SALES LIMITED
AFFIN TRUSTEE LIMITED
AFFLUENT (NZ) LIMITED
AFFORDABLE ARCHITECTURE (EWR) LIMITED
AFFORDABLE GROOMERS LIMITED
AFFORDABLE WATERBLASTERS LIMITED
AFFORDABLE WINDOW MAINTENANCE LIMITED
AFR LIMITED
AFRICA BUSINESS CONSULTANT LIMITED
AFTER SCHOOL ADVENTURES 2014 LIMITED
AFTERPLAN LIMITED
AG CUSTOMS LIMITED
AG FINANCE LIMITED
AG TECHNOLOGY NZ LIMITED
AGA ENTERPRISES LIMITED
AGAPE EDUCATION SERVICES LIMITED
AGAR ASSOCIATES LIMITED
AGBUILD 2014 LIMITED
AGCON ENGINEERING LIMITED
AGENCY EXCELLENCE LIMITED
AGON LIMITED
AGRASS CONCRETE GRINDING LIMITED
AGRI CENTRE LIMITED
AGRICULTURE AFRICA LIMITED
AGROW RENTAL HOMES LIMITED
AH CARPET CLEANING SERVICES LIMITED
AH ENTERPRISES LIMITED
AHMADI SANGJOY LIMITED
AHN’S CLEANING LIMITED
AHR CONSULTANTS LIMITED
AHUROA MEADOWS WAIPU LIMITED
AI ACADEMY LIMITED
AICE LIMITED
AIO NATURAL HEALTH LIMITED
AIR MAPS LIMITED
AIRBORNE CENTRE LIMITED
AIR-IT LIMITED
AIRLINE INFLIGHT MARKETING LIMITED
AITKENS ROAD DAIRIES LIMITED
AJ & ELIJAH COMPANY LIMITED
AJ DARBY LIMITED
AJ ROBINSON TRUSTEE LIMITED
AJAY ENTITIES LIMITED
AJJS ENTERPRISES HAMILTON PTY LIMITED
AJZ INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
AK PLASTER & PAINT SERVICES LIMITED
AKADA RENTALS LIMITED
AKAL FOODS LIMITED
AKARANA GLOBAL LIMITED
AKEISHA HOLDINGS LIMITED
AKL LIQUOR TRADING LIMITED
AKOTEU NASALETI PRESCHOOL 1 LIMITED
AKR ASSOCIATES LIMITED
AKSHAR CLEANING SERVICES LIMITED
AL BOROKA CLEANING SERVICE LIMITED
AL DIAMONDS LIMITED
ALAO MOANA CORPORATION LIMITED
ALADDIN THE CAT TRUSTEES LIMITED
ALAN S CLAY LIMITED
ALAND LIMITED
ALANS MOTORS LIMITED
ALARM REPAIRS LIMITED
ALASTAIR MATSON CONTRACTOR LIMITED
ALBATROSS POINT LIMITED
ALBION DESIGN LIMITED
ALCOHOL LICENSING LIMITED
ALDERNEY SECURITIES LIMITED
ALEX BALL CONSULTING LIMITED
ALEX GREIG PROPERTIES LIMITED
ALEX SIMPSON PHOTOGRAPHY LIMITED
ALEXANDER GATES LIMITED
ALEXANDER INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION LIMITED
ALEXANDER MCCLEW LANDSCAPE DESIGN LIMITED
ALEXANDRA CHIROPRACTIC LIMITED
ALFA DISTRIBUTIONS INTERNATIONAL (NZ) LIMITED
ALFA FREIGHT SERVICES LIMITED
ALFRESCO DESIGN LIMITED
ALI TAXI'S LIMITED
ALIEN WATCH CO LIMITED
ALISHA TRUSTEE LIMITED
ALISON STREET PROPERTIES LIMITED
ALKAZAZ LIMITED
ALKIR ENGINEERING LIMITED
ALL ABOUT DRAINS LIMITED
ALL ABOUT T LIMITED
ALL ENGINEERING & REPAIR LIMITED
ALL FAZE ELECTRICAL AND SECURITY LIMITED
ALL FRESH FINE FOOD LIMITED
ALL IN ONE ASSET MANAGEMENT LIMITED
ALL RECOVERIES LIMITED
ALL SERVICES GROUP LIMITED
ALL STARS - KIDS IN ACTION LIMITED
ALL STYLE TRUSTEE LIMITED
ALL THINGS CONSIDERED LIMITED
ALL TRADE SERVICES NZ LIMITED
ALLACH ENTERPRISES LIMITED
ALLAN G MITCHELL LIMITED
ALLAN YOUNG CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
ALLEN-BOREHAM COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED
ALLENDALE ROAD INVESTMENTS LIMITED
ALLENS GROUP LIMITED
ALLGO LIMITED
ALLIANCE ELECTRICAL SERVICES LIMITED
ALLISON ADAMS LIMITED
ALLSTARS AGENCY LIMITED
ALLTHEFAMILY INVESTMENTS LIMITED
ALLURE DAY SPA LIMITED
ALMA IMPORT AND EXPORT LIMITED
ALNISH HOLDING LIMITED
ALNUR COMPANY LIMITED
ALOBAR LIMITED
ALOFA PASIFKA FREIGHT FORWARDERS LIMITED
ALOHA INVESTMENTS LIMITED
ALPHA & OMEGA HOLDING LIMITED
ALPHA CONNECT LIMITED
ALPHA LEONIS PROPERTY COMPANY LIMITED
ALPHA TEAM ENTERPRISES LIMITED
ALPHA ZULU SPORTS PERFORMANCE LIMITED
ALPINE EARTHMOVING LIMITED
ALPINE FUNDRAISING SUPPLIES LIMITED
ALPINE VENTURES 2010 LIMITED
AL’S TRENCHING SERVICES (2000) LIMITED
ALTERNATIVE FUTURES LIMITED
ALTITUDE GLAZING & MAINTENANCE LIMITED
ALTRA LIMITED
ALTRUSIUM LIMITED
ALVOGEN NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
ALWAYS GOOD LUCK LIMITED
ALYSON CONSULTANT AND MANAGEMENT LIMITED
AM & JM PROPERTY LIMITED
AM LANDSCAPES LIMITED
AMAKERO PROPERTIES LIMITED
AMARANTH LIMITED
AMARAVATHI SERVICES LIMITED
AMARE SUPER YACHT SERVICES LIMITED
AMAZING BLIND & DRAPES LIMITED
AMAZING TASTE LIMITED
AMBER CONSULTANTS LIMITED
AMEGA LIMITED
AMERICAN DIRECT INVESTMENT LIMITED
AMES CONSULTATION LIMITED
AMOR BUILDERS LIMITED
AMOS PRODUCTS LIMITED
AMOS RENTALS LIMITED
AMOS SKITO LIMITED
AMOSA & SONS LIMITED
AMPED ASHMAN ELECTRICAL LIMITED
AMPLE LINK DEVELOPMENT LIMITED
AMPRED NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
AMRATLAL LIMITED
AMRIT KASABIA & SONS LIMITED
AMRIT TRUSTEE LIMITED
AMRITA DAIRY LIMITED
AMRITSAR STREET LIMITED
AMTEC GROUP LIMITED
AMWA LIMITED
AMY TRADING LIMITED
ANABZ ENTERPRISE LIMITED
ANALYSE INSURANCE SERVICES LIMITED
ANBUPURAM LIMITED
ANC DISTRIBUTION NZ LIMITED
AND MANAGEMENT COMPANY LIMITED
ANDREESONS LIMITED
ANDREW CAMERON ANAESTHESIA LIMITED
ANDY ENTERPRISES LIMITED
ANGEL BUY TRADING LIMITED
ANGEL INVESTMENTS 2014 LIMITED
ANGEL STAR HOLDINGS LIMITED
ANGEL STAR PUBLISHING HOUSE LIMITED
ANGEL WORLDWIDE LIMITED
ANGELZ FAMILY TRUSTEE LIMITED
ANGER TRUSTEE LIMITED
ANGIE TRUSTEE LIMITED
ANGLANDS (NO. 6) TRUSTEE SERVICES LIMITED
ANGLE PARK LIMITED
ANGLO ENGINEERING LIMITED
ANHAD INVESTMENT LIMITED
ANI AUTOMOTIVE WORKSHOP LIMITED
ANIBO HOLDINGS LIMITED
ANIME GAMES AND MOVIE STUFF LIMITED
ANMOL AND LOVEL ENTERPRISES LIMITED
ANMOL HEALTHCARE LIMITED
ANMOL HOTELS & RESORTS LIMITED
ANNA BOWEN DESIGN LIMITED
ANNACHI TAKEAWAY LIMITED
ANNAND AUTO SERVICES LIMITED
ANNBAR LIMITED
ANNE CHEN LIMITED
ANNE DUNCAN TEAM ADVANTAGE LIMITED
ANNE INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
ANOTHER LEVEL ELECTRICAL SERVICES LIMITED
ANS LIMITED
ANTENNA MEDIA LIMITED
ANTOJITOS LIMITED
ANY AND EVERYTHING LIMITED
ANY OLD IRON LIMITED
ANYTHING FIBREGLASS MANUFACTURING LIMITED
ANZ MICRO-FREEZE HOLDINGS LIMITED
AŌ THENTIC LIMITED
AOE PB04 TRUSTEES LIMITED
AOE PB06 TRUSTEES LIMITED
AOE PB14 TRUSTEES LIMITED
AOE PB15 TRUSTEES LIMITED
AOE-UNP04 TRUSTEES LIMITED
AOK LEGAL SERVICES LIMITED
AON PRODUCT DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
AORANGI FUNERAL HOME LIMITED
AOSHEN TOURISM LIMITED
AOTE CO. LIMITED
AOTEAROA BACKPACKERS LIMITED
AOTEAROA PRODUCTS LIMITED
AOTEAROA PURE TEA ARTISTRY LIMITED
APEX BUILDERS (2016) LIMITED
APEX FASHION RENOVATION LIMITED
APEX MAINTENANCE LIMITED
APOLLO TRUST COMPANY LIMITED
APOTHEKA LIMITED
APPLIANCE & MAINTENANCE SERVICES LIMITED
APPLIED BEVERAGE SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
APPQ LIMITED
AQUA INSTALLATIONS & MAINTENANCE LIMITED
AQUA LIVING LIMITED
AQUACULTURE EXPORTS LIMITED
AQUADRILL LIMITED
AQUALIFE LIMITED
AQUATIC CAFE (2005) LIMITED
AQUALAND LIMITED
ARAHIWA CHARTERS LIMITED
ARAPITA LIMITED
ARAWA PANELBEATERS LIMITED
ARAWHITI AND ASSOCIATES LIMITED
ARCADIA INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
ARCHER 828 TRUSTEE LIMITED
ARCHERS ROAD PROPERTIES LIMITED
ARCHITECTURAL BALUSTRADE SYSTEMS LIMITED
ARCHITECTURAL PHOTOGRAPHY LIMITED
ARCHITECTURE 4 U LIMITED
ARCHITECTURE A 2 Z LIMITED
ARCHITEKTON DESIGN LIMITED
ARCON LIMITED
ARCUS MULTI SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
AREGUIRIE PROPERTIES LIMITED
AREA LIMITED
ARGHAND INVESTMENT TRUSTEES LIMITED
ARIKE LIMITED
ARIKI FRESH NEW ZEALAND COMPANY LIMITED
ARINDON LIMITED
ARIRANG INVESTMENTS LIMITED
ARISE LIMITED
ARIVON LIMITED
ARKENSTONE LIMITED
ARL MAXWELL 2017 LIMITED
ARMOUR TRUSTEES LIMITED
ARMS SOCIAL ENTERPRISES LIMITED
ARMSTRONG AUTOMOTIVE SERVICES LIMITED
ARMSTRONG PROJECTS LIMITED
ARORA HORTICULTURE LIMITED
AROUND.TUIT LIMITED
ARRIVAL HAWKES BAY LIMITED
ARROW NZ LIMITED
ARSENAL PROPERTIES LIMITED
ART CENTRAL LIMITED
ARTECH INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
AR-TEEZ OTAGO LIMITED
ARTERISE INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
ARTISAN FRAMING AND PLAQUES LIMITED
ARTISAN SOFTWARE GROUP LIMITED
ARTISTS MECHANIC LIMITED
ARTLINE INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
ARYCOM WHOLESALE LIMITED
AS AND RS SERVICES LIMITED
AS WELL AS LIMITED
ASA CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
ASA RAO LIMITED
ASA TRUSTEE LIMITED
ASCEND NETWORKS LIMITED
ASCIDA LIMITED
ASCOT AUCKLAND LIMITED
ASCOT MOTORGROUP LIMITED
ASET PLUMBING & GAS LIMITED
ASH MANSEL MOTORS LIMITED
ASH SIMPLY LIMITED
ASHA GROUP LIMITED
ASHBROOK FARMS LIMITED
ASHBURTON FOOD LIMITED
ASIA PACIFIC CULTURE CONNECTION CENTER LIMITED
ASIA PACIFIC TELECOMMUNICATIONS LIMITED
ASIAN GLOBAL INVESTMENTS NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
ASN ADVANCE SPORTS NUTRITION LIMITED
ASPIRE HOME BUYERS LIMITED
ASR ENTERPRISES LIMITED
ASSEMBLY LINE PRODUCTIONS LIMITED
ASSET CORPORATION LIMITED
ASSOCIATE TAX SERVICES LIMITED
ASSURANCE SERVICES LIMITED
ASTERIX HOLDINGS LIMITED
ASTREAU NZ LIMITED
ASTRON NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
ASTRONAUTICS LIMITED
AT BUILDING SERVICES LIMITED
AT THE JUNCTION PANEL & PAINT LIMITED
ATHENA RESORTS LIMITED
ATHENRY ELECTRICAL (TAURANGA) LIMITED
ATHLETES HOUSE LIMITED
ATLAS NZ LIMITED
ATM INVESTMENTS LIMITED
ATMAN YOGA LIMITED
ATOMIC PLUMBING LIMITED
ATREO SOFTWARE LIMITED
ATTARI HOSPITALITY LIMITED
ATZ LIMITED
AUBREY EDWARD PROPERTY MANAGEMENT LIMITED
AUCKLAND AUTO SERVICES LIMITED
AUCKLAND BULK FOOD & SPICES LIMITED
AUCKLAND CATERING LIMITED
AUCKLAND CITY PROPERTY SERVICES LIMITED
AUCKLAND EUROPEAN MOTORWORLD LIMITED
AUCKLAND EXTERIOR CLEANING LIMITED
AUCKLAND MAIDS LIMITED
AUCKLAND MOBILE HOMES LIMITED
AUCKLAND PACKAGING BROKERS LIMITED
AUCKLAND RADIATORS (1998) LIMITED
AUCKLAND ROAD RESIDENTIAL LIMITED
AUCKLAND SEAPLANES LIMITED
AUCKLAND TRADE PRESSERS COMPANY LIMITED
AUCKLAND WEB DEVELOPMENT LIMITED
AUCKLAND WIDE CONCRETE PUMPS (2011) LIMITED
AUDACIOUS LIMITED
AUGUSTA LODGE LIMITED
AUJLA BROTHERS LIMITED
AUJLA INVESTMENT LIMITED
AUNTY ANNIE’S COOKING CLASSES LIMITED
AURORA OCEANIA LIMITED
AUSCHI JOHNSON LIMITED
AUSSIE NZ SONBAN AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS LIMITED
AUSTRALASIAN CREDIT FUND LIMITED
AUSTRALEC SWITCHGEAR (NZ) LIMITED
AUTHENTIC HOMES LIMITED
AUTO MEDIC MOTORS LIMITED
AUTO PARTS INDUSTRIAL (N Z) LIMITED
AUTO PLASTIC REPAIRS LIMITED
AUTOCAR LIMITED
AUTOMETRIX 2012 LIMITED
AUTOMOTIVE BOOKS & DATA LIMITED
AUTOMOTIVE SERVICING LIMITED
AUTOMOTIVE TRANSMISSION SERVICES LIMITED
AUTOSTANCE LIMITED
AUTUMN RAIN INVESTMENTS LIMITED
AVALON CRESCENT PROPERTIES LIMITED
AVANTE HOLDINGS LIMITED
AVARA PROPERTIES LIMITED
AVENUE ENTERPRISES LIMITED
AVI & KIRAT LIMITED
AVIA PROPERTY LIMITED
AVIATION SERVICES AND TRAINING LIMITED
AVIATOR COFFEE LIMITED
AVINESH PRASAD TRANSPORT LIMITED
AVIS TRANSPORT LIMITED
AVONDALE BOWLING CLUB LIMITED
AVOS SPEED CUP LIMITED
AVRIL LIMITED
AW ECO LIMITED
AWABAKAL LALC TRUSTEES LIMITED
AWATERE RIVER LIMITED
AWESOME PROPERTIES LIMITED
AWOL INVESTMENTS LIMITED
AWSAM LIMITED
AYLWARD TRUSTEES LIMITED
AYR TRUSTEES LIMITED
AYUSH CLEANING SERVICES LIMITED
AZEALAND INTERIOR LINING & FINISHING LIMITED
AZMA COMPUTERS & ELECTRONICS LIMITED
AZUR RESORTS LIMITED
B & G HOMES LIMITED
B & J STEVENSON LIMITED
B & L HOME IMPROVEMENT LIMITED
B & M JAMIESON LIMITED
B & M PATEL LIMITED
B & T CONTRACTING 2013 LIMITED
B ANGEL LIMITED
B CHAMBERS SERVICES LIMITED
B DINAN LIMITED
B K RUIJNE HOLDINGS LIMITED
B&D INVESTMENTS LIMITED
B&D PRO CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
B&E CONSULTING LIMITED
B. B WHOLESALE LIMITED
B. DENTE SERVICES LIMITED
B. HALE SERVICES LIMITED
B. HENDERSON SERVICES LIMITED
B. JORDAN SERVICES LIMITED
B. LYON SERVICES LIMITED
B. TOMKINS SERVICES LIMITED
B. WALLACE SERVICES LIMITED
B.A.T DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
B.J.Z TRUSTEE LIMITED
B.O.P. RADIATOR SPECIALISTS (MT MAUNGANUI) LIMITED
B-17 LIMITED
BA7THIE GROUP LIMITED
BABA PAWN BROKERS LIMITED
BABY BEAN LIMITED
BABY EDEN LIMITED
BABY HIPPO LIMITED
BABYBUNDLES NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
BABYCAFE LIMITED
BABYCO LIMITED
BABYLON (2015) LIMITED
BABYLON INVESTMENTS LIMITED
BAGRI ENTERPRISES LIMITED
BAILEY BLUE PROPERTY INVESTMENTS LIMITED
BAILEY INC LIMITED
BAILLIE FENCING LIMITED
BAIN & MASON HOLDINGS LIMITED
BAIN AND MASON CONSTRUCTION LIMITED

NEW ZEALAND GAZETTE
BAIN FINANCIAL LIMITED
BAINBRIDGE INVESTMENTS NO 2 LIMITED
BAINS COURIER LIMITED
BAKER FAMILY INVESTMENTS LIMITED
BAKERSFIELD LIMITED
BAKHSHI PAINTERS LIMITED
BAKING MAD CATERING, CUPCAKES & CAKERY LIMITED
BALAJI FOODS LIMITED
BALAJI GROUP LIMITED
BALAJI TRADING LIMITED
BALCAR INVESTMENTS LIMITED
BALINTORE HOLDINGS LIMITED
BALLANTYNE ROAD HOLDINGS LIMITED
BALLARDIE TRUSTEE LIMITED
BALMAIN WINES LIMITED
Balmoral Baby Limited
Balmoral Limited
Baltic Scaffolding Limited
Bamford Homes (Commercial) Limited
Bamford Homes (Tauranga) Limited
Bananasoft Limited
Banasas Holdings Limited
Bandit Learning Systems Limited
Bandstand Promotions Limited
Bang Takeaway Limited
Bantam Limited
Bar 2013 Limited
Barberink Limited
Barbour Communications Limited
Barclays Pets Limited
Barefoot Digital Limited
Bargh Holdings Limited
Barista Temps Limited
Barkers Panel & Paint Collision Repair Centre Limited
Barkers TS Limited
Barmbracks Food & Beverage Limited
Barn Company Limited
Barnabas Innovation Limited
Barnaby & Co Limited
Barnon Limited
Barrington Property Management Limited
Barron Wright Holdings Limited
Barry’s Newsletter Services Limited
Barton (2005) Limited
Barton Builders Limited
Base7 North Limited
Basic Engineering & Mechanical Services Limited
Batt Agriculture Limited
Battle for Mars Media Production Co Limited
Battleskips / Battlebins Limited
Batty Trust Company Limited
Baxendale Toys Limited
Baxterhr Limited
Bay Bead Studio Limited
Bay Blasting and Engineering (2012) Limited
Bay Marketing Services Limited
Bay Mouses Limited
Bay Plastic Fabrication Limited
Bay Process Consultants Limited
Baycroft Limited
Baz-Steel Limited
BBommais NZ Limited
Bcpm Contracts Limited
Bd Homes Limited
BETA CORPORATION LIMITED
BETTER KIDS NZ LIMITED
BETTER LAWYERS LIMITED
BETTER QUESTIONS LIMITED
BEVERAGE LAB LIMITED
BEVERLEY TCE LIMITED
BEXLEY FRESH LIMITED
BEYOND HOUSING LIMITED
BEYOND SOUND LIMITED
BEYOND THE LENS PRODUCTIONS LIMITED
BEYOND ZEBRA LIMITED
BF K2 LIMITED
BHASIN OVERSEAS LIMITED
BHZ INVESTMENTS LIMITED
BIAN TAKAPUNA LIMITED
BIBURY INVESTMENTS LIMITED
BIDAYUH INVESTMENTS LIMITED
BIDPREP LIMITED
BIDWILL TECHNOLOGY LIMITED
BIG & SMALL CONSULTING LIMITED
BIG BASH LIMITED
BIG HOLDINGS LIMITED
BIG J LIMITED
BIG LIL' KIDS ENTERTAINMENT LIMITED
BIG MOUNTAIN CINEMA LIMITED
BIG SHADOW PICTURES LIMITED
BIG T LIMITED
BIG WEDNESDAY INVESTMENTS LIMITED
BIKE N HIKE LIMITED
BILL JUNIOR LIMITED
BILL STEPHENS PAINT AND PANEL LIMITED
BILL'S BOOKS CO LIMITED
BINARYPAY LIMITED
BINOTA HOLDINGS LIMITED
BIOLIFE NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
BIOLINK NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
BIONIKA ENTERPRISES LIMITED
BIORESEARCH LABORATORY LIMITED
BIOSOUTH TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED
BIOTIN NUTRITIONAL & BIOTECHNICAL PRODUCTS LIMITED
BIRCH 2013 LIMITED
BIRCHFIELD POWER AND LIGHT LIMITED
BIRDS AND THE BEES BY TIKIMISS LIMITED
BIRDWOOD TEA COMPANY LIMITED
BIRJI DHARMET LIMITED
BIRKENHEAD COFFEE LIMITED
BISERVICES NZ LIMITED
BISMILLAH ENTERPRISES LIMITED
BIT GREENHOUSE LIMITED
BITS AND BYTES TECHNOLOGY LIMITED
BITSTAR LIMITED
BIZ CLOUD INTEGRATION SERVICES LIMITED
BIZLIFE LIMITED
BJ NORTHERN LIMITED
BJP FAMILY INVESTMENTS LIMITED
BKR MANAGEMENT LIMITED
BKW RENTALS LIMITED
BL SERVICES LIMITED
BLACK AND TAN LIMITED
BLACK BOX INVESTMENTS LIMITED
BLACK FOLDER LIMITED
BLACK FRIDAY PRODUCTIONS LIMITED
BLACK JUMPER COMPANY LIMITED
BLACK MOUNTAIN PROPERTY LIMITED
BON HEALTH GROUP 2016 LIMITED
BONNIE B INVESTMENTS LIMITED
BOOKFARI NZ LIMITED
BOOM SHAKALAKA INVESTMENTS LIMITED
BOOTY CAMP LIMITED
BOP BEES LIMITED
BOP EURO IMPORTS LIMITED
BORDER APPAREL LIMITED
BORLAND HOPKINS INVESTMENTS LIMITED
BORN TO READ LIMITED
BOS & VOS LIMITED
BOSCH PHOTOGRAPHY LIMITED
BOULEVARD CAFE 2004 LIMITED
BOULTON EXCAVATION LIMITED
BOUNCE HAIR LIMITED
BOUNDLESS VITALITY LIMITED
BOUTIQUE BRANDZ LIMITED
BOUTIQUE WINE TOURS LIMITED
BOX OF GOODIES LIMITED
BOXES WITH WINDOWS LIMITED
BOYCE PROPERTIES LIMITED
BOYD VILLAS LIMITED
BOYLSTON MANAGEMENT LIMITED
BP HARVESTING LIMITED
BP PLANT HIRE LIMITED
BR MUSIC LIMITED
BRADDOCK'S EXECUTIVE CLEANERS LIMITED
BRADLEY LIMITED
BRAESIDE CONSULTANCY SERVICES LIMITED
BRAMERTON COMPANY LIMITED
BRANCHLINE PROPERTIES LIMITED
BRAND DISTINCTIVE LIMITED
BRAND STORY LIMITED
BRAND WIDTH LIMITED
BRAS N THINGS NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
BRASS TACKS LIMITED
BRAY 1 LIMITED
BRAYS CARAVANS LIMITED
BRECKON BROTHERS LIMITED
BREMAL SERVICES LIMITED
BRENDAN ELECTRICAL LIMITED
BRENT COWENS LIMITED
BRENT INVESTMENTS LIMITED
BREWER & BREWER 1980 LIMITED
BRICKS & MORTAR HOLDINGS LIMITED
BRIDGE SPORTS BAR & RESTAURANT LIMITED
BRIDGEND GROUP LIMITED
BRIGHT LICENSING INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
BRIGHTWATER ACCOUNTING LIMITED
BRILLARD AND TULLOCH LIMITED
BRING ME FAME LIMITED
BRISHAAN ENTERPRISES LIMITED
BRISK MANAGEMENT LIMITED
BRISTOL SYSTEMS LIMITED
BRITTON PLANT & MACHINERY LIMITED
BROADFIELDS GARDENS LIMITED
BROADGATE NOMINEES LIMITED
BROADWAY DISTRIBUTORS LIMITED
BROADWOOD PERMACULTURE LIMITED
BROCORP LIMITED
BROMLEY HOUSE LIMITED
BROOKE-COX TRUSTEES (BG) LIMITED
BROOKLAND INVESTMENTS LIMITED
BROOKLAND PLACE LIMITED
BROOKLYN PROPERTY LIMITED
BROOKS BROTHERS LIMITED
BROOKSTONE INVESTMENTS LLC LIMITED
BROUTON TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED
BROWN AND SILVER FOX TRUSTEES LIMITED
BROWN FAMILY TRUST LIMITED
BROWN MANOR LIMITED
BROWNS BAY FRUIT MARKET LIMITED
BROXTON DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
BRSKY PROPERTY LIMITED
BRUCEES RURAL DELIVERY LIMITED
BRUNTON CROPP & CO LIMITED
BRUSH AND ROLLER LIMITED
BRUSON FARMS LIMITED
BS FOOD LIMITED
B’S KITCHEN LIMITED
BSB SERVICES LIMITED
BSC INDIAN SWEETS & TAKEWAY LIMITED
BSPF INVESTMENTS LIMITED
BSR CONTRACTING LIMITED
BTNN LIMITED
BUBBLEWATCH LIMITED
BUBLR LIMITED
BUCK AND NGA INVESTMENTS LIMITED
BUDDHA CONSULTANCY LIMITED
BUDDHA NEPAL COMPANY LIMITED
BUDDY BOY LIMITED
BUDGET CONTRACTORS LIMITED
BUG BUSTERS LIMITED
BUICK PARTNERS LIMITED
BUILD STUFF LIMITED
BUILDING FUTURE ENTERPRISES LIMITED
BUILT WELL CUSTOM DECKS & TRAILERS LIMITED
BULL NOSED MORRIS LIMITED
BULLETPROOF INVESTMENTS LIMITED
BULLIANS 2005 LIMITED
BULLTOWN PROPERTIES LIMITED
BULTEMA BUILDERS LIMITED
BUNYAN INVESTMENT GROUP LIMITED
BURGESS WHITE LIMITED
BURKERT NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
BURNBANK LIMITED
BURNS & CO INVESTMENTS LIMITED
BURT INVESTMENTS LIMITED
BUSINESS COMPUTER SERVICES LIMITED
BUSINESS INFORMATION SERVICES NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
BUSINESS REALTY LIMITED
BUSINESS SERVICES LIMITED
BUSY SQUIRREL LIMITED
BUTTON BUDDIES LIMITED
BUY DIRECT LIMITED
BUYME LIMITED
BV MEDICAL SERVICES LIMITED
BVM LIMITED
BVN ARCHITECTURE NZ LIMITED
BVS WINE & SPIRITS 2015 LIMITED
BWA ENTERPRISES LIMITED
BYCO PROPERTY INVESTMENTS LIMITED
BYFUSION NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
BYLEVELD SECURITIES LIMITED
BYTES CREATIVE LIMITED
C & G INTERNATIONAL HOLDING LIMITED
C & J WALTON LIMITED
C & J WIGGINS LIMITED
C & M CONSULTANTS LIMITED
C & T BUILDERS TEAM LIMITED
C & T COMMERCIAL CLEANING LIMITED
C & Y ROBERTSON LIMITED
C@ U LIMITED
C.A PATEL LIMITED
C AND A FLOORING LIMITED
C C THAI ENTERPRISES LIMITED
C.D WALKER LIMITED
C.E TRUSTEE LIMITED
C.G K INVESTMENTS LIMITED
C.J FITTERS LIMITED
C.N BROWN CONTRACTING LIMITED
C.R TRUSTEE SERVICES LIMITED
C.T S INVESTMENTS LIMITED
C.T STENNING LIMITED
C.T YOUNG ENGINEERING LIMITED
C.W LEE TRUSTEE LIMITED
C@J CUSTODIAN LIMITED
C&T NEW ZEALAND INTERNATIONAL TRADING AND DEVELOPING LIMITED
C.S.B. PROPERTIES LIMITED
CAA NEW ZEALAND JOBS AGENCY LIMITED
CABINS WAIARAPA LIMITED
CABLETECH LIMITED
CAC INTERIOR SPECIALISTS LIMITED
CAO TREE (2010) LIMITED
CADELL INDUSTRIAL TRADING CO (NZ) LIMITED
CADENA PROPERTIES LIMITED
CADENZA MUSIC LIMITED
CADRE LIMITED
CADWORKS (NZ) LIMITED
CAFE 55 LIMITED
CAFE COLLAGE THIRD MILLENIUM LIMITED
CAFE DE FLORE LIMITED
CAFE KARMA (2013) LIMITED
CAFFE ITALIANO (AUCKLAND) LIMITED
CAFFILLA LIMITED
CAI LIMITED
CAKE INC LIMITED
CALABAR NZ LIMITED
CALEDONIAN ROAD DEVELOPMENT LIMITED
CALICO JACK’S LIMITED
CALLIE ADAMS LIMITED
CALYPSO HOMES LIMITED
CAMBRIAN ENGINEERING COMPANY LIMITED
CAMBRIDGE BIN LIMITED
CAMBRIDGE CONTAINER NZ LIMITED
CAMCORP SERVICES LIMITED
CAMDEN CREATION LIMITED
CAMEO - SKIN BODY BEAUTY LIMITED
CAMER LIMITED
CAMERON GLADSTONE PARTNERS LIMITED
CAMERON GLOBAL EXPRESS LIMITED
CAMNBRON LIMITED
CAMP ROAD HOLDINGS LIMITED
CAMP STREET HOSPITALITY LIMITED
CAMPBELL & MAY CONSULTANTS LIMITED
CAMPBELL AND PANAPITIYA LIMITED
CAMPBELL FAMILY INVESTMENTS LIMITED
CAMPBELLS BAY MOTORS LIMITED
CAMPDEN COURT LIMITED
CANAAN CONSULTING LIMITED
CANDY GIRL LIMITED
CANIWI AUCKLAND LIMITED
CANterbury Aerials Limited
Canterbury Building Services Limited
Canterbury Clover Limited
Canterbury Rugby Football Experience Limited
Canunda Cafe Limited
Canvas and Awnings Limited
Canvas Cut Limited
Cap Solutions Limited
Capeador Limited
Capital A & Y Travel Limited
Capital Independent Media Limited
Capital Resources Group Limited
Capital Tractors & Machinery Limited
Capital United Limited
Cappadocia Turkish Kitchen Limited
Captain Cook Street Rentals Limited
Captiv8 Design Solutions Limited
Capture Tech Limited
Car Cosmetic Imports Limited
Car Transport Group Limited
Carbiz Trading Limited
Carbon Logistics Limited
Carbon Made Solutions Limited
Carbyne Limited
Care Council Limited
Carey Hood & Co Limited
Cargilltea Limited
Cargo Treatments and Consulting Limited
Caribbean Spice Limited
Carlam Limited
Carlisle Building Solutions Limited
Carlisle Corporate Trustees Limited
Carlton Colby Limited
Carlyle 21 Limited
Carmalex Limited
Carmel Court 2005 Limited
Carnegie Jones Limited
Caroline Stanton & Associates Limited
Caroo Motor Limited
Carpentry and Construction Limited
Carrickfergus Holdings Limited
Carroll Contractors (NZ) Limited
Carrolls on Carrington Limited
Carr's Chimney Cleaning Limited
Carstens Analytics Limited
Carters Metal Supplies Limited
Casa Blanca Trustee Company Limited
Casablanca Group Limited
Cash for Cars Limited
Cashflow Pos NZ Limited
Cassco Limited
Castel Limited
Catch My Drift Limited
Caterpillar Capers Limited
Cath Mills Limited
Catlins Pleasant Point Farm Limited
Catm Consultancy Limited
Cats Coffee Limited
Cawte & Co Limited
Caylamax Group Limited
Cbd Electrical Solutions Limited
Cbd Projects Limited
Cbh Retails Limited
Cb Coastline Limited
CHENAB LIMITED
CHERIE GOLD DESIGN LIMITED
CHERRINGTON INVESTMENTS LIMITED
CHERRY BLOSSOM TRUSTEE LIMITED
CHESHAM CONSULTANTS LIMITED
CHESTER BROWN MOTORS LIMITED
CHESTNUT PROPRIETY LIMITED
CHEZ J LIMITED
CHI PHAM LIMITED
CHIANTI INVESTMENTS LIMITED
CHIC NOSTALGIE LIMITED
CHICHESTER FARM LIMITED
CHICKEN & EGG LIMITED
CHILAND DEVELOPMENT LIMITED
CHILDREN HEAVEN NZ LIMITED
CHI-MAO GLOBAL LIMITED
CHINA CENTRE LIMITED
CHINA INVESTMENT LIMITED
CHINA SOURCE LIMITED
CHINA WINES LIMITED
CHINA XIANG LIMITED
CHINERCHI HEALTH LIMITED
CHINERCHI PROPERTY LIMITED
CHINESE FUNERALS LIMITED
CHIPS 123 LIMITED
CHIQUITOS CHILDCARE CENTRE LIMITED
CHO TRADING LIMITED
CHOI CLEANING & GARDEN SERVICES LIMITED
CHOICE CLOTHES (NZ) MANAGEMENT LIMITED
CHOSEN 2011 LIMITED
CHOW TRUSTEES LIMITED
CHRASTECKY CONSULTANTS LIMITED
CHRASTECKY HOLDINGS LIMITED
CHRICHELLE PROPERTIES LIMITED
CHRIS BROWN LIMITED
CHRISTIAN INVESTMENTS LIMITED
CHRISTCHURCH PAINTING AND DECORATING LIMITED
CHRISTCHURCH RETAIL FURNITURE LIMITED
CHRISTCHURCH SOAPS LIMITED
CHRISTCHURCH TRUCKING SHOW LIMITED
CHRISTENSEN DIVING SERVICES LIMITED
CHRISTIAN TRAVEL SERVICES LIMITED
CHRISTIE COMMERCIAL RENTAL PROPERTIES LIMITED
CHRISTIE RENTAL PROPERTIES LIMITED
CHRISTINA LOGAN LIMITED
CHRYSLIS MANAGEMENT CONSULTING LIMITED
CI BUILDING CONTRACTORS LIMITED
CI PROPERTY HOLDINGS LIMITED
CICIMEDIA LIMITED
CIEL.K LIMITED
CIGAM HOLDINGS LIMITED
CIGANA BRANDS LIMITED
CINEMADDICTS.CO.NZ LIMITED
CIRCLE AUTOMATION LIMITED
CIRCLE OPERATIONS NZ LIMITED
CIRCLE ST LIMITED
CIRCLE STUDY LIMITED
CIRCULAR INVESTMENTS LIMITED
CIRKUS FILM LIMITED
CIT ADMINISTRATION LIMITED
CIT PROPERTIES LIMITED
CITIC URBAN INVESTMENT LIMITED
CITIPAC (2012) LIMITED
CITY BLAST JETSKI TOURS LIMITED
COCHRAN WELDING LIMITED
COCOA AND LACE LIMITED
COCONUTS LIMITED
CODE BREAKERS LIMITED
CODESPANISH LIMITED
COE INTERNATIONAL LOGISTICS LIMITED
COFFEE BOMB LIMITED
COFFEE KIWI LIMITED
COFFEE NEWS (TASMAN) LIMITED
COGENT NUMBER ONE LIMITED
COIN GARAGE DOOR SERVICES LIMITED
COLD PRESS JUICE & SALADS LIMITED
COLIN CLARK BUILDING LIMITED
COLLEAGUE LIMITED
COLLECTIBLES LIMITED
COLLECTION POINT LIMITED
COLLECTIVE COLLATERAL LIMITED
COLLINGE FINANCE LIMITED
COLLINGS PROPERTY INVESTMENTS LIMITED
COLONY HOLDINGS LIMITED
COLOUR THEORY HAIR DESIGN LIMITED
COLOURFUL CULTURE COMMUNICATION CO., LIMITED
COLTON BUILDING LIMITED
COLUMBUS TRAIL LIMITED
COMBRINCK CARS LIMITED
COMEDY STORE 2014 LIMITED
COMFORT AUTO AIR LIMITED
COMFY CREATIONS LIMITED
COMMERCIAL DEPOSITS LIMITED
COMMERCIAL PROPERTY CONSULTING NZ LIMITED
COMMERCIAL RENTAL PROPERTIES LIMITED
COMMONWEALTH TOURING LIMITED
COMMTEL (NZ) LIMITED
COMMUNICATION SUPPLY SYSTEMS LIMITED
COMMUNITY PARTNERS DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION LIMITED
COMPANY OF NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
COMPASS PRINT MANAGEMENT LIMITED
COMPASS PROJECTS LIMITED
COMPASS ROOFING LIMITED
COMPASS TRADING NZ LIMITED
COMPLETE BUILDERS (2008) LIMITED
COMPLETE OUTDOORS LIMITED
COMPLEX BUILDERS LIMITED
COMPOSITE CONSULTANTS LIMITED
COMPRADOR COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED
COMPREHENSIVE GLOBAL SERVICES LIMITED
COMPUTER REMEDIES LIMITED
COMPUTERCARE HB LIMITED
CONCEPT CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
CONCEPT LANDSCAPES LIMITED
CONCREATIONS HARDSCAPES LIMITED
CONCRETE 4 CANTERBURY LIMITED
CONCRETE CUTTING & REMOVAL LIMITED
CONCRETE CUTTING NZ (2014) LIMITED
CONCRETE CUTTING NZ LIMITED
CONCRETE FOR YOU LIMITED
CONCRETE POOL SYSTEMS LIMITED
CONCRETE REINFORCING LIMITED
CONCRETICO LIMITED
CONFIDENTAL LIMITED
CONNECT 6 LIMITED
CONNECT DATA PRODUCTS LIMITED
CONNECTED LIMITED
CONNY LIMITED
CONRADIN GROUP LIMITED
CONROY ATKINS INVESTMENTS LIMITED
CONSERVATIVE NATURAL THERAPY LIMITED
CONSTELATIO EQUITY LIMITED
CONSTRUCTION PRODUCTS AND SERVICES LIMITED
CONSULTING ZONE LIMITED
CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS LIMITED
CONTINENTAL PRESTIGE LIMITED
CONTRACT RESULTS LIMITED
CONTRACT TRUCKDRIVING LIMITED
CONTRAST CREATIVE LIMITED
CONVENIENCE PLUS LIMITED
CONVERGED TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED
CONVERT LIMITED
COOCUP COMPANY LIMITED
COOGO GROUP LIMITED
COOKIEROBSTAR LIMITED
COOPER GUY HOLDINGS LIMITED
COOPS & DAUGHTERS LIMITED
COPIA TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED
COPLEY FUND RESEARCH LIMITED
COPPER CLOSET LIMITED
CORE DISTRIBUTIONS LIMITED
CORIENDER ENTERPRISES LIMITED
CORNERSTONE TRADING LIMITED
CORNOR HOLDING LIMITED
COROMANDEL - HAURAKI HOMES LIMITED
COROMANDEL LOCKSMITH SERVICES LIMITED
CORPORATE MANAGEMENT ADVICE LIMITED
CORPORATE OVERHEAD LIMITED
CORPORATE PRESS (NZ) LIMITED
CORPORATE TAX SERVICES LIMITED
CORVETTES & CLASSICS NZ LIMITED
COSGROVE NZ LIMITED
COSMIC MOTORS INC LIMITED
COSTAS ENTERPRISES LIMITED
COSTER MOTORS LIMITED
COTTAGE ON THE HILL LIMITED
COTTAGE VALLEY DESIGN LIMITED
COUCH DWELLER LIMITED
COUCH INVESTMENTS LIMITED
COUNT THE CASH LIMITED
COUNTIES-MANUKAU TAXIS LIMITED
COUNTRY BUDDIES PRESCHOOL LIMITED
COUNTRY CABINS LIMITED
COUNTRY OFFICE LIMITED
COURTWAY TRADING LIMITED
COVER-UP LIVING SYSTEMS LIMITED
COW BOY PAINTERS LIMITED
COWBOY PARADISE LIMITED
COWRIE MEDICAL LIMITED
CPMA LIMITED
CRAMBOURNE NOMINEES LIMITED
CRANE LABOUR SERVICES LIMITED
CRANIUM HOLDINGS LIMITED
CRANWELL CONSULTANTS LIMITED
CREATE A MOMENT LIMITED
CREATE REPUBLIC LIMITED
CREATIONS PVT. LIMITED
CREATIVE DESIGN 03 LIMITED
CREATIVE JUNCTION LIMITED
CREATIVE LASER NZ LIMITED
CREATIVE MINDS LIMITED
CREATIVE ORGANISM LIMITED
CREATIVEBOOTH LIMITED
CREDIT UNION NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
CREDITCARD DEBT LIMITED
CREEK ROAD DAIRY LIMITED
CREEKBED HOLDINGS LIMITED
CRESCENT DAIRY CO LIMITED
CRESCENT RECORDING STUDIOS LIMITED
CREST CLEAN LIMITED
CRIS LIMITED
CROCKETT TIMBERWORKS LIMITED
CROMAC STREET FARM LIMITED
CROSIBIE DESIGN LIMITED
CROSSFIT HPU LIMITED
CROSSMAN GROUP LIMITED
CROWD CAPITAL LIMITED
CROWD TOTAL LIMITED
CROWN CATERERS LIMITED
CROWN ENTERTAINMENT LIMITED
CROWN PARK INVESTMENT LIMITED
CRUCISCONNECT LIMITED
CRUMMER ROAD LIMITED
CRUMMER TRUSTEES NO.105 LIMITED
CRUMMER TRUSTEES NO.116 LIMITED
CRUMMER TRUSTEES NO.120 LIMITED
CRUMMER TRUSTEES NO.125 LIMITED
CRUMMER TRUSTEES NO.127 LIMITED
CRUMMER TRUSTEES NO.129 LIMITED
CRUMMER TRUSTEES NO.136 LIMITED
CRUMMER TRUSTEES NO.145 LIMITED
CRUMMER TRUSTEES NO.146 LIMITED
CRUMMER TRUSTEES NO.150 LIMITED
CRUMMER TRUSTEES NO.151 LIMITED
CRUMMER TRUSTEES NO.24 LIMITED
CRUMMER TRUSTEES NO.30 LIMITED
CRUMMER TRUSTEES NO.49 LIMITED
CRUMMER TRUSTEES NO.51 LIMITED
CRUMMER TRUSTEES NO.57 LIMITED
CRUMMER TRUSTEES NO.59 LIMITED
CRUMMER TRUSTEES NO.73 LIMITED
CRUMMER TRUSTEES NO.8 LIMITED
CRUMMER TRUSTEES NO.81 LIMITED
CRUMMER TRUSTEES NO.85 LIMITED
CRUMMER TRUSTEES NO.87 LIMITED
CRUZAND LIMITED
CRYSTAL ENTERPRISES 2007 LIMITED
CRYSTAL NOSKI DISCOUNT LIMITED
CRYSTAL PANELBEATERS LIMITED
CRYSTAL SKULLS INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
CS REALTY LIMITED
CSC LIMITED
CST TRUSTEES STL LIMITED
CTC ASSOCIATES LIMITED
CTD BEAUTY LIMITED
CTD HOLDINGS LIMITED
CTG GAMES LIMITED
CTG IMPORTS LIMITED
CUBA DESIGN AND ILLUSTRATION LIMITED
CUBA MART LIMITED
CUBIERTA LIMITED
CULICID PTY LIMITED
CULINARY CONSULTING LIMITED
CUP OF TEA LIMITED
CUPRA INVESTMENTS LIMITED
CURTAIN EXPRESS LIMITED
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CUSTODIAN TRUSTEE MANAGEMENT LIMITED
CUSTOM CLASSICS LIMITED
CUSTOM TRUCK & CHROME LIMITED
CUVO LIMITED
CV&CO TRUSTEES (FAIRWIND) LIMITED
CVE INVESTMENTS LIMITED
CWC VINTNERS LIMITED
CWC WELLNESS CENTRE LIMITED
CYBERTALK LIMITED
CYBERTALK CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
CYCLING TUTORS LIMITED
CYCLOPS INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
CZAR DESIGN LIMITED
D & C FRANKLIN LIMITED
D & C HENDERSON PROPERTIES LIMITED
D & D BOWKER INVESTMENTS LIMITED
D & D FAMILY LIMITED
D & D MANGAWHAI ENTERPRISES LIMITED
D & E CLEANING LIMITED
D & F INTERIORS RESOURCE LIMITED
D & H FISHER LIMITED
D & I INVESTMENTS LIMITED
D & K STEELE LIMITED
D & L ENDEAVOURS LIMITED
D & L SMITH INVESTMENTS LIMITED
D & M HALL LIMITED
D & S HOMES LIMITED
D AND J TASKER LIMITED
D PRASAD LIMITED
D REID CONSULTING LIMITED
D S LIMITED
D&G BROTHERS LIMITED
D&K INTERNATIONAL TRADING LIMITED
D&M ALLAN LIMITED
D.H.A HOLDINGS LIMITED
D.H.R. LIMITED
D.MATES MOTORS LIMITED
D.R. LIMITED
D2 CONSULTANTS LIMITED
DA SUB K2 LIMITED
DAC LIMITED
DADWAL TRANSPORT LIMITED
DAFIRE TRADING LIMITED
DAHYA DAJI LIMITED
DAI AND DAL LIMITED
DAILY EAT & SHARE LIMITED
DAIRY EFFLUENT MANAGEMENT LIMITED
DAIRY EXPORTS LIMITED
DAIRY GLOBAL LIMITED
DAIRY GLOBAL NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
DAIRY TRADERS LIMITED
DAKA HOLDINGS LIMITED
DALEB SERVICES LIMITED
DALLAS PROPERTY LIMITED
DALSON FOODS LIMITED
DAMAN INVESTMENT LIMITED
DAMM MONEY ENTERTAINMENT LIMITED
DAMNED FINE FOOD LIMITED
DAN AUX LIMITED
DAN GOOD FLOORING & BOARDING LIMITED
DANCING BEES LIMITED
DANDY & CO NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
DANOSA GROUP LIMITED
DARE TO BE FRESH LIMITED
DAREEN PAINTING & DECORATING LIMITED
DARGAVILLE PROPERTIES LIMITED
DARKROOM DISTRIBUTION LIMITED
DARRELL TUCKER BUILDER LIMITED
DARSEL KEANE CONSULTING LIMITED
DATA SENSE LIMITED
DATATECH LIMITED
DATURA TRUSTEE LIMITED
DAVE AND PAM BAKER LIMITED
DAVE COPETTI BUILDERS LIMITED
DAVEKO BUILDING AND CARPENTRY LIMITED
DAVID AND ESTER PROPERTY INVESTMENTS LIMITED
DAVID BIRCHFIELD LIMITED
DAVIDSON BUILDING AND ALTERATIONS LIMITED
DAVIDSON SMALL LIMITED
DAVIES & BUDD CLEANING LIMITED
DAYDAY LIMITED
DAYSpring (NZ) LIMITED
DAYSpring LAUNDROMAT (PAPATOETOE) LIMITED
DAZ LIMITED
DAZZLE ULTRASONIC BLIND CLEANERS LIMITED
DB SIGNS LIMITED
DB TRUSTEES 2015 LIMITED
DBC HOLDINGS LIMITED
DBM HOLDINGS LIMITED
DBS SPECIALISED COATINGS LIMITED
DC & BM HAULAGE LIMITED
DC BUILDERS CHRISTCHURCH LIMITED
DC EIGHT BLOODSTOCK LIMITED
DC LAWYERS LIMITED
DC&NF PROPERTIES LIMITED
DCA GROUP LIMITED
DCD DEVONPORT LIMITED
DCF MANAGEMENT LIMITED
DCJ PROPERTIES LIMITED
DCMA HOLDINGS LIMITED
D’CRUZ HOLDINGS LIMITED
DDPV LIMITED
DE AN LIMITED
DE BERRY NEELY LIMITED
DE JONG TRADING LIMITED
DE LAUTOUR TRUSTEES NO 20 LIMITED
DE LAUTOUR TRUSTEES NO 26 LIMITED
DE SILVA HOLDINGS LIMITED
DEAN PARKINSON INVESTMENTS LIMITED
DEANE BIRD PROPERTIES AND INVESTMENTS LIMITED
DEBRU PROPERTIES LIMITED
DEB’S RENTALS LIMITED
DECC GROUP LIMITED
DECENTHOUSE CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
DEEP SPACE LIMITED
DEER RUN HOLDINGS LIMITED
DEFINESPACE LIMITED
DEICO LIMITED
DEJOB BARKERS LIMITED
DELANEY FAMILY INVESTMENTS LIMITED
DELANYS PROPERTIES LIMITED
DELCAM QLD LIMITED
DELI INVESTMENTS FOR PRIME SIGNS LIMITED
DELICH HOLDINGS LIMITED
DELIGHT CAFE BAR AND RESTAURANT LIMITED
DELLICIOUS LIMITED
DELIVER4ME.CO. LIMITED
DELOW CO 2017 LIMITED
DELTA CAPITAL INVESTMENTS LIMITED
DELTA CAPITAL MANAGEMENT LIMITED
DELTA DYNAMICS LIMITED
DELTA NINE LIMITED
DEMON TANIWHA LIMITED
DENALI INVESTMENTS LIMITED
DENALI PARK LIMITED
DENISON DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
DENLEY ARCHITECTURE + DESIGN LIMITED
DENTAL AND MAXILLOFACIAL IMAGING LIMITED
DENTAL ON THE SHORE LIMITED
DENTAL REFLECTIONS LIMITED
DEO GRATIAS EXPORT LIMITED
DEBUS ARCHITECTURE & DESIGN LIMITED
DERMEX TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED
DESAROLLO LIMITED
DESERT ROAD INVESTMENTS LIMITED
DESHA R&R LIMITED
DESIGN & PROJECT SOLUTIONS LIMITED
DESIGN HERITAGE LIMITED
DESIRE LOGISTICS LIMITED
DESTINATION DUBROVNIK LIMITED
DESTINY HOLDINGS LIMITED
DEVILS VIRTUE SOFTWARE LIMITED
DEVINE LIMITED
DEVISE ELECTRICAL LIMITED
DEVISHTAS FINANCIAL SERVICES LIMITED
DEVONPORT PLUMBING AND ROOFING LIMITED
DEVONPORT SCOOTER AND BIKE HIRE LIMITED
DEVONPORTS MOTHER’S CUPBOARD LIMITED
DEVVOY CONTRACTORS LIMITED
DEVPRO LIMITED
DEWDROP HOLDINGS LIMITED
DEXTER DR LIMITED
DF FOODS LIMITED
DGM GROUP LIMITED
DHAMSU INVESTMENTS LIMITED
DHANI TRUSTEE LIMITED
DHIFFON TRANSPORT NZ LIMITED
DHILLONG ENTERPRISES LIMITED
DHINDSA INVESTMENTS LIMITED
DHMK TRUSTEE LIMITED
DHZ COMPANY LIMITED
DI BARTOLO LIMITED
DIAHANN BOUTIQUE LIMITED
DIAMANTE HOLDINGS LIMITED
DIAMOND DEMOLITION LIMITED
DIAMOND DOGS BOUTIQUE LIMITED
DIAMOND NEW ZEALAND INVESTMENTS LIMITED
DIAMOND PROPERTY GROUP LIMITED
DIAMOND TRANSPORT SERVICE LIMITED
DIAMOND V LIMITED
DIANA MOTORS LIMITED
DIE MOULD EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES N.Z. LIMITED
DIESEL & TURBO AUCKLAND 2002 LIMITED
DIESELGAS INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
DIEYANG BRICK LIMITED
DIGITAL DATA TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED
DIGITAL INVESTIGATORS LIMITED
DIGITAL MEDIA TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED
DIGITAL NEXT LIMITED
DIGITAL PARTNERS NZ LIMITED
DIJI TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED
DIL509 NZ LIMITED
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DILECTA LIMITED
DILLIGAF PROPERTIES LIMITED
DILMUN ARABIAN CUISINE LIMITED
DIMISTEPH CAPITAL TRUST LIMITED
DINESH LIMITED
DINGDING BUN LIMITED
DINGO CONTRACTING LIMITED
DINSDALE PHARMACY LIMITED
DIRECT MANAGEMENT LIMITED
DIRECT SELLING LIMITED
DIRECTIONS DANCE LIMITED
DIRTY DEEDS CLEANING LIMITED
DISAROSE INVESTMENTS LIMITED
DISCOVERYMORTGAGES LIMITED
DISRUPTIVE INDUSTRIES LIMITED
DISTINCTION REALTY LIMITED
DIVE REVIVE LIMITED
DIVER ENTERPRISES LIMITED
DIVERSE INVESTMENT LIVING FUND LIMITED
DIVERSIFIED LOGISTICS LIMITED
DIVSHAL ENTERPRISES LIMITED
DIVSTER LIMITED
DJ QUALITY DECORATORS LIMITED
DJC REFINISH LIMITED
DJINN CONSULTING LIMITED
DJK L INVESTMENTS LIMITED
DJM PROFESSIONAL SERVICES LIMITED
DK BROTHERS LIMITED
DKBY PROPERTY LIMITED
DL ELECTRICAL LIMITED
DMA DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
DMBC LIMITED
DMC CONSULTING LIMITED
DMC ELECTRICAL LIMITED
DMJD INVESTMENTS LIMITED
DMP STATISTICAL SOLUTIONS LIMITED
DMS CONTRACTORS LIMITED
DNS PAINT LIMITED
DOC SHEESHA LIMITED
DOC DOCTOR LIMITED
DOCBOX LIMITED
DOCS INDEED LIMITED
DOCTOR BEE LIMITED
DOGGIE DAY SPA LIMITED
DOGGY DAYCARE NZ LIMITED
DOGGYCARD.COM LIMITED
DOGS LIMITED
DOLCE INVESTMENTS LIMITED
DOLE TRUSTEES LIMITED
D’OLIVE LIMITED
DOLLAR BRAND LIMITED
DOLPHIN ENTERPRISES LIMITED
DOMETT CONSULTING LIMITED
DOMINION LIMITED
DOMINION ROAD INVESTMENT GROUP HOLDINGS LIMITED
DOMINION ROAD LOCKSMITHS LIMITED
DON MATINGLEY MOTORS LIMITED
DON RAE (NEW ZEALAND) LIMITED
DONDORO SERVICES LIMITED
DONE GREAT PAINTING LIMITED
DONG RETIREMENT LIMITED
DONGCHEN PROPERTY LIMITED
DONGLIN TRADING LIMITED
DONJON LIMITED
DURABAN GLOBAL INC. LIMITED
DURABAN GLOBAL TRUSTEES LIMITED
DURBAN DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
DURHAM’S HEAVY HAULAGE 2013 LIMITED
DUSTY FROG LIMITED
DUTCH QUEEN LIMITED
DUTHCO TRUSTEES (NANA ROWAN) LIMITED
DUTHCO TRUSTEES NO. 27 LIMITED
DUVAUCHELLE BISTRO LIMITED
DUVAUCHELLE HOTEL LIMITED
DUVAUCHELLE STORE LIMITED
DVLK HOLDINGS LIMITED
DVRT AUTOMOTIVE LIMITED
DVLS LEASING LIMITED
DWN LIMITED
DXM LIMITED
DXU LIMITED
DYNAMI HOLDINGS LIMITED
DYNAMIC COMMERCIAL SOLUTIONS LIMITED
DYNAMIC DIGITAL SYSTEMS LIMITED
DYNAMIC INDUSTRIES LIMITED
DYSON BUILDERS LIMITED
E & R ENTERPRISES LIMITED
E IT SOLUTIONS LIMITED
E V WHITELOCK TRUSTEE LIMITED
E & C INFOTECH LIMITED
E&M BOLINA LIMITED
E&M THOMAS SHEARING LIMITED
E.J. HOUSING LIMITED
E.K.R LIMITED
E.LEWIS FARMING LIMITED
E.P. SARGENT ENGINEERING LIMITED
EAGAR FOR LEISURE LIMITED
EAGLE CABS LIMITED
EAGLE EYE IMAGES LIMITED
EAR2EAR LIMITED
EARBUS HEARING SERVICES LIMITED
EARTH DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
EARTH SPOT LIMITED
EARTH WATER FIRE SKY LIMITED
EAST 88 FINANCE LIMITED
EAST 88 PROPERTY HOLDINGS LIMITED
EAST COAST CONCRETE SERVICES LIMITED
EAST COAST KARARIKI HOMES LIMITED
EAST COAST MUSCLE LIMITED
EAST MEATS-WEST LIMITED
EAST PAKARAKA LIMITED
EASTBOURNE DELI LIMITED
EASTBROOKE PASTORAL LIMITED
EASTLINK LOGISTICS LIMITED
EASTPAC INTERNATIONAL TRADE LIMITED
EASY FLEET LIMITED
EASY NOW LIMITED
EASY PANEL CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
EASY PEASY PARTIES LIMITED
EASY WAY LIMITED
EASYCOMPANY LIMITED
EASYDRAINS LIMITED
EASYWAY EXPRESS LIMITED
EAT EVERYWHERE ANZ LIMITED
EATON DRAINAGE LIMITED
EAZYSHIPPING (NZ) LIMITED
EBA LIMITED
ECD TRUSTEE 3002 LIMITED
ECD TRUSTEE 3007 LIMITED
ECH LIMITED
ECLIPSE BLINDS LIMITED
ECO BRIGHT LIMITED
ECO GREEN HOMES LIMITED
ECO GROUP 2014 LIMITED
ECO REBUILD HOUSES LIMITED
ECOBASE NZ LIMITED
ECO-HOMES LIMITED
ECOLUX HOLIDAYS LIMITED
ECOMOTIVE 2015 LIMITED
ECONOMY CABS LIMITED
ECOSAVI MANAGEMENT LIMITED
ECOSAVI MARKETING LIMITED
ECOTEC LIMITED
ECOVISION RAGLAN LIMITED
ECZEMA SKIN STORE LIMITED
EDEN ESSENTIAL PRODUCTS NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
EDEN HOMES DEVELOPMENT LIMITED
EDEN HOUSE LIMITED
EDEN HYDROPONICS LIMITED
EDENTAL LIMITED
EDERNEY ELECTRICAL LIMITED
EDGE AERODYNAMIX (NZL) LIMITED
EDGE PRO TARANAKI LIMITED
EDGE VUE LIMITED
EDMONDSON INVESTMENTS LIMITED
ED’S ROD & CUSTOM LIMITED
EDUCATION PROJECT MANAGEMENT LIMITED
EDUWELL LIMITED
EDWARDS RURAL TRANSPORT LIMITED
EFFICIENT IRRIGATION LIMITED
E-FINANCE LIMITED
EG CLARK FAMILY TRUST LIMITED
EGI AUDIO-VISUAL (NZ) LIMITED
EGL NORTH ISLAND LIMITED
EGL SOUTH ISLAND LIMITED
EGOLF GLOBAL LIMITED
EH & SM LIMITED
EH W SOLICITORS NOMINEE COMPANY LIMITED
EIC GLOBAL (NEW ZEALAND) PTY. LIMITED
EIGHT STEED LIMITED
EIGPD- E-LEARNING INTERNATIONAL GROUP FOR PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT LIMITED
EIMAN K. LIMITED
EJ LIMITED
EJUCENZ LIMITED
EK DENTAL LIMITED
EKAS TRADING LIMITED
EKCO DRAFTING LIMITED
EKSETERA LIMITED
ELAW CLOTHING LIMITED
ELBOWE LIMITED
ELECTRICAL GENERATION SERVICES LIMITED
ELECTRICAL MARINE INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
ELECTRICOLES LIMITED
ELECTRONIC SOLUTIONS (NELSON) LIMITED
ELEGANT ACCOUNTING LIMITED
ELEMENTAL BUILDERS LIMITED
ELEVEN HOMES LIMITED
ELIM INTERNATIONAL TRADE LIMITED
ELITE FLOORING LIMITED
ELITE HOME RENOVATIONS LIMITED
ELITE LEGEND LIMITED
ELITE PHOTO PRINTS LIMITED
ELITESURE CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
ELIZABETH BUCKLEY LIMITED
ELIZABETH RENTALS LIMITED
ELIZABETH STREET PROPERTIES LIMITED
ELK HOLDINGS LIMITED
ELL GROUP LIMITED
ELLIOT MEDICAL LIMITED
ELMAC FREESTYLE TENTS NZ LIMITED
ELSTONE HOLDINGS LIMITED
ELUSION NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
ELYSIUM PROPERTIES LIMITED
EM.BAR.GO LIMITED
EMAILPOSTBOX.COM LIMITED
E’MAX POLLUTION SOLUTIONS LIMITED
EMBROIDERY DESIGN STUDIO LIMITED
EMERALD HILL INVESTMENTS LIMITED
EMERALD HR SOLUTIONS LIMITED
EMERGENCY MEDICAL CARE LIMITED
EMERGING WRITERS LIMITED
EMJAY HOLDINGS LIMITED
EMMA FOR BEAUTY LIMITED
EMPASS INVESTMENT CONSULTANTS LIMITED
EMPIRE 2011 LIMITED
EMPOWER SYSTEMS LIMITED
EMPOWERED LIVING NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
EMT FRANCHISE SYSTEM LIMITED
ENCHANTED GARDEN LIMITED
ENDLESS DIRT BIKING LIMITED
ENDURA PROPERTIES LIMITED
ENDURANCE AGENCIES LIMITED
ENDURANCE SPORT NEWS LIMITED
ENERGIZE FITNESS PROFESSIONALS LIMITED
ENERGY LIFESTYLES LIMITED
ENFORCER BOATS LIMITED
ENGENUITY LIMITED
ENGINE LIMITED
ENGINEERING & SHEETMETAL SERVICES LIMITED
ENGINEERING RGV 2016 LIMITED
ENHANCED NAILS LIMITED
ENHME ENTERTAINMENT LIMITED
ENRICH LIMITED
ENTERPRISE AUSTRALASIA LIMITED
ENTERPRIZE MARKETING LIMITED
ENTERTAINMENT PROJECT SERVICES LIMITED
ENVIRO CLEAN AND RESTORATION FRANCHISE SYSTEMS (2016) LIMITED
ENVIRO CLEAN AND RESTORATION NZ (2016) LIMITED
ENVIRO SQUARE LIMITED
ENVIRO TYRES LIMITED
ENVIRONETICS SPACE PLANNING LIMITED
ENVIRONMENTAL AND CONSTRUCTION SERVICES LIMITED
ENVISAGE AR LIMITED
ENVISAGE PLUS LIMITED
ENZY PROPERTIES 2008 LIMITED
ENZED PC SERVICES LIMITED
EOS LIFESTYLE LIMITED
EOTC LIMITED
EPIC RACING LIMITED
EPICUREAN JOURNEYS LIMITED
EPOCH PROPERTIES LIMITED
EQUINE INTEGRATED BALANCING LIMITED
EQUINELIFE LIMITED
EQUIP HIRE LIMITED
EQUIPIT LIMITED
EQUIPMENT SERVICING (2016) LIMITED
EQUITY BOOST DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
EREFUND NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
ERFORT PROPERTIES LIMITED
ERGO MANAGEMENT SERVICES LIMITED
ERNEST LIMITED
EROSION SOLUTIONS LIMITED
ESK PROPERTY LIMITED
ESKDALE LIMITED
ESKIMO LOUNGE LIMITED
ESL INVESTMENTS LIMITED
ESLORATORIES LIMITED
ESPANA LIMITED
ESSENTIAL SPRAY PRODUCTS LIMITED
ESTHER HAIR LIMITED
E-STORE LIMITED
ET AND FAMILY LIMITED
ETECHNIC LIMITED
ETU THE WORLD LIMITED
EUFEMIA TRUSTEES LIMITED
EVAN & IRENE WAKELING LIMITED
EVA RESIDENTIAL LIMITED
EVANS BREEDING LIMITED
EVANS BRICK AND BLOCK LIMITED
EVANS TYRE SERVICE LIMITED
EVANS-MLCROP PROPERTIES LIMITED
EVENTHOOOK LIMITED
EVER DRAGON LIMITED
EVERGRANDE HEALTHCARE LIMITED
EVERGREEN RESOURCES NZ LIMITED
EVERMORE PROJECT MANAGEMENT AND CONSULTING LIMITED
EVERYDAY GROCERY LIMITED
EVI GLOBAL TRUSTEE MANAGEMENT GROUP LIMITED
EVLITE CRM LIMITED
EW. MOBILE MOWER REPAIRS LIMITED
EWASTE360 LIMITED
EWATCH LIMITED
EWEGO LIMITED
EXACT SERVICES LIMITED
EXCEED FOOD SERVICES LIMITED
EXCEL BUSINESS SOLUTIONS LIMITED
EXCEL COURIERS LIMITED
EXCEL TRAFFIC SYSTEMS LIMITED
EXCEL TRUSTEE LIMITED
EXCELHEALTH NELSON LIMITED
EXCELL CONSULTANTS LIMITED
EXCHANGE HOMES LIMITED
EXECUTIVE PAINTING LIMITED
EXFUZE LIMITED
EXGL LIMITED
EXO TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED
EXPLO TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED
EXPILATES LIMITED
EXPORT COMPLIANCE GROUP LIMITED
EXPORTNET LIMITED
EXPOSURE P.R. LIMITED
EXPRESS GYM REPAIRS LIMITED
EXPRESS PEST CONTROL NORTH SHORE LIMITED
EXTROBE LIMITED
EYCO EYEWEAR LIMITED
EZER CONNECTIONS LIMITED
EZFX LIMITED
EZIMALL LIMITED
EZIVIEW FINANCE LIMITED
EZY TRAVEL LIMITED
FERRARI SYSTEMS LIMITED
FERRYHILL PROPERTIES LIMITED
FEZBOOTH LIMITED
FFP CANTERBURY LIMITED
FG MANAGEMENT LIMITED
FGM LIMITED
FIBRE AND CABLE LIMITED
FIFITA-TALAKAI LIMITED
FIFTEEN-O-FOUR PHARMACY SERVICES LIMITED
FIJI FOOD & SNACKS LIMITED
FILIMOEKAVA RENTAL LIMITED
FILIPPO HOLDINGS LIMITED
FILLOSOPHY LIMITED
FILM CREW NZ LIMITED
FINAL DRAFT LIMITED
FINAL TOUCH FRANKLIN LIMITED
FINANCIAL MATTERS LIMITED
FINE ART SERVICES LIMITED
FINETREE COMPANY LIMITED
FINISHING TOUCH PAINTING SERVICES LIMITED
FIRE INVESTMENTS LIMITED
FIRE MONKEY 56 LIMITED
FIRE SAFETY SERVICES LIMITED
FIRE SCENE ANALYSIS LIMITED
FIREHORSE INVESTMENTS LIMITED
FIRMGROUND PTY LIMITED
FIRST AVON LIMITED
FIRST BREAK LIMITED
FIRST BUSINESS FINANCE LIMITED
FIRST CHOICE HEALTH LIMITED
FIRST GENERATION NZ LIMITED
FIRSTLINE SERVICES LIMITED
FIRSTHOLDINGS HAVELOCK LIMITED
FIRST ST KITCHEN LIMITED
FISHCRO SUSTAINABLE SEAFOOD CONSULTANTS LIMITED
FISHMN IRRIGATION LIMITED
FISHY BIZ (2001) LIMITED
FISHYBUSINESS518 LIMITED
FIT MEALS LIMITED
FITBASE NZ LIMITED
FITNESS DEVILS LIMITED
FITSCIENCE LIMITED
FITZGERALD HILL LIMITED
FITZSIMONS FORESTRY LIMITED
FIVE HOWE PLUMBING LIMITED
FIVE TWENTY EIGHT HOLDINGS LIMITED
FIX WORX LIMITED
FIZEO WORKS LIMITED
FLAMETOUCH LIMITED
FLASH FORWARD LIMITED
FLAVOUR TRAVEL LIMITED
FLAWLESS HOMES LIMITED
FLAX SECURITIES LIMITED
FLAXBROOK LIMITED
FLAXMILL LIMITED
FLETCHER’S TRADE IT LIMITED
FLEXI GEL LIMITED
FLICK GROUP LIMITED
FLIPSY AND TWITCH LIMITED
FLIRTATION BY DESIGN LIMITED
FLITE LIMITED
FLORA TEA OCEANIA LIMITED
FLORINZ LIMITED
FLOURISH BOUTIQUE DESIGN LIMITED
FRANCIS AND CAMBRIDGE LIMITED
FRANKLIN WEEDS SPRAYERS (1985) LIMITED
FRANZ JOSEF ALPINE LODGE LIMITED
FRAPMONEY LIMITED
FRED AND TED TRADES LIMITED
FRED THOMAS LIMITED
FREDS FINE FOODS MANUFACTURING LIMITED
FREE LIFE APPS LIMITED
FREEDATINGNZ LIMITED
FREELANZ LIMITED
FREEMAN’S TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED
FREER-HILL LIMITED
FREIGHT PROPERTIES LIMITED
FREIGHT TRADERS LIMITED
FREIGHTME LIMITED
FRESKO GARDEN CENTRE LIMITED
FRESH AND MORE FARMERS SUPERMARKET LIMITED
FRESH MILK HAWKE’S BAY (2003) LIMITED
FRESH PRODUCE MEDIA LIMITED
FRESHCOAT LIMITED
FRESHGRASS LIMITED
FRESHNCLEAN LIMITED
FRESHSTART HOMES LIMITED
FREYCYNET ESTUARY INVESTMENTS LIMITED
FREYSSINET NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
FRIENDS HOLDING LIMITED
FRIGID AIR CONDITIONING & REFRIDGERATION LIMITED
FROG INVESTMENTS (2009) LIMITED
FROG PUDDLES LIMITED
FROM FARM TO FORK LIMITED
FRONT BEACH LIMITED
FRONT SEAT MEDIA LIMITED
FRONTRADE INVEST LIMITED
FROSTBITE ADVENTURES LIMITED
FROZEN EXPRESS CHRISTCHURCH LIMITED
FRUIT FALLS LIMITED
FRUITANIA LIMITED
FRY INVESTMENTS LIMITED
FSC @ WAIKU COSSIE CLUB LIMITED
FST TRUSTEE LIMITED
FTA PROPERTY LIMITED
FTG - REMUERA LIMITED
FTG - TAURANGA LIMITED
FTVMS INSTITUTE LIMITED
FULL BOAR LOGGING LIMITED
FULL CONTACT LIMITED
FULL SWING PRODUCTIONS LIMITED
FULLCHOKE LIMITED
FULLER TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED
FULLERTON PROPERTY HOLDINGS LIMITED
FUN E BUSINESS LIMITED
FUN ‘N’ LEARN HOMEBASED CHILDCARE LIMITED
FUN TICKETS LIMITED
FUND RAISING FOR EDUCATION LIMITED
FUNDING CONCEPTS LIMITED
FUNDLAB LIMITED
FUNNY BUNNY LIMITED
FUR AND FETLOCKS LIMITED
FURNITURE FOX LIMITED
FURNITURE TWENTY TWENTY LIMITED
FUSI TRUSTEE LIMITED
FUSIFONUA EXPORT & IMPORT DISTRIBUTION LIMITED
FUSION CATERING GROUP LIMITED
FUSION EAST LIMITED
FUSION FOUNDATION LIMITED
FUTURE FLYER LIMITED
FUTURE INVEST LIMITED
FUTURE LIVING GLOBAL LIMITED
FUTURE NET NZ LIMITED
FUTURE TRADE HOLDINGS LIMITED
G & G ENGINEERING LIMITED
G & R DANIEL & COMPANY LIMITED
G & T BEAZLEY LIMITED
G AND A HOMES LIMITED
G BUILD LIMITED
G F SANDERSON LIMITED
G W & S C HOLDINGS LIMITED
G&M INVESTMENT LIMITED
G.I.L TRADING LIMITED
G6NINETY CONSULTANTS LIMITED
GA & AR MARTIN LIMITED
GA & JA WHITEHOUSE LIMITED
GAB HOLDINGS LIMITED
GAC CONTRACTORS LIMITED
GALAXIE ENTERPRISES LIMITED
GALHAM PROPERTIES LIMITED
GALLERIE LIMITED
GALLERY OF STONE LIMITED
GALLONY AVIATION COMPANY LIMITED
GAMIN HOLDINGS LIMITED
GAMING ACCOUNTING & FINANCE LIMITED
GAMING SERVICES LIMITED
GAMSAHE CO LIMITED
GANDA MEKAR LIMITED
GANDHAM ENTERPRISES LIMITED
GANG XING MA LIMITED
GAO INVESTMENTS LIMITED
GAO TAN LIMITED
GAP DEVELOPMENTS 2016 LIMITED
GARANTIE INVESTMENTS LIMITED
GARDEN REVOLUTION LIMITED
GARFTON CONSTRUCTION & DECORATION LIMITED
GARGOYLIA LIMITED
GARMOY MICROFINANCE LIMITED
GARMAR TRUSTEES LIMITED
GARNETT BUILT LIMITED
GARTHMORE LIMITED
GARY & PAUL HOLDINGS LIMITED
GAS GLEN INNES LIMITED
GASPARRE HOLDINGS LIMITED
GASWORLD NZ LIMITED
GATEWAY INVESTMENT HOLDINGS LIMITED
GAUK MEDIA LIMITED
GAVI LIMITED
GAVIN SLOANE ENTERPRISES LIMITED
GAVIN WHITMORE BUILDERS LIMITED
GAZPROM DH TRUSTEE LIMITED
GBMLC TRUSTEES LIMITED
GBO PROJECTS LIMITED
GDB TRUST LIMITED
GE SPA LIMITED
GEDDIS HOLDINGS LIMITED
GEDERSONS LIMITED
GEE VENTURES LIMITED
GEESIM LIMITED
GEETA & MAHESH INVESTMENTS LIMITED
GEK PROPERTY NOMINEES (MT WELLINGTON) LIMITED
GEK PROPERTY NOMINEES (WHANGAREI HOSPITALS) LIMITED
GEKKAN NZ COMPANY LIMITED
GEL-E (NZ) LIMITED
GEM LAKE LIMITED
GEMAC TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED
GEMINI INVESTMENT GROUP LIMITED
GEN LIFE NUTRITION LIMITED
GENERAL AND COLORECTAL SURGERY LIMITED
GENERAL LEASE & HIRE LIMITED
GENERAL PLUMBERS WEST LIMITED
GENERATION LICENSING LIMITED
GENERO INVESTMENTS LIMITED
GENESIS MISFITS LIMITED
GENEVIEVE PEBBLES LIMITED
GENG HAO LIMITED
GENIEWALLET LIMITED
GEO BISHOP & SON LIMITED
GEOFF THURGOOD DESIGN LIMITED
GEON CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
GEORGE WONG ENTERPRISES LIMITED
GEORGIA HOLDINGS LIMITED
GEOSPATIAL MAPPING SERVICES LIMITED
GEOSPLORE LIMITED
GERARD MULQUEEN PLUMBING & GAS LIMITED
GERINDTEC HOLDINGS LIMITED
GERINDTEC NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
GERKA 007 LIMITED
GERMAR LIMITED
GET IN DIVING LIMITED
GET THE JOB DONE LIMITED
GH (OTAGO) LIMITED
GIBBONS CORPORATION LIMITED
GIBCO LIMITED
GIFT AGENT LIMITED
GIFTLAND TRADING LIMITED
GIFTY LIMITED
GIGA ENTERTAINMENT LIMITED
GIGATRONICS LIMITED
GILBOA LIMITED
GILCHRIST LIMITED
GILES SERVICES LIMITED
GILL LANDSCAPES LIMITED
GILLIGAN SHEPPARD PROPERTIES LIMITED
GILLMAR TRUST LIMITED
GILMOUR & WILSON LIMITED
GINGER MOLLOY MOTOR CYCLES LIMITED
GIRVEN ROAD LIMITED
GIRWAR SINGH & SONS LIMITED
GISBORNE METAL RECYCLERS LIMITED
GIVEALL LIMITED
GJ ROOFING LIMITED
GJMJ LIFESTYLE LIMITED
GK OVERSEAS LIMITED
GK SANDHU LIMITED
GKS BUILDING LIMITED
GL MANN LIMITED
GLACIER GOLD COMPANY LIMITED
GLAM ELEGANCE (NEW ZEALAND) LIMITED
GLAMOROUS Hooligan LIMITED
GLASS AND TILE SOLUTIONS LIMITED
GLASS EARTH GEOTHERMAL LIMITED
GLASS RESCUE LIMITED
GLASSAGE DESIGN LIMITED
GLASSHAUS LIMITED
GLASSWORX DIAMOND FUSION LIMITED
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GLAXO NEW ZEALAND PENSION PLAN TRUSTEE LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLDFINCH LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLENALLEN LAND COMPANY LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLENCORA INVESTMENTS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLENEAGLES INVESTMENTS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLENELG RED BEACH LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLENFINNAN INVESTMENTS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLENMAR ESTATE LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLENTUI STATION LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLEVA PROPERTIES LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLM MATERNITY LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLOBAL ANGELS INTERNATIONAL LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLOBAL BUSINESS FARES LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLOBAL CHOICE IMPORT &amp; EXPORT LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLOBAL COAL BLENDING COMPANY LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLOBAL CRICKET SIXES LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLOBAL FIDUCIARY SERVICES LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLOBAL FRESH COMMODITIES LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLOBAL GRANITE LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLOBAL GROUP LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLOBAL INVESTMENTS (JD) LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLOBAL MARK LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLOBAL OFFICE LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLOBAL SMM LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLOBAL STAR ENTERTAINMENT LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLOBAL STUDY SERVICES LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLOBAL TUSKI TRADING CO. LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLOBAL URBAN DEVELOPMENT NZ LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLOBAL VILLAGE INTERNATIONAL LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLOBAL WELLNESS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLOBAL4040 LIFE SOLUTIONS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLOUCESTER ASSET MANAGEMENT LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLOUCESTER STREET MOTORS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GM ALUMINIUM LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMA SYSTEMS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMV CONSULTING LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMO TRUST LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO 2 MOW LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO FIGURE CONSULTING LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO FOR FRESH LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO LIQUOR LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO PACIFIC LABOUR HIRE LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO WITH THE FLOW (LEVIN) LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO WITH THE FLOW LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gobbleup! Limited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GoBSMACKED Limited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GODSGRACE INVESTMENTS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOEL TRUSTEE LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOFF PROPERTY LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOGARBAGECO LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOING PLACES LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOLD DRIVING LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOLD SCISSOR LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOLD SOIL NZ LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOLD STAR PAINTING &amp; DECORATING LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOLDEN ANT LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOLDEN APPLE PLUS ENTERPRISES LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOLDEN COUNTRY LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOLDEN CUTS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOLDEN GOAL LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOLDEN HOUSE RENOVATION LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOLDEN LEAVES GARDEN INVESTMENTS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOLDEN PAWS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOLDEN ROAD INVESTMENT LIMITED</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
GRAVITY BUREAU LIMITED
GRAY HOLDINGS ROSENEATH LIMITED
GRAY MAHENO FARMS LIMITED
GRB2 LIMITED
GREAT DIAMOND DECORATION LIMITED
GREAT FAITH ENTERPRISES LIMITED
GREAT FAMILIES TRUSTEE LIMITED
GREAT JAUNT LIMITED
GREAT LAKE ALUMINIUM LIMITED
GREAT PACIFIC LIMITED
GREAT PATH LIMITED
GREAT WAVE LIMITED
GREAT WESTERN LONG TERM INVESTMENT HOLDINGS LIMITED
GREATER WELLINGTON ATTRACTIONS LIMITED
GREEN CARE PROPERTY MAINTENANCE LIMITED
GREEN CLOUD INNOVATION 2015 LIMITED
GREEN GABLES FARMSTAY LIMITED
GREEN GARDEN FOODS LIMITED
GREEN GARDENS HOLDING LIMITED
GREEN GROWTH NO. 4 LIMITED
GREEN MAN LANDSCAPING & PROPERTY MAINTENANCE LIMITED
GREEN PEBBLES LIMITED
GREEN SCENE DUNEDIN LIMITED
GREEN STAR CONTRACTING LIMITED
GREEN STREET DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
GREEN TICK TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED
GREEN WILL PROPERTIES LIMITED
GREENBURY HC TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED
GREENFLOWER LIMITED
GREENHOUSE WELLINGTON LIMITED
GREENLAND’S CAFE & BAR LIMITED
GREENPARK 491 LIMITED
GREENROOM14 LIMITED
GREENWOODS HOSPITALITY PRODUCTS LIMITED
GREENZONE CLEANING SERVICE LIMITED
GREG BELL MUSIC LIMITED
GREG PHILLIPSON LIMITED
GREWAL CONTRACTORS LIMITED
GREWAL ESTATE LIMITED
GREY LYNN TURKISH KEBABS LIMITED
GREYPORT LIMITED
GRIMME & CHAPMAN LIMITED
GRIZZLY BEAR CATERING LIMITED
GRIZZLY HAULAGE LIMITED
GROBLER INVESTMENT TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED
GROUBE CONTRACTING LIMITED
GROUP TECHNIQUE SERVICES LIMITED
GROVER AUDIOLOGY LIMITED
GROW AND LEARN EARLY LEARNING CENTRE LIMITED
GROW-TEK NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
GROZZEL INDUSTRIES LIMITED
GRT HOMES LIMITED
GRTC - GLOBAL RESOURCES FOR TRAINING AND COUNSELLING LIMITED
GRUPPE WINTER GREEN LIMITED
GRUT DISTRIBUTORS LIMITED
GS REALTY LIMITED
GSB ENTERPRISES 2013 LIMITED
GSCM TRANSPORT LIMITED
GSI PACIFIC LIMITED
GSW ENTERPRISES LIMITED
GTV HAMILTON LIMITED
GUANG ZHOU SOUP SHOP LIMITED
GUARDIAN ACCOUNTING & TAX LIMITED
GUARDIAN ENGINEERING LIMITED
GUIDE PORTFOLIO ANALYTICS LIMITED
GULBAB COMPUTER SERVICES NZ LIMITED
GULF HARBOUR DREAMS LIMITED
GULF VIEW PARTNERSHIP LIMITED
GUM TREE DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
GUN NUT FILMS LIMITED
GUNATIT ENTERPRISE LIMITED
Gunning Brothers Limited
Gurbani NZ Limited
Guru Computers Limited
Guru Nanak Limited
Gurukripa Limited
Guscorp Limited
Guthrie & Klamer Limited
Gwenway Enterprises Limited
GWR Developments Limited
Gx Wonder Group Limited
Gyro Systems Limited
Gyw Trustees (Cuddle Monsters) Limited
Gyw Trustees (Hooper) Limited
Gyw Trustees (Kincaid) Limited
Gyw Trustees (Lyster) Limited
H & B Limited
H & C D'Cruze Limited
H & H Developments Limited
H & K Endeavours Limited
H & T Builders Limited
H & J & A R Lingman Logging Limited
H & A Private Limited
H&G Business Limited
H&H Group Limited
H&J Bricks Limited
H&M Management Limited
H & N Furniture Limited
H&W Holding Limited
H&Y International Trading Limited
H&Z Business Company Limited
H2OH Limited
H5 Investments Limited
Haavik Research Limited
Hace Limited
Hackthorne Investments Limited
Haga Rental Limited
Hahau 'O Heamoni Limited
Hair Corner Limited
Haillab Limited
Hairybugger Custom Vehicles Limited
Haka Investments Limited
Hakarimata Farms Limited
Hale Advertising Limited
Hale Investments Limited
Hale Residential Limited
Hall and Moore Funeral Home Limited
Hallelujah Baby Limited
Hallgrow Farm Limited
Halligan Trustees Limited
Hallion Design Limited
Hallmarks International Limited
Halloway Overseas Limited
Hallway Trustees Limited
Halloberh Holdings Limited
Halters Plus NZ Limited
Hamann Co. Limited
HAMBLYN ENTERPRISES LIMITED
HAMILTON EARTHWORKS (2014) LIMITED
HAMILTON KUMON LIMITED
HAMILTON VILLAS HOLDINGS LIMITED
HAMILTON WATTS BALDWIN LIMITED
HAMLIN TRUSTEE LIMITED
HAMMER PILING LIMITED
HANDCOCKJONES LIMITED
HANDMADE BREAD LIMITED
HANDY REELS LIMITED
HANHAM ENTERPRISES (2016) LIMITED
HANMAUM LIMITED
HANN TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED
HANU INVESTMENT LIMITED
HANU INVESTMENT TRUSTEE LIMITED
HAO MEI LIMITED
HAO NEW FASHION LIMITED
HAPPY ENTERPRISES LIMITED
HAPPY FACES LIMITED
HAPPY NATURAL NZ LIMITED
HAPPY SOLUTIONS TRUSTEES LIMITED
HARAKOA PROPERTIES LIMITED
HARBIES LIMITED
HARBOUR FLOORSANDING 2013 LIMITED
HARBUSCH INVESTMENTS LIMITED
HARDENED STRUCTURES INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
HARDIE DERLOT TRUST LIMITED
HARDING MOTORSPORT LIMITED
HARDWARE HOME LIMITED
HARGUN SIDHU LIMITED
HARKNESS HOUSING LIMITED
HARLAND AND ASSOCIATES LIMITED
HARLEM 23 LIMITED
HARLEY ROAD HOME BLOCK LIMITED
HARMONY INVESTMENT GROUP LIMITED
HARMONY N.Z. LIMITED
HARMONY STUDIO LIMITED
HARNETT FARMING CO LIMITED
HARNETT HOLDINGS LIMITED
HARP INVESTMENTS LIMITED
HARRIS CONTRACTING 2016 LIMITED
HARRIS ENTERPRISES LIMITED
HARRIS HAULAGE LIMITED
HARTLE INVESTMENTS LIMITED
HARV PROPERTIES LIMITED
HARVARD 96 LIMITED
HARZENBOX LIMITED
HASSAN'S PROPERTY & SERVICES LIMITED
HASTINGS TAXIS LIMITED
HATEA HATCHES & COMMERCIALS LIMITED
HATTIE & FRIENDS LIMITED
HAURAKI CARTAGE LIMITED
HAURAKI GULF CATERERS LIMITED
HAVANA TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED
HAVENDELL OLIVES LIMITED
HAWK CONTRACTORS LIMITED
HAWK ENGINEERING SERVICES LIMITED
HAWKES BAY HEAT PUMP CENTRE LIMITED
HAYELLA TRUSTEES LIMITED
HAYLEY ROBERTS LIMITED
HAYWARD JOHNSON & ASSOCIATES LIMITED
HAZARA PAWN BROKERS LIMITED
HAZINU LIMITED
HAZMAT LIMITED
HB CORPORATE DANCERS & CHEERLEADERS LIMITED
HB IPL AND LASER CENTRE LIMITED
HB PRODUCTIONS LIMITED
HCC PACIFIC LIMITED
HDS CONTRACTING LIMITED
HE ARA NGATIWAI LIMITED
HEADQUARTERS USA LIMITED
HEALING INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
HEALTH & HYGIENE SERVICES (NZ) LIMITED
HEALTH & NUTRITIONZ LIMITED
HEALTH CULTURE (NZ) LIMITED
HEALTH METRICS NZ LIMITED
HEALTH NUTRA LIMITED
HEALTH WEALTH AND WISDOM LIMITED
HEALTCARE NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
HEALTHKICKS NZ LIMITED
HEALTHKIWI LIMITED
HEALTHKIWI MANUKAU LIMITED
HEALY TRUSTEE SERVICES LIMITED
HEART TRAVEL LIMITED
HEAVEN HAIR & BEAUTY LIMITED
HEAVEN PROPERTIES LIMITED
HEAVEN TRANSPORT LIMITED
HEDGEPIGG LIMITED
HEI MATAU TRUSTEE LIMITED
HEIGHWAY PROPERTIES LIMITED
HEINY HOLDINGS LIMITED
HEIRBORN WAIHEKE LIMITED
HEIYOOM CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
HELI CD CONTRACTORS LIMITED
HELIASE NOMINEE LIMITED
HELIASE TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED
HELIODOR STONE LIMITED
HELLO FRIDAY LIMITED
HELLO YUMMY LIMITED
HELLRIDE APPAREL AND KUSTOMS LIMITED
HELMOND LIMITED
HEMKUNT TRUSTEE LIMITED
HENDERSON HOMES LIMITED
HENDERSON RESIDENCES LIMITED
HENDERSON SCAFFOLDING 2016 LIMITED
HENRI MEDIA LIMITED
HENRY PROPERTIES LIMITED
HENSTOCK PROCESS SERVICES LIMITED
HER BUSINESS NZ LIMITED
HERAB INVESTMENTS LIMITED
HERB'S MICROGREENS LIMITED
HERCULES SPORT LIMITED
HERETAUNGA STREET INVESTMENT COMPANY LIMITED
HERITAGE EXCHANGE LIMITED
HERMES IT CONSULTING LIMITED
HERMES TRUSTEES LIMITED
HERMOSA INVESTMENTS LIMITED
HERNE BAY DRYCLEANERS LIMITED
HEWSONS EQUESTRIAN LIMITED
HEY DOT LIMITED
HF HOLDINGS NO. 1 LIMITED
HGJ LIMITED
HH (2015) LIMITED
HHS HOLDINGS LIMITED
HIBISCUS COAST REALTY LIMITED
HIFLYING INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
HIGH COUNTRY RETREATS LIMITED
HIGH GOOD ENTERPRISES LIMITED
HIGH PROFILE ROOFING LIMITED
HIGHLAND ACCESS LIMITED
HIGHLAND PARK DENTAL SERVICES LIMITED
HIGHLYPALATABLE.COM LIMITED
HIGHWAY 63 LIMITED
HIGHWAY INTERNATIONAL TRUSTEE LIMITED
HILL VIEW ENGINE TRANSPLANTS LIMITED
HILL-MOANA COURIERS LIMITED
HILLSIDE HAIR LIMITED
HILLSIDE HORSES 2005 LIMITED
HINA CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
HINGSTON PROPERTY INVESTMENTS LIMITED
HIRE A MAID FRANCHISE GROUP LIMITED
HIRE GENIE LIMITED
HIS GRACE LIMITED
HISAR LIMITED
HISPANOCEANIC LIMITED
HI-TECH PLUMBING LIMITED
HITECH SERVICES NZ LIMITED
HIYASHA INVESTMENT LIMITED
HK DESIGN LIMITED
HKK GLOBAL HOLDINGS LIMITED
HLY DEVELOPMENT LIMITED
HN INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
HODGES BOARD HOLDINGS LIMITED
HOFSTRA CARGGS TRUSTEES LIMITED
HOG DOGS & GEAR NZ LIMITED
HOG TRADING COMPANY LIMITED
HOJEM INVESTMENTS LIMITED
HOLANNKEI HOLDINGS LIMITED
HOLD ‘EM LIMITED
HOLIDAY BACHCO LIMITED
HOLIS TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED
HOLISTIC HEALTH (2004) LIMITED
HOLMAN NZ LIMITED
HOLMATT TRUSTEE LIMITED
HOLMES TRUSTEES 2014 LIMITED
HOLMESTEAD NZ LIMITED
HOLT PUBLISHING (NZ) LIMITED
HOLY MACKEREL LIMITED
HOM4US LIMITED
HOME AND GATE LIMITED
HOME BUYING HELP LIMITED
HOME CREATIONS 2011 LIMITED
HOME GROUP LIMITED
HOME GROWN ORGANICS LIMITED
HOME IMPROVEMENT TIMARU LIMITED
HOME PROPERTY LIMITED
HOME SAFE SECURITY LIMITED
HOME VOICE LIMITED
HOMEBASE NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
HOMELANDNZ TRADING LIMITED
HOMEWORXS LIMITED
HOMEZ LIMITED
HON FAIR INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT LIMITED
HONEST ORGANICS LIMITED
HONEYPURE LIMITED
HONG TENG LIMITED
HONGTAO LIMITED
HOOKERS KUSTOM RIDES LIMITED
HOOT LIVESTOCK LIMITED
HYPERMAC CHASSIS LIMITED
HZ WHOLESALE LIMITED
I - MEDIA NETWORK NEWZEALAND LIMITED
I DRIVE LEGAL DRIVERS PROJECT LIMITED
I Q IDEAS LIMITED
I SPY SIGNS NZ LIMITED
I&B LIMITED
I.U.A & IFPNZ FINANCIAL HOLDINGS LIMITED
I5000 PRIVATE LIMITED
IAA TRANSPORT LIMITED
IAM TRUSTEE COMPANY (2016) LIMITED
IBEX AND KANDO SOLUTIONS LIMITED
ICARUS ADVANCED RIGGING AND ENGINEERING LIMITED
ICE MANAGEMENT LIMITED
ICEBAY LIMITED
ICING MAKES THE CAKE LIMITED
ICLIMB LIMITED
ICLOUD ONE CONSULTING LIMITED
ID & VS MCLEAN 2008 LIMITED
IDEAL COURIERS LIMITED
IDEAS BY DESIGN LIMITED
IDEAUS LIMITED
IDENTIKIT PICTURES LIMITED
IF CAPITAL LIMITED
IFUSION WEDDING SERVICE LIMITED
IGAMARUDU LIMITED
IGLOW LIMITED
IGNITE DEVELOPMENT LIMITED
IGNYTE LIMITED
IGROVE LIMITED
IGS FINANCE LIMITED
IGS GROUP LIMITED
IGS HOLDINGS LIMITED
IGS PROPERTY LIMITED
IH SOLUTIONS LIMITED
IKO IKO LIMITED
ILI APP LIMITED
ILLAWARRA LIMITED
ILLUMINATE TEETH LIMITED
IM ELECTRICAL LIMITED
IMAGEHUB LIMITED
IMAJH LIMITED
IMC LIMITED
IMMORGAN TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED
IMPACT ENVIRONMENTAL LIMITED
IMPERIAL MANPOWER NZ LIMITED
IMPEX CLEANING LIMITED
IMPIANA LIMITED
IMRE WROUGHT IRON LIMITED
IN A FLASH LIMITED
IN DEBT LIMITED
IN GODWIT TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED
IN SERIES ELECTRICAL LIMITED
IN TANDEM LIMITED
IN THEIR FATHER’S NAME LIMITED
INBOUND STUDY AND TRAVEL LIMITED
INCHARGE ELECTRICAL LIMITED
INCOME SOLUTIONS 2009 LIMITED
INCUTECH TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED
INDE NZ LIMITED
INDEPENDENT CINEMA PRODUCTIONS LIMITED
INDEPENDENT FLOWERS LIMITED
INDEPENDENT WORKPLACE SAFETY LIMITED
INDEX FURNITURE LIMITED
INDIAN KITCHEN EXPRESS 2012 LIMITED
INDIAN SUMMER LIMITED
INDIGICOM NZ EDUCATION LIMITED
INDIGO ENERGIES LIMITED
INDIRA HOLDINGS LIMITED
INDIVIDUAL LIMITED
INDOFRESHDIRECT LIMITED
INDUMENTUM LIMITED
INDUSTRIA MENDEZ LIMITED
INDUSTRIAL STEEL CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
INERTIA INNOVATIONS LIMITED
INFINITE SOURCE LIMITED
INFINITUM INVESTMENTS LIMITED
INFLATABLE WORLD AUSTRALIA LIMITED
INFODESIGN LIMITED
INFRASTRUCT NZ LIMITED
ING COMPANY LIMITED
INGEGNO LIMITED
INJASUTI PROPERTIES LIMITED
INKA LIMITED
INLINE GRAPHICS LIMITED
INMACU CORPORATION LIMITED
INNER BEAUTY LIMITED
INNKEEPER 5 LIMITED
INNOVATIVE CONCEPTS & SOLUTIONS LIMITED
INNOVATIVE FOOTWEAR COMPONENTS LIMITED
INNOVATIVE GLOBAL SOLUTIONS LIMITED
INNOVATIVE HEALTH TECHNOLOGIES (INTERNATIONAL) LIMITED
INNOVATIVE INTELLIGENCE LIMITED
INNOVE DESIGN LIMITED
INNOVFIELD LIMITED
INNOVA BUILDING BRANDS LIMITED
INOVIO LIMITED
INSIDER TV NZ LIMITED
INSOLARE GROUP LIMITED
INSONATION LIMITED
INSPEC ENGINEERING LIMITED
INSPIRE WELLNESS LIMITED
INSTITUTE FOR DIALOGUE LIMITED
INSULATION (CENTRAL) LIMITED
INSURANCE BRANDS LIMITED
INTEDUCATION LIMITED
INTEGRA LAW LIMITED
INTEGRAL PROPERTY CARE LIMITED
INTEGRATED BUSINESS SERVICES LIMITED
INTEGRATED PEST MANAGEMENT (NZ) LIMITED
INTEGRISPORT LIMITED
INTEGRITY FOUNDATIONS LIMITED
INTELLIMAX LIMITED
INTER PRO HOMES LIMITED
INTERACTIVE MEDIA SOLUTIONS LIMITED
INTERACTIVE SOLUTIONS ONLINE LIMITED
INTERFIDUCIA TRUST COMPANY LIMITED
INTERGRATED FINANCE SERVICES LIMITED
INTERIOR EXTERIOR SOLUTIONS LIMITED
INTERIOR FIXERS LIMITED
INTERIORS 37 LIMITED
INTERNATIONAL BOARD OF INSPIRATION AND SPIRITUALITY LIMITED
INTERNATIONAL MILKSHAKES LIMITED
INTERNATIONAL MOTOR GROUP LIMITED
INTERNATIONAL PRESS SERVICES LIMITED
INTERNATIONAL SHOTOKAN KARATE CLUB LIMITED
INTERNATIONAL TECHNOLOGY & ECONOMY DEVELOPMENT LIMITED
INTERNET BY DESIGN LIMITED
INTERNET NEW ZEALAND HOLDINGS LIMITED
INTERVIDO LIMITED
INTEX CONNECT LIMITED
INTIMATE FLORIST STUDIO LIMITED
INTRIGUE HAIR STUDIO LIMITED
INVENIO CONSULTING LIMITED
INVERCARGILL FLORIST LIMITED
INVERCARGILL TAXIS LIMITED
INVESTIMUS LIMITED
INVESTMENT CORPORATION LIMITED
IONA DISTRIBUTORS LIMITED
IONMAN LIMITED
IP LIVING LIMITED
IPARTS SUPPLY LIMITED
IPORT LIMITED
IQ DIRECT NZ LIMITED
IQ GENERATIONS LIMITED
IRENES HUNTLY LIMITED
IRESTUANT LIMITED
IRISH HILL IMPORT & EXPORT LIMITED
IRISH AIR TRANSPORT COMPANY LIMITED
IRIT LIMITED
IRONBARK TECHNOLOGY LIMITED
IRONBRIDGE CONSULTING LIMITED
IRONFIELD TRANSPORT LIMITED
IRONIQUE NZ LIMITED
IRRIGATION SERVICES (SOUTHERN) LIMITED
IRSHADS PANEL AND PAINT LIMITED
IRVING & CO LIMITED
IRYS LIMITED
ISAAC PAINTERS LIMITED
ISH INVESTMENTS LIMITED
ISIS (NZ) LIMITED
ISL SERVICES (NZ) LIMITED
ISLA INVESTMENTS 2014 LIMITED
ISLAND BAY TRUSTEES LIMITED
ISTHMUS PROPERTY INVESTMENTS LIMITED
ISVSUMI LIMITED
IT CORPORATION LIMITED
ITALIAN PIZZA GARAGE LIMITED
IT’S A SIGN LIMITED
IUXTA CAPITAL LIMITED
IUXTA FINANCE LIMITED
IWIN BROKER LIMITED
I-ZONE REPAIRS LIMITED
IZZYBOO LIMITED
J & A COOK BUILDERS LIMITED
J & E NZ BUILDING INSTRUCTION LIMITED
J & I & S PROPERTIES LIMITED
J & J SUBLIME PAINTERS LIMITED
J & M TRUSTEE LIMITED
J & N HORNER FARM LIMITED
J & N KILMISTER FARMING LIMITED
J & S WAIHEKE HOLDINGS LIMITED
J & SOO LIMITED
J & W POLAND LIMITED
J B STOPPING LIMITED
J CONWAY LIMITED
J D MCCRACKEN LIMITED
J J KITCHENS & BATHROOMS LIMITED
J J NZ PROPERTY LIMITED
J M GLOBAL ENTERTAINMENT LIMITED
J MCDONNELL PLUMBING LIMITED
J P B INVESTMENTS LIMITED
KELLAHAN TRUSTEE LIMITED
KELLS PROPERTIES LIMITED
KELLY & THIELE HOLDINGS LIMITED
KELLY CLUB BIRKENHEAD LIMITED
KELLY CLUB NORTHLAND LIMITED
KELLY PAINTING & DECORATING LIMITED
KELLY SPORTS WELLINGTON EAST LIMITED
KELLY SPORTS WELLINGTON NORTH LIMITED
KELT FINANCE LIMITED
KELT GROUP LIMITED
KELT PROPERTIES LIMITED
KENMARE PROPERTIES LIMITED
KENZ & CO LIMITED
KERERU GALLERY LIMITED
KERERU HOMES LIMITED
KERERU LOGGING LIMITED
KERETI HOLDINGS LIMITED
KERICENTRAL LIMITED
KERIO LIMITED
KESH CLEANING SERVICES LIMITED
KEY CHANGE LIMITED
KEY ‘N’ LOCK SERVICES LIMITED
KEYORA LIMITED
KEYSITE PROPERTY IMPROVEMENT LIMITED
KEZEKIEL PROPERTIES LIMITED
KGNP LIMITED
KHADGAR LIMITED
KHADIZA’S FOODMART NO 2 LIMITED
KHAIRA & CO LIMITED
KHALESSI BEAUTY CLINIC LIMITED
KHALSA INVESTORS LIMITED
KHAN DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
KHARA & BRAR ENTERPRISES LIMITED
Khattra Investments Limited
KHAYA LIMITED
KHS PROPERTY 2016 LIMITED
KHYBER AUTOMOTIVE SPECIALISTS LIMITED
KHYBER RESTAURANTS LIMITED
KICKING DOWN THE DOOR LIMITED
KIDDER CARE LEARNING CENTRE LIMITED
KIDS FIRST FOUNDATION LIMITED
KIDSANDUS INVESTMENTS LIMITED
KIDSIOLOGY LIMITED
KIEBLA FISHING LIMITED
KIFIL FREIGHT AND LOGISTICS LIMITED
KIL LIMITED
KILLEN LIMITED
KILMORE STONEMASONS LIMITED
KIM AND WOO COMPANY LIMITED
KIM YEOH LIMITED
KINDELL PROPERTIES LIMITED
KINDO TRADING LIMITED
KNELL TRUSTEES LIMITED
KING TUT LIMITED
KINGAS NO 8 SBJ SERV LIMITED
KINGFISHER FILMS LIMITED
KINGPIN ESPRESSO LIMITED
KINGS COMMUNITY GYM
KING’S FUTURE LIMITED
KINGS ROAD LIMITED
KINGSGROVE ENTERPRISES LIMITED
KINGSLEY PANEL & PAINT LIMITED
KINGSURE RESOURCE LIMITED
KINGTON LIMITED
KONA ENGINEERING LIMITED
KONTARI CONSULTING LIMITED
KOOL KIDS CHILDCARE LIMITED
KOOLAIR REFRIGERATION ENGINEERS LIMITED
KOON INVESTMENTS 2007 LIMITED
KOON INVESTMENTS LIMITED
KOPU THERAPEUTICS LIMITED
KORARI LIMITED
KORORIA CONSULTANTS LIMITED
KORU DEVELOPMENT GROUP LIMITED
KORU GROUP TRANSPORT LIMITED
KORU NZ MEATS LIMITED
KOSHER TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED
KOTAIHO AROHA ENTERPRISES LIMITED
KOTAIHO AROHA LIMITED
KOWHAI 4 LIMITED
KOWHAI CLUAIN INVESTMENTS LIMITED
KOWHAI RIDGE CATTLE COMPANY LIMITED
KP FREIGHT LIMITED
KPAC HOLDINGS LIMITED
KPB HOLDINGS LIMITED
KPL PROPERTIES LIMITED
KPS CONTRACTING LIMITED
KRA RESIDENTIAL LIMITED
KRANKACLAN LIMITED
KRIS ENTERTAINMENT LIMITED
KRISMICLEE LIMITED
KRIS LIMITED
KROMATIKS LIMITED
KRONIK PERFORMANCE LIMITED
KRSL LIMITED
KRUA GAEW JAI LIMITED
KS NEW ZEALAND DISCOUNT HOUSE LIMITED
KS RETAIL LIMITED
KSD MAHI LIMITED
KSJ PHARMATECH LIMITED
KSLL TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED
KSM 2014 LIMITED
KSW INVESTMENTS LIMITED
KT HANG LIMITED
KTB PROPERTIES LIMITED
K-TOWN KUSTOMS LIMITED
KUDOS 26 LIMITED
KULESH DE SILVA & COMPANY LIMITED
KULKARNI INVESTMENTS LIMITED
KUMAR.S.PAL.HOLDINGS LIMITED
KUMEU CONCRETE CONTRACTORS LIMITED
KUMON PAPATOETOE LIMITED
KURIPAPANGO HOLDINGS LIMITED
KUSTOM KAR KOVERS LIMITED
KUTASH GARDENS LIMITED
KWALITY AUTOMOTIVE, PANEL & PAINT LIMITED
KWILL PEST CONTROL AND FUMIGATION SERVICES LIMITED
KWINTESSENTIAL KIWI TUCKER CO LIMITED
KWN CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
KYE BURN KENNELS LIMITED
KYLEE + KEERA COLLECTION LIMITED
KYOU DAI INVESTMENTS LIMITED
L & K TOLOA LIMITED
L & M HOLDINGS (2008) LIMITED
L & S KAY DISTRIBUTORS LIMITED
L A CONTROL TECH LIMITED
L AND G KAY HOLDINGS LIMITED
L LEN INDUSTRIES LIMITED
L R HOLDINGS LIMITED
L T LIMITED
L TUNG TRUSTEE LIMITED
L.A. LOGISTICS LIMITED
L.C. STATE LIMITED
L.J. BAXTER QUOTA HOLDINGS LIMITED
LA BOUM NZ LIMITED
LA CIGALE CHANCERY LIMITED
LA LA LIMITED
LA PETITE MAISON LIMITED
LA PROPERTY INVESTMENTS LIMITED
LA ROSE PROPERTIES LIMITED
LA VISTA FARMS LIMITED
LABELS & EQUIPMENT SOLUTIONS LIMITED
LABOUR LINK (NEW ZEALAND) LIMITED
LACHLAN MCPHERSON AND FRIENDS LIMITED
LADDU GOPAL INVESTMENT LIMITED
LADY BONNET LIMITED
LADY HEATH LIMITED
LAHUM FOOD LIMITED
LAICOTT ENTERPRISES LIMITED
LAID IT FLOORS LIMITED
LAKE HAYES PARTNERSHIP NO 2 LIMITED
LAKE INFLATABLES LIMITED
LAKE ROAD 421 LIMITED
LAKE TONGARIRO 2008 LIMITED
LAKEFRONT GROUP LIMITED
LAKEHILL HOLDINGS LIMITED
LAKESHORE HOLDINGS LIMITED
LAKEVIEW LAND LIMITED
LAKEVIEW VILLAS LIMITED
LAKPRIYA LIMITED
LAMB DESIGN LIMITED
LAMONT RESOURCES LIMITED
LAN HOMEVIEW LIMITED
LANARK INVESTMENTS LIMITED
LANCE MANSON YACHT RIGGING LIMITED
LANCEWOOD HOLDINGS LIMITED
LAND DEVELOPMENTS NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
LAND PRIME LIMITED
LAND TRUST LIMITED
LANDCO FARMING LIMITED
LANDCO LIMITED
LANDCO PASTORAL HOLDINGS LIMITED
LANDL TRUST COMPANY LIMITED
LANDSCAPE MAGIC LIMITED
LANDSCAPEDESIGN.CO.NZ LIMITED
LANDSPRING INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
LANDWEST DEVELOPMENT LIMITED
LANGLEY BUILDERS LIMITED
LANGUAGE CENTRAL LIMITED
LANGWATHBY PROPERTIES LIMITED
LAP OF LUXURY LIMITED
LARAVA LIMITED
LARIBA LIMITED
LATOTT LIMITED
LATILL CONTRACTING LIMITED
LATIMER TRUSTEES LIMITED
LATITUDE 36.8 LIMITED
LAUNDROMAT LIMITED
LAURA & BRENDEN LIMITED
LAURA LEE HAIR DESIGN LIMITED
LAUREL ASSOCIATES LIMITED
LAUREN YOUNG & ASSOCIATES LIMITED
LIDDEL INVESTORS LIMITED
LIFE PLUS LIMITED
LIFE TIME CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
LIFESTYLE NURSERY LIMITED
LIGGETT & LAWRENCE LIMITED
LIGHTASIGN NZ LIMITED
LIGHTHOUSE PRESCHOOL LIMITED
LIGHTING ELECTRICAL DESIGNOVATION LIMITED
LIGNUM PROPERTIES LIMITED
LILY INVESTMENT 2015 LIMITED
LILY’S PROFESSIONAL PAINTING LIMITED
LIMIT10 LIMITED
LIMITED ARTITION LIMITED
LIMPID NZ LIMITED
LINCHPIN AOTEAROA LIMITED
LINCHPIN TECHNOLOGY LIMITED
LINDAELI TRUSTEE SERVICES LIMITED
LINDEN WINERY & CAFE LIMITED
LINEHAM’S GARAGE (KARAMEA) LIMITED
LINK TEMPORARY FENCING LIMITED
LINTEXT LIMITED
LINWOOD PARK BLOODSTOCK LIMITED
LION ROCK FIDUCIARIES (NEW ZEALAND) LIMITED
LIPPETT NZ LIMITED
LIQUOR WORLD (WAIPAPA) LIMITED
LIQUOR189 LIMITED
LIQUORISLAND LIMITED
LISHENG LIMITED
LISHIDE MACHINERY DEALERS NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
LISTEL LIMITED
LIT LED LIMITED
LITIGATION CAPITAL (NZ) LIMITED
LITTLE ALGIERS LIMITED
LITTLE CORNERS CAR COMPANY LIMITED
LITTLE CREATURES PET CARE LIMITED
LITTLE DESSERT COMPANY LIMITED
LITTLE LIZARD LIMITED
LITTLE MOUNTAINEERS EARLY LEARNING CENTRE LIMITED
LITTLE NUT LIMITED
LITTLE ROCK PRESCHOOL LIMITED
LITTLE TABLE LIMITED
LITTLE YANG ENTERPRISES NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
LITTLE ZEALAND LIMITED
LIV ’N GRACE LIMITED
LIVE TALKS NZ LIMITED
LIVESTOCK TECH. LIMITED
LIVEWIRE DESIGN LIMITED
LIVING DESIGNS TASMAN LIMITED
LIVING STONES CONSULTANCY LIMITED
LIVING THE DREAM LIMITED
LIVING TRENDS TE PUNA 2010 LIMITED
LIVING WATER INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
LIZARD BRAIN LIMITED
LJ PSYCH LIMITED
LJ TRUCKING LIMITED
LK TRUSTEE (NO 38) LIMITED
LK TRUSTEE (NO 39) LIMITED
LK TRUSTEE (NO. 167) LIMITED
LK TRUSTEE (NO. 168) LIMITED
LK TRUSTEE (NO. 173) LIMITED
LK TRUSTEE (NO. 175) LIMITED
LK TRUSTEE (NO. 176) LIMITED
LK TRUSTEE (NO. 188) LIMITED
LK TRUSTEE (NO. 72) LIMITED
LK TRUSTEE (NO. 73) LIMITED
LK TRUSTEE (NO. 74) LIMITED
LKP GROUP LIMITED
LL CONSULTING LIMITED
LLOYD HOLT RESTAURANTS LIMITED
LM TRADING LIMITED
LMAC DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
LMS GLOBAL GROUP LIMITED
LMT CONTRACTING LIMITED
LMT GROUP LIMITED
LN INK LIMITED
LNST LIMITED
LO & EVE LIMITED
LO JEN LIMITED
LO RILEY ENTERPRISES LIMITED
LOA LIMITED
LOADEDNZ LIMITED
LOCAL FRESH INVESTMENTS LIMITED
LOCHE LIMITED
LOCKMASTERS 2013 LIMITED
LOCKMASTERS LIMITED
LOCKSLEY INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
LOGAN HOLDINGS LIMITED
LOGAN TECHNICAL LIMITED
LOGAN’S PLUMBERS LIMITED
LOGARITHM EDUCATION COMPANY LIMITED
LOGIA GROUP LIMITED
LOGIC DIAGNOSTICS LIMITED
LOGIC FUND MANAGEMENT LIMITED
LOGICOR INTERNATIONAL TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED
LOGISTIC SOFTWARE NZ LIMITED
LOGIX CONSULTING LIMITED
LOGSAFE LIMITED
LOLA’S GARDEN LIMITED
LOLITILA & JOJI LIMITED
LOLLIPOPS NZ PROPERTIES LIMITED
LONDON CAB HIRE LIMITED
LONDON INVESTMENTS LIMITED
LONDON NO 1 LIMITED
LONG KING LIMITED
LONG PAINTING LIMITED
LONG QUAN LIMITED
LONG WHITE CLOUD PROPERTY MANAGEMENT LIMITED
LONGRIDGE LIFESTYLES LIMITED
LOOK SHARP HOLDINGS LIMITED
LORIIPOPS LIMITED
LORNE STREET COFFEE LIMITED
LOS AMIGOS CO. LIMITED
LOTHIAN INVESTMENTS LIMITED
LOTHIAN PARTNERS CAPITAL LIMITED
LOTOW LIMITED
LOTUS CHINESE HERBS NZ LIMITED
LOTUS DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
LOUIAN HOLDINGS LIMITED
LOURDES DENTAL LIMITED
LOVE MAMAS LIMITED
LOVE VOLUNTEERS LIMITED
LOVE2PLAY LIMITED
LOVELYSMILES LIMITED
LOWBUCK DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
LOYALTEE DELIVERY COMPANY LIMITED
LP AUTOMOTIVE LIMITED
LPT TRUSTEES NO. 120 LIMITED
LRC LIMITED
LRP INVESTMENTS LIMITED
LRW TRADING LIMITED
LS HOLDINGS TRUSTEE LIMITED
LS MANAGEMENT LIMITED
LSE LIMITED
LSL CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
LST.COM LIMITED
LTI ADMINISTRATION LIMITED
LU AND DREW INVESTMENTS LIMITED
LUARAN LLC LIMITED
LUBE MOBILE LIMITED
LUCAS TRUSTEES 2015 LIMITED
LUCKIWI LIMITED
LUCKYBUN2014 LIMITED
LUDANA LIMITED
LUDUS MAGNUS HOLDINGS LIMITED
LUDUS MAGNUS LIMITED
LUITEN PARKER HOLDINGS LIMITED
LUKAIA LIMITED
LUKE CAMERON LIMITED
LUNCH BUNCH LIMITED
LUO’S CAFE & CATERING LIMITED
LUV TO CAKE LIMITED
LUXE DOGGY SPA LIMITED
LUXURY CAR HIRE LIMITED
LUXURY INVEST LIMITED
LW PROSPERITY CO LIMITED
LWTv LIMITED
LYM TRUSTEE LIMITED
LYNNIEBICO LIMITED
LYRICS LIMITED
LYTTEL ARTISANS LIMITED
LZJ CO. LIMITED
LZX TRADING LIMITED
M & D TRADING LIMITED
M & J TRANSPORT LIMITED
M & K FENCING LIMITED
M & L HUTCHINSON PROPERTIES LIMITED
M & R MCGREAL LIMITED
M & W DELIGHTFUL LIMITED
M A TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED
M B & C B CONTRACTING LIMITED
M BARANYAI TRUSTEE LIMITED
M C G PROPERTIES LIMITED
M C GILL TRADING LIMITED
M E SERVICES 2016 LIMITED
M G BALE TRUSTEES (SHAFIEI FAMILY TRUST) LIMITED
M G BALE TRUSTEES (THE LADY SMITH TRUST) LIMITED
M J STUART BUILDERS LIMITED
M N D INVESTMENTS LIMITED
M QUEEN FASHION LIMITED
M R PRODUCTIONS LIMITED
M S STRUCTURES LIMITED
M- TUNED LIMITED
M W CAFE LIMITED
M W CORPORATE TRUSTEE LIMITED
M. A. CLARKE TRUSTEE SERVICES NO. VII LIMITED
M. VERSCHUUR BUILDERS LIMITED
M.A. CLARKE TRUSTEE SERVICES NO. 2 LIMITED
M.A.C PROPERTY INVESTMENT LIMITED
M.P & A.V LIMITED
M4A1 INVESTMENT LIMITED
MA GAME STUDIO LIMITED
MID CENTURY INVESTMENTS LIMITED
MIDCITY MAINTENANCE LIMITED
MIDDLE CASTLE LIMITED
MIDDLE WAY COMPANY LIMITED
MIDWEST MACHINERIES HYDRAULIC LIMITED
MIES WOOD PRODUCTS LIMITED
MIGHTY FROGS LIMITED
MIHI SKINCARE LIMITED
MIKE QUIGAN LIMITED
MILAAN HANNAH LIMITED
MILAN AND GINERA (2015) LIMITED
MILANO BARBERSHOP LIMITED
MILFORD AUTOMOTIVE LIMITED
MILKPLUS LIMITED
MILKYWAY LIMITED
MILLAR INVESTMENT HOLDINGS LIMITED
MILLEN-DUNN LIMITED
MILLS CONTRACTING KAITANGATA LIMITED
MILLY SYSTEMS LIMITED
MILNE-WHITE PROPERTIES LIMITED
MILPILK PROPERTIES LIMITED
MILTOWN PROPERTIES LIMITED
MIM’S HOUSE LIMITED
MIND DYNAMICS LIMITED
MINEANDMUMS INVESTMENTS LIMITED
MINESH & VINESH HOLDINGS LIMITED
MING DECORATORS LIMITED
MING FA INVESTMENT LIMITED
MING FONG LIMITED
MING YANG LIMITED
MING’S SUSHI LIMITED
MINOR DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
MINT DINING LIMITED
MINT RENOVATIONS LIMITED
MINTY HONEY LIMITED
MINZ INTERNATIONAL TRADING LIMITED
MINZ LIMITED
MIRAMAR AUTOS LIMITED
MIRAMAR TYRES LIMITED
MIRAME LIMITED
MIRO PRODUCTIONS LIMITED
MIRRORMIX PRODUCTIONS LIMITED
MIRU BUSINESS INVESTMENTS LIMITED
MIRU RESTAURANTS LIMITED
MIS-2 LIMITED
MISHFITNESS LIMITED
MISS INDIAN-NEW ZEALAND BEAUTY PAGEANT PROMOTIONS LIMITED
MISS PIGGY’S CAKES LIMITED
MISS ZHAO LIMITED
MISSAR COLLECTIONS LIMITED
MISTER NOBODY LIMITED
MISTRY LIMITED
MITSI PARTS LIMITED
MITSOU LIMITED
MJ & MP SUMMERFIELD LIMITED
MJ DAIRY FARMS LIMITED
MJ H&M INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
MJ TRAVEL&TOURS NZ LIMITED
MJ YODER LIMITED
MJK PROPERTIES LIMITED
MJRE (ESPM) LIMITED
MK MEALS LIMITED
MK SUCCESS LIMITED
MKR BUILDING PRODUCTS LIMITED
MYFILES LIMITED
MYMINDSET LIMITED
MYMONKEYCAP LIMITED
MYPAGES (2011) LIMITED
MYZONE CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
N & A KUMAR LIMITED
N AND C MATSIS PROPERTIES LIMITED
N C JONES SOFTWARE SERVICES LIMITED
N D TESTING SERVICES LIMITED
N FOSTER PROPERTIES LIMITED
N J BERGHAN BUILDER LIMITED
N&P CHATSWOOD FRUIT MARKET LIMITED
N.E SCAFFOLD LIMITED
N.Z. AQUACULTURE EXPORTS LIMITED
N.Z. AQUACULTURE FARMS LIMITED
NAAZ ALI INVESTMENT LIMITED
NAC TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED
NAGINMATA LIMITED
NAIL BEAUTY NZ LIMITED
NAILS PLUS 2014 LIMITED
NAKAR LIMITED
NAKHAM PLASTERING LIMITED
NAMOO LIMITED
NANDO AZEVEDO PHOTOGRAPHY LIMITED
NANO HOUSE LIMITED
NAPIER PERSONAL TRAINING LIMITED
NAPOLI CENTRAL LIMITED
NARAN WALLABH & SON LIMITED
NASH PAPER LIMITED
NAT HOLDINGS LIMITED
NATECHAR LIMITED
NATIONAL ACADEMY OF HEALTH & FITNESS LIMITED
NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
NATIVE NET LIMITED
NATIVE SOLAR SYSTEMS LIMITED
NATIVEBNB LIMITED
NATRAPURE NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
NATIVEEPIDERME LIMITED
NATURAL ORGANIC INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
NATURAL RESOURCE SYSTEMS LIMITED
NATURAL SUN IMPORTS LIMITED
NATURALLY PURE LIMITED
NATURE CLINIC LIMITED
NATURE ENERGY CLINIC LIMITED
NARANJO HAIR DESIGN LIMITED
NAVI INVESTMENT LIMITED
NAVIGATOR BUSINESS MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS LIMITED
NAYLAK TRUSTEE LIMITED
NAYLAND 2 LIMITED
NAYLOR DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
NBV LIMITED
NC & CE MUIR LIMITED
NCA INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
NCIE TRADING LIMITED
NEATHERWOOD INVESTMENT PROPERTIES LIMITED
NECKAR GROUP LIMITED
NEIGHBOURHOOD ARTS LIMITED
NEIL’S AUTO CENTRE LIMITED
NELLY APPLEBY’S LIMITED
NELSON PICTURE FRAMERS LIMITED
NELSON STREET CAPITAL LIMITED
NELSON TYRE CENTRE LIMITED
NEST BUILDERS NZ LIMITED
NEST HOME BUILDING/CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
NEW ZEALAND STORE GLOBAL LIMITED
NEW ZEALAND TECHTRUE TECHNOLOGY LIMITED
NEW ZEALAND TPP LIMITED
NEW ZEALAND TRACKING RECOVERY SERVICES LIMITED
NEW ZEALAND TRADE CENTRE (CHINA) LIMITED
NEW ZEALAND WINES (CHINA) MARKETING MANAGEMENT CO LIMITED
NEW ZEALAND ZONG INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION CO., LIMITED
NEW ZEALAND ZOON SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY LIMITED
NEWEDGE RENOVATIONS LIMITED
NEWINA INVESTMENT LIMITED
NEWLAND AG TRADING CO. LIMITED
NEWSANA LIMITED
NEWTON'S CONSULTANCY LIMITED
NEWZEALAND KIAORA ENTERPRISE COMPANY LIMITED
NEXIA TRUSTEES (JADASH) LIMITED
NEXT LEVEL ACTIVATIONS LIMITED
NEXT RESERVATION LIMITED
NEXT RIDE LIMITED
NFE LIMITED
NGA PARI TRUST LIMITED
NGA PUNA TOI ORA KI TUWHARETOA LIMITED
NGĀTI MARU POARUA FARM LIMITED
NGĀTI RĀERUA WĀCHI MAHI LIMITED
NGAROMA SPRING LIMITED
NGAWAKA STATION LIMITED
NGDW PROPERTIES LIMITED
NGO LIMITED
NIB LIMITED
NICAMES LIMITED
NICHE IT LIMITED
NICHE UPHOLSTERY AND FURNITURE LIMITED
NICHECHEM LIMITED
NICHOLAS KIRKLAND LIMITED
NICHOLSON DAIRIES LIMITED
NICHOLSON OWEN LIMITED
NICK PROPERTIES LIMITED
NIG LIMITED
NIGUM AGENCIES LIMITED
NIKAU HOLDINGS LIMITED
NIKAU TRADING LIMITED
NIKKO LIMITED
NIKKO NZ LIMITED
NIKO GROUP LIMITED
NIMMRAJU LIMITED
NIMROD DESIGN LIMITED
NINE TERRAINS LIMITED
NISHARL LIMITED
NISSEN INVESTMENTS LIMITED
NITRIX FITNESS LIMITED
NIU DESIGNER LIMITED
NIU MINDWORKS LIMITED
NIVINA & COLA 999 LIMITED
NJ RAYNER AND ASSOCIATES LIMITED
NJNZ INTERNATIONAL TRADING LIMITED
NK CONSULTANCY LIMITED
NL SIMONS LIMITED
NLCP INVESTMENTS LIMITED
NO.1 CHICKEN LIMITED
NO.7 HOMES LIMITED
NOAH'S ARK NUTRITION HOLDINGS LIMITED
NOAHS FISHING COMPANY LIMITED
NOBLE BLOODSTOCK MANAGEMENT LIMITED
NOCK MARQUEES LIMITED
NODDY'S CORNER LIMITED
NOEL JELLYMAN BUILDING CONSULTANTS LIMITED
NOELINE CLEANING LIMITED
NOISE CONTROL ENTERTAINMENT LIMITED
NOMAD NUTRITION LIMITED
NONZ & KELZ PROPERTIES LIMITED
NORMAN & ZOSIA LIMITED
NORMATION LIMITED
NORTH CANTERBURY PACKAGING LIMITED
NORTH POINT GROUP LIMITED
NORTH RIDGE (2002) LIMITED
NORTH SHORE RADIATORS LIMITED
NORTH SHORE REFRIGERATION AND AIR CONDITIONING LIMITED
NORTH VILLAGE LIMITED
NORTHBRIDGE CAPITAL LIMITED
NORTHCARE THOMAS RD PHARMACY LIMITED
NORTHCOTE INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
NORTHCOTT INVESTMENTS LIMITED
NORTHERN DEVELOPMENTS CHCH LIMITED
NORTHERN DIGITAL PHOTOFINISH LIMITED
NORTHERN OAKS LIMITED
NORTHERN TRUST CORPORATION LIMITED
NORTHERN TRUSTEE SERVICES (124) LIMITED
NORTHERN TRUSTEE SERVICES (HOLDINGS) LIMITED
NORTHERN TRUSTEE SERVICES (NO. 148) LIMITED
NORTHERN TRUSTEE SERVICES (NO. 149) LIMITED
NORTHERN TRUSTEE SERVICES (NO. 176) LIMITED
NORTHERN TRUSTEE SERVICES (NO. 177) LIMITED
NORTHERN TRUSTEE SERVICES (NO. 182) LIMITED
NORTHERN TRUSTEE SERVICES (NO. 183) LIMITED
NORTHERN TRUSTEE SERVICES (NO.112) LIMITED
NORTHERN TRUSTEE SERVICES (NO.114) LIMITED
NORTHERN TRUSTEE SERVICES (NO.131) LIMITED
NORTHERN TRUSTEE SERVICES (NO.141) LIMITED
NORTHERN TRUSTEE SERVICES (NO.143) LIMITED
NORTHERN TRUSTEE SERVICES (NO.144) LIMITED
NORTHERN TRUSTEE SERVICES (NO.17) LIMITED
NORTHERN TRUSTEE SERVICES (NO.18) LIMITED
NORTHERN TRUSTEE SERVICES (NO.19) LIMITED
NORTHERN TRUSTEE SERVICES (NO.23) LIMITED
NORTHERN TRUSTEE SERVICES (NO.63) LIMITED
NORTHERN TRUSTEE SERVICES (NO.87) LIMITED
NORTHGROVE LIMITED
NORTHLAND FUEL INSTALLATIONS LIMITED
NORTHLAND ROOFS LIMITED
NORTHLAND STONE MASON’S LIMITED
NORTHLAND TREES AND LANDSCAPE LIMITED
NORTHSIDE BUILDING SERVICES LIMITED
NORTHVIEW CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
NORTHWOOD DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
NORWEST PROPERTY MAINTENANCE LIMITED
NOT JUST TURF LIMITED
NOT SO LIMITED
NOTAP LIMITED
NOUVEAU JOUR LIMITED
NOVATURENT LIMITED
NOVAWEB LIMITED
NOVUS VITA LIMITED
NOW HEALTHY LIVING LIMITED
NPC CONTRACTING LIMITED
NS LOGGING LIMITED
NSA (NEW ZEALAND) LIMITED
NSG SERVICES LIMITED
NSN FREIGHT EMPIRE LIMITED
NSPIRE WOMEN’S HEALTH & FITNESS LIMITED
N-TECH LIMITED
NTW LIMITED
NU TRADING LIMITED
NUBUILD CANTERBURY LIMITED
NUDE BY NATURE NZ LIMITED
NUFLOORS LIMITED
NUIQ MEDIA LIMITED
NUMBER TWENTY NINE LIMITED
NUMLA LIMITED
NURSING OPTIONS RECRUITMENT LIMITED
NUTURE BY NATURE EARLY CHILDHOOD CENTRE LIMITED
NUTURE ME EDUCATION LIMITED
NUTRAZ INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
NUTRAZ LIMITED
NUTRIENZ LIMITED
NUTTALL TRUSTEE LIMITED
NZ 4 X 4 EQUIPMENT 2006 LIMITED
NZ ALLURE.FLORAL LIMITED
NZ AMENITIES LIMITED
NZ ASSESSMENTS LIMITED
NZ BEAUTY LIMITED
NZ BUSINESS INVESTMENTS LIMITED
NZ CAR TECH LIMITED
NZ CHAMPION PERFORMANCE LIMITED
NZ CONCEPT LIMITED
NZ DEPARTMENT STORE LIMITED
NZ EDUCATION & INVESTMENT SERVICES LIMITED
NZ EDUCATION MANAGEMENT LIMITED
NZ EVOLUTION LIMITED
NZ FIRE SPRINKLER PROTECTION LIMITED
NZ FOUNDER INVESTMENT HOLDING LIMITED
NZ GOOD PLUS LIMITED
NZ HALAL MEATS LIMITED
NZ HORSE TRANSPORT 2016 LIMITED
NZ HOUSE REMOVALS LIMITED
NZ HUBEI JOINT DEVELOPMENT INVESTMENTS LIMITED
NZ INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
NZ JOY SCHOOL CO. LIMITED
NZ MOREVER LIMITED
NZ NATURALLY HEALTHY LIMITED
NZ ORCHARDS LIMITED
NZ OZ IMMIGRATION LIMITED
NZ PARSATILING LIMITED
NZ PLATINUM INVESTMENT COMPANY LIMITED
NZ PLUS Y LIMITED
NZ PROPERTY ADVISERS LIMITED
NZ PROPERTY MAINTENANCE LIMITED
NZ PURE HEALTH SYSTEMS LIMITED
NZ REALTY GROUP LIMITED
NZ ROTATOR CUFF REGISTRY LIMITED
NZ RUACARE CO., LIMITED
NZ SALES AND DISTRIBUTION LIMITED
NZ SERVICES LIMITED
NZ SKY LIMITED
NZ SPRING HOLDING LIMITED
NZ SPRING LIMITED
NZ STAR LIMITED
NZ STORE SUPPLY CHAIN LIMITED
NZ TIMBER POOLS LIMITED
NZ TRANS GLOBAL INVESTMENTS, LIMITED
NZ TRAVELLER ONLINE LIMITED
NZ TYRES LIMITED
NZ WELDING SPECIALISTS LIMITED
NZAS HOLDINGS LIMITED
OLIVER MORTGAGE & INSURANCE LIMITED
OLLIVER FAMILY TRUST LIMITED
OM COMPANIES LIMITED
OM SAI SHYAM LIMITED
OMAHA BEACH PROPERTIES LIMITED
OMANAWA FALLS NURSERIES LIMITED
OMNI FOOTWEAR NZ PTY LIMITED
OMNI SERVICES LIMITED
OMNI-CHANNEL LOGISTICS NZ LIMITED
OMNICON LIMITED
OMOK4 LIMITED
OMTATSAT NZ LIMITED
ON DEMAND CONSULTING LIMITED
ON THE LINE LIMITED
ON TIME PRINT FINISHERS LIMITED
ON TRACK BUILDERS LIMITED
ON TRUCK WHEEL POLISHING NZ LIMITED
ONE BODY ACADEMY LIMITED
ONE FUTURE REALTY LIMITED
ONE LEO 2015 LIMITED
ONE MANAGEMENT LIMITED
ONE MARKETING (NZ) LIMITED
ONE NEW INVESTMENT LIMITED
ONE POINT FIVE LIMITED
ONE SILVER CITY LIMITED
ONE SOFTWARE LIMITED
ONE WELLNESS NZ LIMITED
ONECARD TELECOM LIMITED
ONEDAY FARMS LIMITED
ONENORTHSHORE PROPERTIES LIMITED
ONESTOP RECOVERIES LIMITED
ONLINE ACCOUNTING & TAXATION LIMITED
ONLINE ASSET PARTNERS AUSTRALIA LIMITED
ONLINE ASSET PARTNERS LIMITED
ONLINE AUTOMOTIVE LIMITED
ONLINE TECH GROUP LIMITED
ONLINEFIREWORKS LIMITED
ONLY SUNSHINE INVESTMENTS LIMITED
ONO APPAREL LIMITED
ONSITE DRUG SCREENING LIMITED
ONWARD CYCLE CO LIMITED
ONYX CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
OPANAKE FARM LIMITED
OPEN PUPPET LIMITED
OPENIDEA TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED
OPTIM PROPERTY DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
OPTIMAL FLEET CONSULTANTS LIMITED
OR NO. 2 FAMILY TRUST LIMITED
ORACLE RECORDS LIMITED
ORB HOLDINGS LIMITED
ORB LIMITED
ORBIT DRIVE TRUST LIMITED
ORBIT HEALTH LIMITED
ORBITAL PROPERTIES LIMITED
ORBSERVER LIMITED
ORBSERVER QUEENSTOWN LIMITED
ORBSERVER ROTORUA LIMITED
ORCA MECHANICAL LIMITED
ORDREY SYSTEMS LIMITED
ORFYNZ LIMITED
ORGANICA LIMITED
ORGANICAL GOODS LIMITED
ORIANTAL FOOD AND SWEETS LIMITED
ORIEL DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
ORIGANO LIMITED
ORMISTON DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
ORODETTE LIMITED
OROKONUI PAWS INN LIMITED
ORR CRESCENT TRUSTEES LIMITED
ORUI PARTNERS LIMITED
OSM PROPERTIES LIMITED
OSTRO ENERGY LIMITED
OTAGOAT LIMITED
OTAHUHU CHROME PLATERS LIMITED
OTAHUHU HARD CHROME LIMITED
OTB MARINE NZ LIMITED
OTI PROPERTY LIMITED
OTOROHONGA ENTERPRISES LIMITED
OTOTOA COMMUNITY WATER SUPPLY ASSCN LIMITED
OUTBAIDE INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
OURTRADE INTERNATIONAL TRADING LIMITED
OUT EAST IDEAS LIMITED
OUT OF AFRICA CUISINE LIMITED
OUTBRAIN NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
OUTLET DIRECT AUSTRALASIAN LIMITED
OUT-OF-DOORS LIMITED
OUTSHINE CLEANING LIMITED
OUTSIDE IN (NZ) LIMITED
OVER THE HILL LIMITED
OVER WOUND LIMITED
OVERALL CONCEPTZ LIMITED
OVERCLIFF LIMITED
OVR TRUSTEE LIMITED
OYSTER ACCOUNTANCY LIMITED
P & B HUNT INVESTMENTS LIMITED
P & D WALLACE HOLDINGS LIMITED
P & P TRUSTEES LIMITED
P & S ENVISION ENTERPRISE LIMITED
P B AND C S PROVINCS LIMITED
P C 2 LIMITED
P G PROPERTY INVESTMENTS LIMITED
P J AND K L HOLDINGS LIMITED
P J R 2016 LIMITED
P PROS LIMITED
P Z PROPERTY LIMITED
P&C CORPORATION LIMITED
P&S HOSPO LIMITED
P&W QIANAN LIMITED
P.A.I.D LIMITED
P.C.F. GISBORNE LIMITED
P.D.E. EYEWEAR LIMITED
P.J.P. CONTRACTORS LIMITED
P3W LIMITED
PAAYAL HOLDINGS LIMITED
PAC INVESTMENT HOLDINGS LIMITED
PAC RESOURCES SERVICES LIMITED
PACE SETTER DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
PACIFIC RIM CONSULTING GROUP LIMITED
PACIFIC BROKERS NZ LIMITED
PACIFIC COOPERATION BROADCASTING LIMITED
PACIFIC COURIERS (NZ) LIMITED
PACIFIC EDGE HOMES LIMITED
PACIFIC ENERGY ALLIANCE LIMITED
PACIFIC GSM LIMITED
PACIFIC HOLDINGS (2004) LIMITED
PACIFIC IMPEX LIMITED
PACIFIC IMPORTS & TRADING LIMITED
PACIFIC INVESTMENT HOLDINGS LIMITED
PACIFIC LIBERTY LIMITED
PACIFIC PEARLS NZ LIMITED
PACIFIC POOLS LIMITED
PACIFIC RECYCLING LIMITED
PACIFIC WATERS LIMITED
PACIFICWAY INVESTMENTS LIMITED
PACKAGING SOLUTIONS LIMITED
PACRITE INDUSTRIES LIMITED
PADA LIMITED
PADDAA HORTICULTURE LIMITED
PAG MANAGEMENT LIMITED
PAGE 521 LIMITED
PAI AK E LIMITED
PAIHIA TYRE CENTRE LIMITED
PAINT TO PAINT 0786 LIMITED
PAKARU PHONES AND CABLE LIMITED
PAKIM HOLDINGS (NO.24) LIMITED
PALCAR INVEST LIMITED
PALM PAPAKURA PARK ESTATE LIMITED
PALM TREE CAFE LIMITED
PALM TREES TRADING COMPANY LIMITED
PALMER LAW LIMITED
PALRO LIMITED
PAMARO LIMITED
PAMIO INVESTMENTS LIMITED
PAN 2014 LIMITED
PAN FAMILY TRUSTEE LIMITED
PANAMA PROPERTY TRUST LIMITED
PANDA EXPRESS RESTAURANT LIMITED
PANDA MART LIMITED
PANDALAND NZ LIMITED
PANDALAND PRODUCTION LIMITED
PANDA’S KITCHEN LIMITED
PANEX GROUP LIMITED
PANKHURST KW TRUSTEE LIMITED
PAN-NZ EXPORT&IMPORT LIMITED
PANTHER CLEANING SERVICES LIMITED
PANTING CONTRACTING LIMITED
PANUMA & NOUS LIMITED
PAPAKURA ALIGNMENT & AUTO SERVICE CENTRE LIMITED
PAPAKURA ELECTRICAL LIMITED
PAPAMOA BEACH CAR RENTALS LIMITED
PAPAMOA RETAIL LIMITED
PAPATOETOE CAR WRECKERS LIMITED
PAPER CRANE PHOTOGRAPHY LIMITED
PAPER PIXELS LIMITED
PAPER TO PLATINUM LIMITED
PAPPS NUTRITION LIMITED
PAR FILMING SERVICES LIMITED
PARABOLE LIMITED
PARADIGM FUTURES LIMITED
PARADISE AUTO REPAIRS PANEL AND PAINT LIMITED
PARAKAI PROPERTIES LIMITED
PARI CORPORATION LIMITED
PARIN ENTERPRISES LIMITED
PARIN TRADING LIMITED
PARIOLI LIMITED
PARK TOWER TRUSTEE LIMITED
PARKAR TRADERS LIMITED
PARKER PAINTERS LIMITED
PARKER POULTRY LIMITED
PARKERDAWSON CO-OPERATIVE GROUP LIMITED
PARKIN PROJECTS LIMITED
PARKVIEW ON HAGLEY LIMITED
PARMAR AND ASIATA LIMITED
PARNELL CONSULTING LIMITED
PARRAM LIMITED
PARRIS CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
PARRY ASSOCIATES LIMITED
PARRY’S TEA LIMITED
PARS TILING SOUTH ISLAND LIMITED
PARS TRADE LIMITED
PARTSURF NZ LIMITED
PARTYWORLD ENTERTAINMENT LIMITED
PARUMOANA HOLDINGS LIMITED
PARVATI MA LIMITED
PASIFIKI GROWERS LIMITED
PASSIVE HOMES NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
PAT KENNEDY LIMITED
PATCHES BRAND LINE LIMITED
PATEAROA HOTEL LIMITED
PATERANGI TRUSTEES LIMITED
PATTERNHUG LIMITED
PATTERNZ LIMITED
PATTERSHELL AVIATION LIMITED
PAUANUI LIMITED
PAUL CAMERON NURSERIES LIMITED
PAUL DE ROO CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
PAUL MCEWAN TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED
PAUL MORAN FLOORING LIMITED
PAUL NEWSON CONSULTANTS LIMITED
PAUL RENWICK HOLDINGS LIMITED
PAVEART LIMITED
PAVILION 2014 LIMITED
PAVILION NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
PAXTON PROPERTY SERVICES LIMITED
PAYAM DATA RECOVERY LIMITED
PAYDAY FAST LIMITED
PAYWARE TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED
PB GLOBAL IMPLEMENTATION CO LIMITED
PB TRUSTEES (GRASSHOPPER) LIMITED
PBA CAFE LIMITED
PBP AVIATION LIMITED
PBTL FREIGHT LIMITED
PBTL LOGISTICS LIMITED
PBTL SPRINT LIMITED
PC SUPPORT LIMITED
PCE HOLDINGS LIMITED
P-COM NZ LIMITED
PKD CONSULTANTS LIMITED
PDQ PRODUCTIONS LIMITED
PE INVESTMENTS LIMITED
PEACH TREES LIMITED
PEAK STUDIO LIMITED
PEARCE LIMITED
PEARLA BOUTIQUE LIMITED
PEARL TEE INVESTMENTS LIMITED
PEEBLES OWEN HOLDING CO LIMITED
PEEPAL TREE ENTERPRISES LIMITED
PELAIDES INVESTMENTS LIMITED
PELICHERET BAY TRUST LIMITED
PEMBROKE APARTMENTS LIMITED
PENDARVES HOUSE LIMITED
PENGUIN SOLUTIONS LIMITED
PENMAHR LIMITED
PENNEY’S FOOD CENTRE LIMITED
PENOS GROUP LIMITED
PENSION TRANSFERS INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
PENTO HOLDINGS LIMITED
PEOPLEWISE LIMITED
PERFECT KLEAN LIMITED
PERFORMANCE AUTOELECTRIX LIMITED
PERFORMANCE GOLF (INTERNATIONAL) LIMITED
PERFORMANCE PROPERTY INVESTMENTS LIMITED
PERIA APICULTURE PROJECTS PERIA LIMITED
PERIFRIA LIMITED
PERMANENT COLLECTION LIMITED
PERRETT CLEANING SERVICES LIMITED
PETALUMA LIMITED
PETER EDMONDS LIMITED
PETER J CLARKE LIMITED
PETER PAN LIMITED
PETER TASKER DESIGN LIMITED
PETERS CIVIL LIMITED
PETER’S PAINTING SERVICES LIMITED
PETER’S PROPERTY SERVICES LIMITED
PETITE EATS LIMITED
PETRONELLI VALVES LIMITED
PETRORICH LIMITED
PF SALES LIMITED
PHAROS PACIFIC LIMITED
PHIBETA ENTERPRISES LIMITED
PHILIP N MEAD TRUSTEE CO LIMITED
PHILLIPS CONTRACTING 2016 LIMITED
PHILLS AUTOS LIMITED
PHLUID GROUP LIMITED
PHO HOLDINGS LIMITED
PHOENIX 21 LIMITED
PHOENIX AND CO 2014 LIMITED
PHOENIX ASSET LIMITED
PHOENIX FIREWOOD LIMITED
PHOENIX TOBACCO & CO LIMITED
PHOENIX TREE NZ LIMITED
PHOTO SHOW LIMITED
PHOTOORA PUBLISHING LIMITED
PHOTOTIME NZ LIMITED
PHRONESIS PURSUITS LIMITED
PHYSETERS LIMITED
PHYSICAL FITNESS LIMITED
PHYSIO-ACTIV LIMITED
PICA LIMITED
PICCOLO CACTUS COMMERCIALISTA LIMITED
PICK YOGA LIMITED
PICKAPLUMBER LIMITED
PICKET FENCE HOLDINGS LIMITED
PICKLE PROPERTY HOLDINGS LIMITED
PIERCE THE HEAVENS LIMITED
PIERRE’S BAKERY LIMITED
PIKANENE LIMITED
PILOT SERVICES (2009) LIMITED
PINA IHO LIMITED
PINCH & PUNCH LIMITED
PINE HILL TRUSTEES LIMITED
PINESMART LIMITED
PING ZERO LIMITED
PINGAN RUYI LIMITED
PINK INSURANCE LIMITED
PINNACLE ADVENTURES LIMITED
PINPOINT TRADING LIMITED
PINYI INVESTMENT GROUP LIMITED
PIONEER BRICK AND BLOCK LIMITED
POLLARD ENTERPRISES LIMITED
POLO TRUSTEES LIMITED
POLYBEN PROPERTIES LIMITED
POLYPOD HOUSING SOLUTIONS LIMITED
POMONA TRADING COMPANY LIMITED
PONGAROA REAL ESTATE LIMITED
PONOLAND NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
POOL SYSTEMS LIMITED
POORBOYS NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
POPPET LIMITED
POPPY & CO LIMITED
POPPY WHOPSON LIMITED
PORT FITZROY LIMITED
PORT ROAD TRUSTEE LIMITED
PORTENERS RENTALS LIMITED
PORTERHOUSE RESTAURANT LIMITED
PORTNOO LIMITED
POTENT YOUTH PRODUCTIONS LIMITED
POTIKI CREATIONS LIMITED
POT-ON DEALERS LIMITED
POTURI STREAMS LIMITED
POUDYEL MOTOR DRIVEN LIMITED
POUTINI FILMS LIMITED
POWDER COATERS ROTORUA LIMITED
POWER TOOL RECORDS LIMITED
POWERHOUSE DEVELOPMENT LIMITED
POWERSAFE LIMITED
PP PANG LIMITED
PPM RENTALS LIMITED
PPR FRANCHISING NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
PR SUPERMARKETS LIMITED
PRACTICAL PROPERTY SOLUTIONS LIMITED
PRACTICE MAGIC LIMITED
PRAKASH BHAGWANDAS LIMITED
PRASAD B & E FAMILY TRUST LIMITED
PRASADINVESTMENT GROUP LIMITED
PRE IGNITION (2016) LIMITED
PRE MARKET RENOVATIONS LIMITED
PRECISE PLASTERING SERVICES LIMITED
PRECISION AUTOWERK LIMITED
PRECISION CIVIL LIMITED
PRECISION PROJECTS NZ LIMITED
PREET INDIAN TANDOORI RESTAURANT LIMITED
PREM SOLUTIONS LIMITED
PREMIER CLEANING SERVICES NZ LIMITED
PREMIER NZ LIMITED
PREMIER PAVERS LIMITED
PREMIERE GLOBAL SERVICES LIMITED
PREMIERE REAL ESTATE LIMITED
PREMIUM GOURMET NZ LIMITED
PRENTICE PACIFIC TRADING LIMITED
PRENTICE PHYSIOTHERAPY LIMITED
PRESAGE SMITH LIMITED
PRESS X INTERACTIVE LIMITED
PRESSTECH ENGINEERING LIMITED
PRESTIGE AUCKLAND BUILDERS LIMITED
PRESTIGE CENTRAL LIMITED
PRESTIGE CORPORATE GIFTS LIMITED
PRESTIGE CORPORATE TRUSTEE 10104 LIMITED
PRESTIGE IMPORTERS LIMITED
PRESTIGE WORLDWIDE LIMITED
PRESTON PRODUCTION LIMITED
PRETTY DAMN GOOD FOR YOU LIMITED
PT HOLDINGS 2 LIMITED
PUHOI WELDING & ENGINEERING SERVICES LIMITED
PUKEKAURI INVESTMENTS LIMITED
PULSE FISHING CHARTERS LIMITED
PULSE MARINE LIMITED
PUNJAB IMPORT & EXPORT LIMITED
PUNJAB NZ CONTRACTING LIMITED
PURE IMPRESSIONS LIMITED
PURE NZ DISCOVERY LIMITED
PURENZ EDUCATION LIMITED
PUREWHENUA HEALTH FOODS LIMITED
PURIRI TRUSTEE LIMITED
PURPLE RAIN LIMITED
PUSHINGUPPIXELS LIMITED
PUZZLE TRUSTEES LIMITED
PV INVESTMENTS LIMITED
PVC FENCING SOLUTIONS LIMITED
PWA FARMING LIMITED
PWS INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
PWS LIMITED
PX & CZ LIMITED
PXMOVER LIMITED
PY TRADING LIMITED
PYRAMID NIGHT CLUB LIMITED
Q & TAPP LIMITED
Q LINK INTERNATIONAL TRADING LIMITED
QAROOFING LIMITED
QDOS GIFTS LIMITED
QHN NZ LIMITED
QIAO XIANG YUAN YUNNAN CROSS-BRIDGE RICE NOODLES LIMITED
QINGDAO XINXING MACHINERY AND TRADING LIMITED
QI INTERNATIONAL ENTERPRISE LIMITED
QR PROPERTY INVESTMENTS LIMITED
QTA LIMITED
QTSOFITEL LIMITED
QUALITY CONCEPTS LIMITED
QUALITY HOME DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
QUALITY PIE BAKERY AND LUNCH BAR LIMITED
QUALITY PROPERTY MANAGEMENT MARLBOROUGH LIMITED
QUALITY RELIEF MILKERS LIMITED
QUALITY Z LIMITED
QUANTRILL TRUSTEES LIMITED
QUANTUM ECO MARKETING LIMITED
QUANTUM IT LIMITED
QUANTUM SERVICES LIMITED
QUARTOS LIMITED
QUARTZ TECH LIMITED
QUATTRO L LIMITED
QUBE CONSULTANTS LIMITED
QUEDLEY INVESTMENTS LIMITED
QUEEN NAIL LIMITED
QUEEN ST AUTO CENTRE LIMITED
QUEENSPARK AUTOMART 2009 LIMITED
QUEENSTOWN MACHINE HIRE LIMITED
QUEENSTOWN MOW & FARM LIMITED
QUEENSTOWN SIGNS LIMITED
QUEENSTOWN SITE SCREENING LIMITED
QUEENWOOD HOTELS LIMITED
QUEENWOOD INVESTMENTS LIMITED
QUEST DESIGN LIMITED
QUI CONDUCTIT LIMITED
QUICK-HALL-AGE LIMITED
QUICKSTEP HOLDINGS LIMITED
QUILLMEDIA LIMITED
QUINTESSENTIAL FINANCE LIMITED
QUSHIONS LIMITED
R & A SINGH’S INVESTMENTS LIMITED
R & B CONTRACTING SERVICES LIMITED
R & CM TURNER LIMITED
R & J DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
R & J PRICE LIMITED
R & L DEVELOPMENTS (2011) LIMITED
R & L SAVAGE LIMITED
R & M KAPITI LIMITED
R & M PAINTING LIMITED
R & N CRAIGHEAD LIMITED
R & R INJECTORS PLUS LIMITED
R & R PRAKASH INVESTMENTS LIMITED
R & Z LIMITED
R 2 B NOMINEES LIMITED
R A ROWDEN LIMITED
R ANAND RETOUCHING LIMITED
R B & D L WALSH TRUST LIMITED
R B BARTLE INVESTMENTS LIMITED
R CREW LIMITED
R D TRUCKING LIMITED
R GORDON TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED
R H WANG’S Goup LIMITED
R K AVENUES LIMITED
R LIN TRUST LIMITED
R M & J S LIMITED
R M L NOMINEES LIMITED
R N L INVESTMENT LIMITED
R P & S ENTERPRISES LIMITED
R P JAY LIMITED
R P NOLAN LIMITED
R T C & S J CROSBIE TRUSTEES LIMITED
R&R DART ENGINE SERVICES NZ LIMITED
R&S FLOWERS FARM LIMITED
R&S GRAHAM HOLDINGS LIMITED
R. X CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
R.F.C. CONTRACTING LIMITED
R.K INVESTMENT(2016) LIMITED
R.M. GILBERD NOMINEES LIMITED
RA NUI WINES LIMITED
RAAYA CREATIONS LIMITED
RAB CONTRACTING LIMITED
RAB ELECTRICAL LIMITED
RACE SPEC AUTOS LIMITED
RACEMARK CORPORATION LIMITED
RADA ALLOYS NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
RADCAMHQ LIMITED
RADIANT HEATING LIMITED
RADIANT MW LIMITED
RADIATA INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
RAEANNE ENTERPRISES LIMITED
RAEER LAKCAR TRUSTEE SERVICES LIMITED
RAFF-GU INVESTMENTS LIMITED
RAFIKI VIDEOS LIMITED
RAGLAN BOTANICALS LIMITED
RAGLAN PROPERTY MANAGEMENT LIMITED
RAINBOW BRIDGE LIMITED
RAINBOW CONTRACTORS (2014) LIMITED
RAINBOW GIFT LIMITED
RAINBOW SPICY RESTAURANT LIMITED
RAINY DAY INVESTMENTS LIMITED
RAINY LIMITED
RAJ BEAUTY PARLOUR LIMITED
RAJ NAI R CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS LIMITED
RAKACH LIMITED
RAKSHA INVESTMENT LIMITED
RAM & LU LIMITED
RAM SINGH CLEANING LIMITED
RAMS TRANSPORT LIMITED
RAMSHACKLE PROPERTIES LIMITED
RANA ENTERPRISES LIMITED
RANBONDS LIMITED
RANE A & LIBERTY LIMITED
RANGER INVESTMENTS 2000 LIMITED
RANGI LABS LIMITED
RANGIORA THAI FOODS LIMITED
RANOLF STREET PROPERTIES LIMITED
RANSOM TRUSTEES LIMITED
RAO & PRIYA INVESTMENTS LIMITED
RAPIDSPLIKE LIMITED
RARA NI TQQA COMMUNICATION LIMITED
RARE BIRD LIMITED
RARO ITALY LIMITED
RARS PROPERTY INVESTMENTS LIMITED
RASHI INVESTMENTS LIMITED
RASS INVESTMENTS LIMITED
RATA MANAGEMENT LIMITED
RATA VIEW (2008) LIMITED
RATHBONE STREET TRUST COMPANY LIMITED
RAUKAWA KI TE TONGA AHC LIMITED
RAUMANGA DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
RAUPO HOLDINGS LIMITED
RAUZI CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
RAVENSBOURNE BOOKS LIMITED
RAVIASH LIMITED
RAVIJI’S EXIM LIMITED
RAVO RAVO TRANSPORT LIMITED
RAWLE TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED
RAWLINSON CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
RAYNAL PRASAD CORPORATE TRUSTEE LIMITED
RAYTECH NZ LIMITED
RB & MB LIMITED
RB COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL LIMITED
RB KL SMITH TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED
RBG CONSULTING GROUP LIMITED
RBG HOUSE (AUCKLAND CBD) LIMITED
RC WHOLESALERS LIMITED
RCIHIN LIMITED
RDV ENTERPRISES LIMITED
RE NOVA NZ LIMITED
REABRIN LIMITED
READ PERFORMANCES LIMITED
READY BUILD LIMITED
REAL ESTATE HOLDINGS LIMITED
REAL INVESTMENTS LIMITED
REAL KIWI HUNTING ADVENTURES LIMITED
REALSTATEMOVE.CO.NZ LIMITED
REALITY BREAK ENTERTAINMENT LIMITED
REBECCA & MIN COMPANY LIMITED
REBELLION TECHNOLOGY LIMITED
REBORN PRINTS LIMITED
RECIPEASY LIMITED
RECLAIM FASHION LIMITED
RECONX TELECOMMUNICATIONS LIMITED
RECYCLABLES LIMITED
RED EARTH LIMITED
RED GUARD CAFE LIMITED
RED HEAD MEDIA GROUP LIMITED
RED HILL FIREARM AND AMMUNITION IMPORT LIMITED
RED MARCH LIMITED
RED PIG LIMITED
RED PROPERTY SERVICES LIMITED
RED RIMU LIMITED
RED SANDS GOLD MINING LIMITED
RED STAG ADVENTURES LIMITED
REDCLIFFS TRUST LIMITED
REDLINE AUTO ELECTRICAL LIMITED
REDLINE CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
REDMELON LIMITED
REDOUBLED LIMITED
REDWOOD MOTORS LIMITED
REDZEED GAMING FANATICS LIMITED
REEF MANAGEMENT LIMITED
REEFTIDE CHARITABLE TRUST LIMITED
REELY LIMITED
REES CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
REES INDUSTRIES LIMITED
REFORM PROPERTY LIMITED
REFURB LIMITED
REG ACCOUNTING SERVICES LIMITED
REG HAMMOND CONSULTING LIMITED
REGA LIMITED
REGAL BEAUTY GROUP LIMITED
REGIONAL MUSEUM OF HAWKE’S BAY LIMITED
REGISTER SPECIALISTS LIMITED
REGOR ENTERPRISES LIMITED
REHAB FISHING CHARTERS LIMITED
REID TRANSPORT & FISHING LIMITED
REIMER TAXIS LIMITED
REL EXPORT LIMITED
RELIEF OPERATOR CONTRACTING LIMITED
RELISH NUTRITION LIMITED
REMARKABILITY LIMITED
REMEDIES 2009 LIMITED
REMUERA LANDMARK INVESTMENT LIMITED
RENDERPLAST PLASTERERS LIMITED
RENO WORX LIMITED
RENT A LOO NZ LIMITED
RENT IT RIGHT LIMITED
RENT SMART LIMITED
RENTED 4 LIMITED
RESCUE LOANS NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
RESIDENTIAL CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY INVESTMENTS LIMITED
RESILIENT LANDSCAPE LIMITED
RESOLUTE FOCUS LIMITED
RESOLUTION TESTING LIMITED
RESONANCE MEDICAL GP LIMITED
RETAIL INNOVATIONS NZ LIMITED
RETAIL MEDIA DIRECT LIMITED
RETAIL MEDIA DIRECT PTY LIMITED
RETO MANAGEMENT HOLDINGS LIMITED
RETRO ELECTRICAL LIMITED
RETRUST FISHER LIMITED
REV HEAD APPAREL LIMITED
REV NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
REVITALISE BEAUTY LIMITED
REVIVE FITNESS LIMITED
REVIVE NZ LIMITED
REWAL CLARK CONTRACTORS LIMITED
REX CLEANING WELL LIMITED
REYNOLDS RENTALS LIMITED
RGB CONTRACTORS LIMITED
RGB SOCIAL MEDIA LIMITED
RHEINGOLD NZ LIMITED
RHINO BREWING COMPANY LIMITED
RHL (LILYDALE) LIMITED
RIAD BAJE LIMITED
RICCATON DEVELOPMENT 92 COMPANY LIMITED
RICCO ROXY & ASSOCIATES LIMITED
RICHIE 123 LIMITED
RICHKITTEN LIMITED
RICHMARK INVESTMENTS LIMITED
RICHMERLE LIMITED
RICHMOND 560 LIMITED
RICHMOND AGRICULTURAL CONTRACTING LIMITED
RICHMOND CORNER LIMITED
RICKARD CONSULTING LIMITED
RICKAY HOLDINGS LIMITED
RICKETS INVESTMENTS LIMITED
RIDER HUNT LIMITED
RIDGEMORE COMMERCIAL LIMITED
RIDGETOP DEVELOPMENT LIMITED
RIDGETOP INVESTMENTS LIMITED
RIFF LIMITED
RIGG N ERECT LIMITED
RIGHTNOW CONSULTANTS GROUP LIMITED
RIJ CORPORATE TRUSTEE LIMITED
RIKKI BAKER LIMITED
RIMU SPRING INVESTMENT LIMITED
RISE SALES SQUADRON LIMITED
RIVERLAND TRANSPORT LIMITED
RIVERLEA PANEL & PAINT LIMITED
RIVERS CARBON AEROSPACE LIMITED
RIVERWOOD CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
RIZWOOKSTY INVESTMENTS LIMITED
RJM.IT LIMITED
RK GANDHI INVESTMENT LIMITED
RK TRANSPORT LIMITED
RK INTERNATIONAL HOSPITALITY LIMITED
RKD VENTURES LIMITED
RL TRADING LIMITED
RMH TRUST COMPANY LIMITED
RMPS INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
RN PETROLEUM LIMITED
RNF PROPERTIES LIMITED
RNL PROJECTS LIMITED
ROAD TRANSPORT COMPLIANCE SUPPORT LIMITED
ROADMARKERS NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
ROADMARKERS WAIKATO (1981) LIMITED
ROADMARKERS WAIKATO TRUST LIMITED
ROADRUNNER PILOTING LIMITED
ROB HARVEY LIMITED
ROBANNE PROPERTIES LIMITED
ROBERT BUTTERFIELD DESIGN LIMITED
ROBERT FLORIS TRUSTEES LIMITED
ROBERT GLEN CONTRACTING LIMITED
ROBERT PROCTOR LIMITED
ROBRAIN HOLDINGS LIMITED
ROBWAY HOLDINGS LIMITED
ROBYN HOLDINGS LIMITED
ROC GAS BOILERS AUSTRALASIA LIMITED
ROC HOLDINGS LIMITED
ROCK AND SAND FISHING SUPPLIES LIMITED
RUN STRONG LIMITED
RUNDLE FT HOLDINGS LIMITED
RUNFENG HUANG CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
RUNTIME INVESTMENT CO. LIMITED
RURAL SAFETY LIMITED
RUSTORATIONS LIMITED
RUSTY GECKO LIMITED
RUTHERFORD INVESTMENTS LIMITED
RUTLAND FINANCIAL SERVICES LIMITED
RW INTERNATIONAL TRADING LIMITED
RWM INVESTMENTS LIMITED
RYBRAN LIMITED
RYDALL INVESTMENTS LIMITED
RYPE INDUSTRIES LIMITED
S & B INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT CO. LIMITED
S & C KNEEBONE HOLDINGS LIMITED
S & F HARRIS LIMITED
S & G TRUSTEE LIMITED
S & I SOLUTIONS LIMITED
S & J TILING LIMITED
S & J WHEELANS TRUSTEES LIMITED
S & K (2010) LIMITED
S & M PINNELL LIMITED
S & R DAVIES LIMITED
S & R PANEL PROPERTIES LIMITED
S & S DAIRYING LIMITED
S AND B BOWLING TRUSTEE LIMITED
S C SMITH CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
S FIRMS CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
S K ELECTRICAL 2016 LIMITED
S M INTERIORS LIMITED
S P A C E YOGA & RETREAT LIMITED
S&B HEALTH & BEAUTY LIMITED
S&D DUNBAR LIMITED
S&F FIBRE SOLUTION LIMITED
S&L CLEANERS LIMITED
S&P GUNTRIP TRANSPORT LIMITED
S. B. SINGH LIMITED
S. WATSON REDWOOD ORGANIZATION LIMITED
S.A. STOUT HOLDINGS LIMITED
S.H INVESTMENT LIMITED
S.INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
S.L. SAMUEL & CO. LIMITED
S.O.S BUILDING LIMITED
S.R.SINGH ENTERPRISES LIMITED
SAA ACCOUNTING SERVICES LIMITED
SAAJ INVESTMENTS LIMITED
SAARAS ENTERPRISES LIMITED
SAB INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
SAB PROPERTIES LIMITED
SABARINE & AQHIB LIMITED
SABER FITNESS LIMITED
SABICH ORGANIC GARDENS LIMITED
SABM EDUCATION NZ LIMITED
SACHHAKAKA INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
SAFARI BOATBUILDING LIMITED
SAFE AS HOUSES (2009) LIMITED
SAFE HOUSE CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
SAFE TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT SERVICES LIMITED
SAFEGUARD FIRE & SAFETY (NZ) LIMITED
SAFENESS HOME LIMITED
SAFER4U INNOVATIONS LIMITED
SAFE-T-TEC LIMITED
SAFETY MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS NEW ZEALAND LIMITED

NEW ZEALAND GAZETTE
SCENIC TRUSTEES 2015 LIMITED
SCHADWARDS INVESTMENTS LIMITED
SCHESLYN INVESTMENTS LIMITED
SCHMICK LIMITED
SCHOLAR STUDENT LIMITED
SCHWARZ HAIR GROUP LIMITED
SCOOTERMOTO LIMITED
SCOOTLING TRUSTEE SERVICES LIMITED
SCOPE CORPORATE SERVICES LIMITED
SCORES4SCHOOLS LIMITED
SCORPION INVESTMENTS LIMITED
SCOTT FLOORING LIMITED
SCOTT’S CONCRETE SERVICES LIMITED
SCOTT-WEIR LIMITED
SCRAPPY WEE STARTUP LIMITED
SCREENSTAR COURIER LIMITED
SCRUBIN GINA CLEANING LIMITED
SCS ORCHARD LIMITED
SCURBY NZ LIMITED
SD&F LIMITED
SDNZ INVESTMENT LIMITED
SE NZ LIMITED
SEA STATE LIMITED
SEABASE LIMITED
SEABASS CORPORATION LIMITED
SEAD GROUP NZ LIMITED
SEAFOOD CITY MANAGEMENT COMPANY LIMITED
SEAFOOD CITY TAKEAWAYS LIMITED
SEAHUNTER INVESTMENTS LIMITED
SEAMADE NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
SECOND BYTE LIMITED
SECOND MOUSE GROUP LIMITED
SECRET THAI GARDEN LIMITED
SECTION 80 LIMITED
SECURED TRUSTEE INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
SECURITY AND GATES LIMITED
SEDDON FAMILY INVESTMENTS LIMITED
SEDDON STREET DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
SEE AND DO LIMITED
SEE AND DO NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
SEEKLES TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED
SEJ LIMITED
SELECT BROKER GROUP LIMITED
SELECT ELECTRICAL LIMITED
SELECT FINANCE LIMITED
SELECT TOURS HOLDINGS LIMITED
SELF CONTROL LIMITED
SELFV PROPERTIES LIMITED
SELWYN STREET 44 LIMITED
SEMIOSIS LIMITED
SENIOR TRUSTEE LIMITED
SENSATION DEVELOPMENTS MILLWATER LIMITED
SENSORY TRANQUILLUM LIMITED
SENTENTIA GROUP LIMITED
SERASSA LIMITED
SERENDIPITY CAFE LIMITED
SERENITY STATION LIMITED
SERGEANT PLANT SERVICES LIMITED
SERVISAL EQUIPMENT LIMITED
SERVISTAR LIMITED
SETEFANO CONTRACTORS LIMITED
SETIA (NZ) LIMITED
SETO LIMITED
SETS CORPORATION (2008) LIMITED
SEVANTI CAFE & RESTAURANT LIMITED
SEVEN FIELDS LIMITED
SEVEN FIVE FOUR LIMITED
SEVEN SEAS ENTERPRISES LIMITED
SEVENTY7 LIMITED
SEWTERS LIMITED
SG RUBBER COMPANY LIMITED
SGJ INVESTMENT LIMITED
SH TRADING LIMITED
SH TRUSTEE SERVICES (MEERTENS) LIMITED
SHADEN IMPORTS AND EXPORTS LIMITED
SHADENZ LIMITED
SHAHI TRANSPORT LIMITED
SHAMROCK MOTORS LIMITED
SHAN FOODS NZ LIMITED
SHANAL ENTERPRISES LIMITED
SHANE SMITH ELECTRICAL LIMITED
SHANGYE LIMITED
SHARE INVESTMENT PROPERTY LIMITED
SHARIBA JEWELLERS LIMITED
SHARMA TRANSPORT LIMITED
SHARMA VENTURES LIMITED
SHAROB AGENCY LIMITED
SHARON T LIMITED
SHARP LEGAL LIMITED
SHARPMINDS LIMITED
SHAW CARS LIMITED
SHAW POWER LIMITED
SHAWCROSS INVESTMENTS LIMITED
SHAY OREWALIMITED
SHAY PROPERTY MANAGEMENT LIMITED
SHE ADVENTURES LIMITED
SHEC INVESTMENT LIMITED
SHEETU AND AMAN LIMITED
SHEFFIELD STEEL LIMITED
SHEIKHS PROPERTY SERVICES LIMITED
SHELF13 LIMITED
SHELLEY SIMPSON ART & PHOTOGRAPHY LIMITED
SHELLEY WANG OPTOMETRIST LIMITED
SHELLEYWU&RICHARDSHENG LIMITED
SHELTER HOMES LIMITED
SHELTON HOLDINGS LIMITED
SHENG & LIANG CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
SHENG HAO HOMES LIMITED
SHENG TAO DECORATION DESIGN LIMITED
SHENG TIAN LIMITED
SHERPA PROPERTIES LIMITED
SHERRYN COXHEAD TRUSTEE LIMITED
SHF MACHINERY LIMITED
SHIELD ADVANTAGE GROUP LIMITED
SHILTON INVESTMENT TRUSTEE LIMITED
SHIMODA LIMITED
SHIN & AN EDU LIMITED
SHIN & PIL LIMITED
SHINE & FRESH CLEANING SERVICES LIMITED
SHINE & SHAN TRUSTEE LIMITED
SHINE BRIGHT CLEANING LIMITED
SHINE MOTORS LIMITED
SHING TAI REAL ESTATE LIMITED
SHINYA KITCHEN LIMITED
SHINYA KITCHEN LIMITED
SHINYA KITCHEN LIMITED
SHINYA KITCHEN LIMITED
SHINYA KITCHEN LIMITED
SHINYA KITCHEN LIMITED
SHINYA KITCHEN LIMITED
SHINYA KITCHEN LIMITED
SHIRDI SAI COURIERS LIMITED
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SHIV & SWAS INVESTMENTS LIMITED
SHIV OM LIMITED
SHIVAM PTY LIMITED
SHIZBOT LIMITED
SHOP THE ROCK LIMITED
SHOP’N MALL LIMITED
SHORE 2 SELL LIMITED
SHORE BUSINESS SOLUTIONS LIMITED
SHORE CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
SHOREDITCH DESIGN LIMITED
SHORELINE TRUCKING 2015 LIMITED
SHORT AND WIDE PRODUCTIONS LIMITED
SHOS PROPERTIES 2 LIMITED
SHOTGUN CONCRETE LIMITED
SHOW HAIR SALON LIMITED
SHOW LIMITED
SHOW PONY FITNESS & FANTASY LIMITED
SHREE SANATAN DHARAM PRATINIDHI SABHA AUCKLAND INCORPORATED LIMITED
SHRI ANAND LIMITED
SHS AUCKLAND LIMITED
SHT HOLDINGS LIMITED
SHT RENTALS LIMITED
SIA ADVANCED LIMITED
SIAN MAREE HOLDINGS TRUSTEE LIMITED
SIAN MAREE PROPERTIES LIMITED
SIDNEY TRUST COMPANY LIMITED
SIDOROVA TRUSTEES LIMITED
SIFER LIMITED
SIGLEY FORESTS LIMITED
SIGMA GROUP LIMITED
SIGNAL HOMES LIMITED
SIGNTECH NZ LIMITED
SIHAN TRADING LIMITED
SILK LAKE TRADING LIMITED
SILKWOOD INVESTMENTS LLC LIMITED
SILVER BEECH LIMITED
SILVER FERN FINANCE LIMITED
SILVER FERN PUBLICATIONS NZ LIMITED
SILVER MINUTES LIMITED
SILVER TRUSTEE LIMITED
SILVERDALE AGENCY LIMITED
SILVERDALE TRUSTEES LIMITED
SILVEROAKS GROUP LIMITED
SILVERTREE PROPERTY CARE LIMITED
SILVERWIN SECURITIES LIMITED
SIMDA LIMITED
SIMON WOOD BUILDERS LIMITED
SIMPLA LIMITED
SIMPLE PLAN BUILDERS LIMITED
SIMPLE SOLUTIONS LIMITED
SIMPLI NOURISHING LIMITED
SIMPLY HEALTHY LIMITED
SIMPLY HOUSE LIMITED
SIMPLY LIVING ACCOMODATION AND RENTALS LIMITED
SIMPLY SELLING INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
SIMPLY WINDOWS LIMITED
SIMPSON AND SIMPSON MEDICAL LIMITED
SIMPSON PROPERTY MANAGEMENT LIMITED
SINGE LIMITED
SINGH & SAINI NOMINEES LIMITED
SINGH JASS HORTICULTURE LIMITED
SINGH TRANZ LIMITED
SINO INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENTS LIMITED
SINO TRUCK NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
SINOCAPITAL LIMITED
SIPS LIMITED
SIRNUI LIMITED
SISTR 101 LIMITED
STETECH EMPLOYEE SHARE TRUST LIMITED
SITRIS LIMITED
SIV LIMITED
SJ & YW LIMITED
SJE FUTURE INVESTMENT HOLDING LIMITED
SJM PLUMBING LIMITED
SJW HOLDINGS LIMITED
SK CLEANING SERVICES LIMITED
SK MORRIS TRUSTEES LIMITED
SK MOTORS LIMITED
SK RESTAURANT LIMITED
SK ROLLESTON GROUP LIMITED
SKANDI DESIGN LIMITED
SKEYE LIMITED
SKICAFE LIMITED
SKILLFULLY LIMITED
SKILLING ENTERPRISES LIMITED
SKIN HEALTH LIMITED
SKN LIMITED
SKOOT LIMITED
SKORE HOLDINGS LIMITED
SKULLFACTORY LIMITED
SKY ELEMENTS NZ LIMITED
SKY MOTORS CO. LIMITED
SKY SUPERETTE LIMITED
SKY UNIVERSAL LIMITED
SKY ZHAO MOTORSPORT LIMITED
SKYDDA LIMITED
SKYE VETERINARY SERVICES LIMITED
SKYE’S THE LIMIT LIMITED
SKYLARK TRUSTEES LIMITED
SKYLE INFOTECH LIMITED
SKYVISION LIMITED
SKYWALKER PROPERTIES LIMITED
SL RODRIGUEZ LIMITED
SLABMATE LIMITED
SLACK TRUSTEES LIMITED
SLAINTE CONSULTING LIMITED
SLALOM HEIGHTS LIMITED
SLAT PLUS NZ LIMITED
SLATER TRADING LIMITED
SLDA INVESTMENTS (NO. 2) LIMITED
SLIGHT EDGE LIMITED
SLIP CONTROL OTAGO & SOUTHLAND LIMITED
SLPC LIMITED
SLUNCH ENTERPRISES LIMITED
SLWM TRUSTEE LIMITED
SM & KL TRUSTEES LIMITED
SMAAT DELIVERIES LIMITED
SMALL COMPANY LIMITED
SMART BUSINESS CONSULTANCY NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
SMART CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT LIMITED
SMART DOG LIMITED
SMART GARDEN LIMITED
SMART HOUSE NZ LIMITED
SMART IMPORTS LIMITED
SMART INVESTMENT HOLDINGS LIMITED
SMART LIFESTYLE LIMITED
SMART P C LIMITED
SMART PACKING & TRAVEL EASY LIMITED
NEW ZEALAND GAZETTE

SMART PATH TECHNOLOGY LIMITED
SMART SUSHI BRITOMART LIMITED
SMART TAX & ACCOUNTING SERVICES LIMITED
SMARTDOC LIMITED
SMARTDOC MEDICAL NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
SMARTLUX LIMITED
SMARTSAVER DEALS LIMITED
SMARTSYS LIMITED
SMARTWELL LIMITED
SMDO LIMITED
SMH COMPANY NZ LIMITED
SMITH AND TOWERS LIMITED
SMOOGIN LIMITED
SMR CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
SMSONLINE LIMITED
SMSP INVESTMENTS LIMITED
SNA ENTERPRISES LIMITED
SNEEZLE BEEZLE LIMITED
SNEHA BALI LIMITED
SNG PROPERTY INVESTMENT LIMITED
SNOW PARK HOLDINGS LIMITED
SNOWDENBLIGH LIMITED
SNT ENTERPRENEUR LIMITED
SNW CONSULTING LIMITED
SOBARA LIMITED
SOCIAL MEDIA SERIES LIMITED
SOCIAL MONARCH LIMITED
SOCIAL STOCK LIMITED
SOHO CAFE & BAR LIMITED
SOHOUSE LIMITED
SOLAPAC LIMITED
SOLARCRAFT LIMITED
SOLARIS TRUSTEE LIMITED
SOLDON PTY LIMITED
SOLE SEEKERS LIMITED
SOLID STEEL CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
SOLOMON CONSULTING LIMITED
SOLUTIONS CANTERBURY LIMITED
SOLVE DESIGN LIMITED
SOMETHING BLUE LIMITED
SONAS HOLDINGS LIMITED
SOON PROPERTY MAINTENANCE LIMITED
SOPHIE JO & JIM BOB LIMITED
SORENSEN & SON LOGISTICS LIMITED
SORT OUT STUFF LIMITED
SOTEAH REACH (2012) LIMITED
SOUL CORPORATE LIMITED
SOURCE LIVING LIMITED
SOUTH AUCKLAND ALPINE GROUP LIMITED
SOUTH AUCKLAND TAXI ASSOCIATION LIMITED
SOUTH BAY INVESTMENTS LIMITED
SOUTH CANTERBURY KERBING 2014 LIMITED
SOUTH CANTERBURY SCHOOL OF ENGLISH LANGUAGE LIMITED
SOUTH ISLAND ADVENTURE SPORTS LIMITED
SOUTH ISLAND FIREWOOD LIMITED
SOUTH PACIFIC BUILDING INDUSTRIES LIMITED
SOUTH PACIFIC FIRE PROTECTION SOUTH ISLAND ALARMS LIMITED
SOUTH PACIFIC SHINGLES (2003) LIMITED
SOUTH PACIFIC VILLAS LIMITED
SOUTH SEAS DISTRIBUTORS (NZ) LIMITED
SOUTH SEAS HOLDINGS LIMITED
SOUTH WAIRARAPA TOW AND SALVAGE LIMITED
SOUTHEN TRUSTEES 2011 LIMITED
SOUTHER PROPERTY INVESTMENT LIMITED
NEW ZEALAND GAZETTE

SSS TRADING LIMITED
SST TRADING LIMITED
ST ALKER PROPERTY LIMITED
ST CLAIR GOURMET LIMITED
ST HELIERS BAY VILLAGE LIMITED
ST HELIERS CAPITAL LIMITED
ST JOHNS TERRACE LIMITED
ST PEBBLE INVESTMENTS LIMITED
ST PETERS INVESTMENTS LIMITED
ST. PATRICK CONSTRUCTIONS LIMITED
STACKED SOLUTIONS LIMITED
STAK INVESTMENTS LIMITED
STAMPEDE LIMITED
STAND LIMITED
STAND OUT LIMITED
STANDARD 187 LIMITED
STANDARD COMPANIES LIMITED
STANFIELD ESTATE LIMITED
STANLEY GEORGE HOLDINGS LIMITED
STAR & ASSOCIATES LIMITED
STAR ASSET MANAGEMENT LIMITED
STAR EXPORT AND IMPORTS NZ LIMITED
STAR KIDS CHILDCARE LIMITED
STAR LIGHT STEEL LIMITED
STAR OCEAN LIMITED
STAR TECH PRIVATE LIMITED
STAR TRANSLATION SERVICES LIMITED
STARCK ENTERPRISES LIMITED
STARCREST LIMITED
STARLIGHT FIRE PROTECTION LIMITED
STARLIGHT OFFICE SOLUTIONS LIMITED
STARMARK INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
STARPLUS SERVICES LIMITED
STARR INVESTMENTS LIMITED
START UP FACTORY GENERAL PARTNER LIMITED
STATE OF THE ART 2002 LIMITED
STATION DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
STATION IMPORTS NZ LIMITED
STATUS UPDATE MEDIA LIMITED
STAVEFIELD HOLDINGS NO. 16 LIMITED
STAY 247 LIMITED
STAYROD TRUSTEES (BARTLETT) LIMITED
STEADFAST TRAINING SERVICES LIMITED
STEALTH CONSTRUCT LIMITED
STEALTH INVESTMENTS LIMITED
STEAM TRACTION ENGINE AND MACHINERY SERVICES LIMITED
STEDI PROPERTIES LIMITED
STEEFEE HOLDINGS LIMITED
STEGO LIMITED
STELLA GARDEN CARE LIMITED
STELLAR CAPITAL LIMITED
STELLAR EQUITY LIMITED
STELLAR FORKLIFTS LIMITED
STELLAR HOLDINGS LIMITED
STELLAR MACHINERY LIMITED
STEPHEN LAWSON TRUST COMPANY LIMITED
STERLING PARK DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
STEVE BONE PHOTOGRAPHY LIMITED
STEVE PHILPOTT BUILDERS LIMITED
STEZZY INVESTMENTS LIMITED
STK ENTERPRISE LIMITED
STOKES VALLEY VETERINARY SERVICES LIMITED
STONE BRIDGE WINES LIMITED
STONE FOREST LIMITED
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STONE TRADING LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STONE TRUSTEES LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STONEHAVEN TAUPO LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STONEHILL DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STOPOVA INVESTMENTS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STORAGE ON PARTON LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STORTFORD AUTO SERVICES LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STowers LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRAIGHT EDGE CONSTRUCTION LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRAIGHT NAILED BUILDING LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRANGE GROUP LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRATEGIC BUILDING SERVICES LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRATEGIC PROPERTY CORPORATION LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRATEGIES AND PROJECTS NZ LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRATFORD CAFE &amp; BAKERY LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRATHCARRON PAINTING LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRATTS DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRAWBRIDGE DECOR LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STREET STANCE LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STREET SUPPLIES LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STREETWISE DESIGN LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRONG BUILD PRODUCTS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRUAH LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRUCTURAL CHALLENGE NZ PTY LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SITELLAH LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STUDIO 111 LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STUDIO 7A LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STUMP OUT LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STUNT CORE UNIT LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STUNT SUITING LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STYLENT LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STYLEZONE LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STYRK TRADING LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUAELI LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUBFORCE (NZ) LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUBLIME R&amp;D LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUBVERSIVE SOFTWARE LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUCCESS TRAINING LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUCCESSFUL PAINTER LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUE BUSWELL LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUEJESS INVESTMENTS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUES REPAIRS &amp; ALTERATIONS - PALMERSTON NORTH LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUGARDROP LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUITEBOX EDUCATION LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUITS AND GUMBOOTS COUNTRY DAYCARE LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUITS AND GUMBOOTS PROPERTIES LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SULLIVAN INVESTMENTS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SULTAN KEBABS NZ LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUMMARY EASIER INFORMATION LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUMMER RAINBOW LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUMMERLANDS PROPERTY INVESTMENTS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUMMIT COMMERCIAL CONSTRUCTION LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUMMIT FINLUCA JV LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUMMIT PROJECTS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUMMIT RACING TEAM LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUMMIT RESIDENTIAL CONSTRUCTION LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUMMIT VIEW LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUN HOLDING (NZ) LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUN OCK LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUNCOURT HAMILTON LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUNDAY BEST LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUNFLOWER HOLDINGS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUNLIGHT CONSTRUCTION LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUNLIGHT HEALTH LIMITED</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SUNNY FLY LIMITED
SUNNY KING TRADING LIMITED
SUNNY LAND INVESTMENT LIMITED
SUNNY LIQUOR LIMITED
SUNNY PLACE INVESTMENTS 2009 LIMITED
SUNNY WEST ORCHARDS LIMITED
SUNNYBRAE ROAD LIMITED
SUNNYLAND DEVELOPMENT LIMITED
SUNNYVALE PROPERTY TRUST LIMITED
SUNPLUS GROUP LIMITED
SUNRISE BLOODSTOCK LIMITED
SUNSET FREE RANGE POULTRY LIMITED
SUNSHINE MARINE LIMITED
SUNSHINE PROPERTY HOLDINGS LIMITED
SUNSHINE TRUSTEES (2007) LIMITED
SUNTECH ELECTRONIC SERVICES LIMITED
SUPER CITY TREE WORKS LIMITED
SUPER CITY TREES LIMITED
SUPER CLEAN HAMILTON LIMITED
SUPER DENT REPAIR LIMITED
SUPER GROUP LIMITED
SUPER KELLY LIMITED
SUPER74 CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
SUPERB FURNITURE LIMITED
SUPERB GROUP LIMITED
SUPERDOHOD LIMITED
SUPERFIND LIMITED
SUPERHOSTS ONLINE SOLUTIONS LIMITED
SUPERIOR FENCING LIMITED
SUPERIOR POWDER COATING LIMITED
SURFSLIDES BAY OF PLENTY LIMITED
SUPPORT TRUSTEES LIMITED
SUPREME AUTOMOTIVE REFINISHERS LIMITED
SUPREME INTERNATIONAL TRADING LIMITED
SURE GRIND LIMITED
SURF RACONTEUR LIMITED
SURFACE WORKS LIMITED
SURFACEFIX LIMITED
SURFDISTCO LIMITED
SURGICAL DENTISTRY LIMITED
SURREY CRESCENT INVESTMENTS LIMITED
SURREY HILLS INVESTMENTS LIMITED
SURSUKH LIMITED
SURVIVOR INVESTMENT VEHICLES LIMITED
SUSHI TOWN NZ LIMITED
SUSTAINABLE SOLUTIONS LIMITED
SUSU INVESTMENTS LIMITED
SUTHCO 2010 LIMITED
SUTHERLAND CONSULTANCY LIMITED
SUTHERLAND CONTRACTORS LIMITED
SUTHERLAND RESIDENTIAL LIMITED
SUTTON & BROWN LIMITED
SV SERVICES LIMITED
SW CONSULTING LIMITED
SW ENTERTAINMENT LIMITED
SWADLING CONSULTING LIMITED
SWANBOURNE RESOURCES LIMITED
SWANK AUTO GROOMERS (AUCKLAND) LIMITED
SWANSON RESERVE LIMITED
SWARNIKA ENTERPRISE LIMITED
SWEATMAN SERVICES LIMITED
SWEDISH TRUCK PARTS (NZ) LIMITED
SWEET CANDY GROUP LIMITED
SWEET CUBE LIMITED
SWYNESS NZ LIMITED
SWIFT MONEY LIMITED
SWIGGS CONSULTING LIMITED
SWINTON CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
SWIRL LIMITED
SWITCH MSP LIMITED
SWORDFISH ASSET MANAGEMENT LIMITED
SWS FAMILY TRUSTEE LIMITED
SYCAMORE PARK MANAGEMENT SERVICES LIMITED
SYMES DENTAL LIMITED
SYMONDS NOMINEE NO. 2 LIMITED
SYMONDS NOMINEE NO. 4 LIMITED
SYMPHONY AGENCY LIMITED
SYMSYS IT SOLUTIONS LIMITED
SYNCRO CRANES LIMITED
SYNDICATED INVESTMENT VEHICLES LIMITED
SYNERGY (MATAMATA) LIMITED
SYNERGY GROUP GLOBAL LIMITED
SYNERGY SOLUTIONS CONSULTANTS LIMITED
SYRIOUS ENTERPRISES LIMITED
SYSTEMATIC INTERIORS LIMITED
SZWF TRUSTEE LIMITED
T & M CLEANING SERVICES LIMITED
T & M PARTNERSHIP LIMITED
T & M QUALITY RECRUITMENT LIMITED
T & N CONSULTING LIMITED
T B M N LIMITED
T P S INVESTMENTS LIMITED
T ROLLEY LIMITED
T W MYTTON LIMITED
T Z INVESTMENT LIMITED
T&G CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
T&K HONEY FUNDING LIMITED
T.E.L SECURITY SPECIALISTS (NZ) LIMITED
T.TAPLIN LIMITED
T.V.S CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
T1 TELECOM LIMITED
TABLE FOR SIX LIMITED
TACTIKO HOLDINGS LIMITED
TAFFY HOLDINGS LIMITED
TAG ALONG NZ LIMITED
TAIANA FISH NZ LIMITED
TAIKYOKU STAR TRAVEL SERVICE AND MOTEL DEVELOPMENT LIMITED
TAILORED SECURITY TRAINING SOLUTIONS LIMITED
TAISHAN BUILDING GROUP LIMITED
TAITA ACQUISITIONS LIMITED
TAJONG INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
TAKAFUL HOLDINGS LIMITED
TAKANINI AUTO COURT LIMITED
TAKAPUNA BEACH LIMITED
TAKAPUNA PACK LIMITED
TALENT SYSTEMS LIMITED
TALENTED LIMITED
TALENTZ.IO LIMITED
TALISMAN DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
TALISMAN VENTURES LIMITED
TALK NZ LIMITED
TAN TO GO LIMITED
TANDEM REALTY HBC LIMITED
TANDEM SERVICES LIMITED
TANDOO LIMITED
TANG TRUSTEE LIMITED
TANGATA WHENUA HD LIMITED
TANGERINE PROPERTIES LIMITED
NEW ZEALAND GAZETTE

TANGHUI KARAOKE BAR AND RESTAURANT LIMITED
TANIA VAN DEN BROEK TRUSTEES LIMITED
TANIWA GLOBAL LIMITED
TANK CHARTWELL LIMITED
TANK PAPAMOA LIMITED
TANK TAURANGA LIMITED
TANS MERRILAND LIMITED
TANTA LIMITED
TAONGA TOI LIMITED
TAP CREATIVE LIMITED
TAP INVESTMENT LIMITED
TAPEKA INVESTMENT HOLDINGS LIMITED
TAPUNI INVESTMENTS LIMITED
TARANAKI PAVING COMPANY LIMITED
TARCUS INVESTMENTS LIMITED
TARGET TRADING LIMITED
TARUTAO HOLDINGS LIMITED
TASMAN AEROSPRAY LIMITED
TASMAN BAY SALSA COMPANY LIMITED
TASMAN TACKLE LIMITED
TASMASMASTER INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
TASS & CO LIMITED
TASTE BUSINESS TRUST LIMITED
TASTY BUGGERS LIMITED
TAUKOREA LIMITED
TAUPO COMPUTER SERVICES LIMITED
TAUPO FLOORING SPECIALISTS LIMITED
TAUPO FOOD & SPICES LIMITED
TAUPO HOUSE TRUSTEE LIMITED
TAUPO POINT INVESTMENTS LIMITED
TAUPO THAI LIMITED
TAUPO TRADING COMPANY LIMITED
TAUPO TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED
TAURANGA BOOK EXCHANGE LIMITED
TAURANGA FREIGHT SERVICES LIMITED
TAURANGA HELICOPTER TRAINING LIMITED
TAURUS GENERAL MANAGEMENT LIMITED
TAVERNER HOLDINGS (2016) LIMITED
TAVEUNI DEVELOPMENT COMPANY LIMITED
TAWA SUBS LIMITED
TAX STRATEGY MANAGEMENT LIMITED
TAX TECHNICIAN NZ LIMITED
TAXES, FINANCIALS & CONSULTANCY LIMITED
TAXIS SOUTH AUCKLAND LIMITED
TAY STREET LIMITED
TAYLOR MADE CATERING LIMITED
TAYLOR PANGRAM ENTERPRISES LIMITED
TAYLOR PETRIE INVESTMENTS LIMITED
TC - MOTEIO TERRACE ORGANIC VINEYARD LIMITED
TC CONSULTING LIMITED
TC3 LIMITED
TCGC ELECTRONICS LIMITED
TD HANG LIMITED
TDL INVESTMENTS LIMITED
TDTM TRANSPORT LIMITED
TE AHUMAIRANGI MEDICAL LIMITED
TE AMA LIMITED
TE ANAU LIQUOR SUPPLY LIMITED
TE ARANGA HAKIWAI COUNSELLING, EAP, SUPERVISION & CONSULTANCY SERVICES LIMITED
TE AROHA 24 LIMITED
TE AWAMUTU JANITORIAL SERVICES LIMITED
TE BACH 2007 LIMITED
TE HEUHEU FORESTRY COMPANY LIMITED
TE HIRA TRUSTEES LIMITED
TE KARAKA SPATIO OYSTER FARMS LIMITED
TE KOHU LOGGING LIMITED
TE KOHU LOGISTICS LIMITED
TE MANUKURA LIMITED
TE MATATU VINEYARD LIMITED
TE PATETE LIMITED
TE PUIA INVESTMENTS LIMITED
TE PUKE BAKERY LIMITED
TE PUNINGA COMPANY LIMITED
TE WHARE MANA O NGAPUHI LIMITED
TEACHUS LEARNING HOUSE LIMITED
TEAM ADVANTAGE REAL ESTATE GROUP LIMITED
TEAM ADVANTAGE REAL ESTATE LIMITED
TEAM CARS LIMITED
TEAM DIRECT MARKETING LIMITED
TEAM EQUITY LIMITED
TEAM MAipi LIMITED
TEAPOT MINGHU LIMITED
TEC TRUSTEES LIMITED
TECH 1 LIMITED
TECH-COM INSTALLATIONS LIMITED
TECHMATTIC LIMITED
TECHNICAL SOLUTIONS NZ LIMITED
TECHNO ECONOMIC SERVICES (NZ) LIMITED
TECHNO METAL POST NZ LIMITED
TECHPRO DISTRIBUTIONS LIMITED
TEDMARSH LIMITED
TEINA TRADEWINDS BAY APARTMENTS LIMITED
TEIO DESIGNS LIMITED
TEKAPO L&S LIMITED
TELARIA (NZ) LIMITED
TELECOMMUNICATION AND CONTROL CONSULTANTS LIMITED
TELL LIMITED
TEMUKA PROPERTY DEVELOPERS LIMITED
TEN BLACK CATS LIMITED
TEN SEVEN SECURITY LIMITED
TEN TON ELEPHANT LIMITED
TENEL LIMITED
TENG LONG GROUP LIMITED
TENT MAKERS LIMITED
TENT ON WHEELS AOTEAROA LIMITED
TEOH LIMITED
TERRA MIA PROPERTIES LIMITED
TERRA SANCTA LIMITED
TERRACE TRADING LIMITED
TERRAVERDE LIMITED
TERRER LIMITED
TERRY CONSULTING LIMITED
TERRY MORAN SPECIALIST FLOORING LIMITED
TERRY SPEKREIJSE & ASSOCIATES LIMITED
TERRY STEVENSON PANELBEATERS LIMITED
TESI TONGA LIMITED
TEST EQUIPMENT IMPORTS LIMITED
TESTINO HOLDINGS LIMITED
TEURURA'A LIMITED
TEXSOURCE LIMITED
TFW NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
TG NO. 2 LIMITED
TGTA LIMITED
THC GROUP INVESTMENTS LIMITED
THE 3 BAIRZ LIMITED
THE 40 DAY PLAN LIMITED
THE ALIGNED LIMITED
THE AORAKI PROJECT LIMITED
THE AUSTRALIAN BAD DEBTORS REGISTER LIMITED
THE AUTOMOTIVE CENTRE LIMITED
THE AXE LIMITED
THE BATCH LIMITED
THE BAYZ ELECTRICAL AND HOME MAINTENANCE LIMITED
THE BEACH FURNITURE 2014 LIMITED
THE BEAUTY ROOM 2015 LIMITED
THE BEST SOUVENIRS COMPANY LIMITED
THE BIG BANG DROP ENTERTAINMENT LIMITED
THE BLOC LIMITED
THE BOON BOX LIMITED
THE BOX SHOP NZ LIMITED
THE BRIDGE EDUCATION LIMITED
THE BROKEN CAR COLLECTION COMPANY LIMITED
THE BROOM DEPT LIMITED
THE BUILDING COMPANY NZ LIMITED
THE BULOCK BAR LIMITED
THE BUTCHER’S LIMITED
THE BUTLER GUARDIANS OF HOLIDAY HOMES LIMITED
THE CANADIAN MAPLE SYRUP COMPANY LIMITED
THE CAR CLINIC 2002 LIMITED
THE CENTRE LIMITED
THE CHANGE & INNOVATION AGENCY LIMITED
THE CITY QUARRY LIMITED
THE CLEAN GREEN SKINCARE COMPANY LIMITED
THE CLEAN LEVIN LIMITED
THE CLEAN RICCARTON LIMITED
THE CLOCK SHOP LIMITED
THE CLONE FACTORY LIMITED
THE COACHSMITH LIMITED
THE CONSTANT GARDENER LIMITED
THE CONVERSATIONAL LIMITED
THE CULTURE BRIDGE LIMITED
THE CURIOUS DOG COMPANY LIMITED
THE DEBATING ACADEMY LIMITED
THE DIVE BOARD LIMITED
THE DOMINION GROUP LIMITED
THE DRESSING ROOM (WGTON) LIMITED
THE DUB PLACE LIMITED
THE ENVIRO CO. LIMITED
THE EVENT MECHANICS LIMITED
THE FADE ZONE LIMITED
THE FASHION LEADER LIMITED
THE FEDERAL MERCHANTS CONTINGENCY TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED
THE FISHING NET COMPANY LIMITED
THE FISHROOM LIMITED
THE FIT OUT COMPANY LIMITED
THE FUNCTIONAL ART COMPANY LIMITED
THE GALAXY LIMITED
THE GAME CLUB LIMITED
THE GOOD GOODS (NZ) LIMITED
THE GRANGE BAKERY LIMITED
THE GREEN ENGINEERING COMPANY LIMITED
THE GREEN FINANCIAL GROUP LIMITED
THE HAPPINESS FAMILY LIMITED
THE HAPPY DOG CO LIMITED
THE HAPPY GROWER LIMITED
THE HEATING WAREHOUSE LIMITED
THE HELMSMAN LIMITED
THE HERO DIVISION LIMITED
THE HIIT SQUAD LIMITED
THE HOPE PROJECT LIMITED
THE HP GROUP LIMITED
THE IRON AND STEEL COMPANY LIMITED
THE IRON AND STEEL COMPANY TRUSTEE LIMITED
THE ITALIANS LIMITED
THE IVY LIMITED
THE JAYAFoodie LIMITED
THE JONES TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED
THE JOUN LIFE CO. LIMITED
THE JURY AND THE SAINTS LIMITED
THE KIWI CLIMBING COMPANY LIMITED
THE LANDSCAPING COMPANY 2006 LIMITED
THE LEARNER LIMITED
THE LEISURE SHED TRUSTEE LIMITED
THE LENNON PROJECT LIMITED
THE LOFT LIMITED
THE MAIN SPOT LIMITED
THE MAORI PHARMACY LIMITED
THE METH TESTING CENTRE LIMITED
THE NAIL REFINERY LIMITED
THE NAILIST LIMITED
THE NATIVE CORNER LIMITED
THE NEW ZEALAND BABY BOX COMPANY LIMITED
THE NEW ZEALAND INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL LIMITED
THE NEW ZEALAND SOAP FACTORY LIMITED
THE NEW ZEALAND TINY HOUSE COMPANY LIMITED
THE NEW ZEALAND WATER COMPANY LIMITED
THE NZ NATURE LIMITED
THE OLIVE & PEEL LIMITED
THE ONLINE BACKUP COMPANY LIMITED
THE ORGANIC CAFE LIMITED
THE ORIGINAL SA SHOP LIMITED
THE PACKINGSHED CAFE LIMITED
THE PERSIAN PRINCESS LIMITED
THE PLANNING COMPANY NZ LIMITED
THE POLLINATOR LIMITED
THE PRINT DEPARTMENT LIMITED
THE PRINT ROOM NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
THE PRINTER'S NEEDLE LIMITED
THE R LIMITED
THE RAS BROTHERS LIMITED
THE READING NETWORK LIMITED
THE REALLY GOOD TRUSTEE CO LIMITED
THE RED FILM COMPANY LIMITED
THE REPUBLIC OF AOTEAROA LIMITED
THE REPUBLIC OF NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
THE RIGHT IMPRESSION LIMITED
THE SIAM CONNECTION (NZ) LIMITED
THE SIGMA LIMITED
THE STAR MUSIC CENTRE LIMITED
THE STRIPPED SNACK COMPANY LIMITED
THE STYLE LIMITED
THE SWEET KITCHEN (2011) LIMITED
THE TEAPOT TRUST LIMITED
THE THREE HERALDIC BEARS LIMITED
THE TIN SHED LIMITED
THE TRAINING TRUSTEE LIMITED
THE TRAVEL DOCTOR - AUCKLAND LIMITED
THE TRAVEL DOCTOR PAKURANGA LIMITED
THE VICTOR GROUP NZ LIMITED
THE VINES @ BUSHMERE ESTATE LIMITED
THE WATERSHOP LIMITED
THE WHOLE HOG LIMITED
THE WHYTE GROUP OF COMPANIES LIMITED
THE YARN QUEEN CRAFT SUPPLIES LIMITED
THE CLANMCLAREN LIMITED
THERAINBOW360 LIMITED
THERAPY FOR VOICE & SWALLOW LIMITED
THINGS OF STONE AND WOOD LIMITED
THIRST ICED BEVERAGES LIMITED
THISTLE CIVIL CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
THISTOLL ENTERPRISES LIMITED
THK BUSINESS TRUSTEES LIMITED
THOMAS & CO LEGAL AND MARINE CONSULTANTS LIMITED
THOMAS ANAESTHETIC SERVICES LIMITED
THOMAS DECORATORS LIMITED
THOMAS MEADOWS & CO. LIMITED
THOMAS PROPERTY INVESTMENTS LIMITED
THORJET LIMITED
THORNDON 232 LIMITED
THORPE CONSULTANCY LIMITED
THREE ANGELS TRADING LIMITED
THREE BROTHERS BAKEHOUSE LIMITED
THREE SEVEN DESIGN LIMITED
THRYBERGH PARK LIMITED
TIA WOODS LIMITED
TIAHO HOLDINGS LIMITED
TIAN YUAN LIMITED
TIANCHENG CULTURAL DEVELOPMENT LIMITED
TICTAC SIR LIMITED
TIDY BOY CLEANING LIMITED
TIER 1 SAFETY CONSULTANCY LIMITED
TIGER ENTERPRISES LIMITED
TILEWORKS LIMITED
TIMATANGA Hou TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED
TIMBCO HARVESTING LIMITED
TIMBERSHOP UPPER HUTT LIMITED
TIMBOO LIMITED
TIME CAPSULE LIMITED
TIME CINEMA LIMITED
TIME OF FLIGHT TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED
TIMESPAN LIMITED
TIMI BROS LIMITED
TIN CAN HOMES LIMITED
TINAPAY NI CHARLIE LIMITED
TINIES NANNY AGENCY LIMITED
TINY STORM CO. LIMITED
TIP TOP PAINTERS LIMITED
TIPAPA TOUR AND CHARTER LIMITED
TIRI VIEW PARTNERSHIP LIMITED
TIRO CONSULTING LIMITED
TISOMS NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
TTAHI HOLDINGS LIMITED
TTIRANGI LAND COMPANY LIMITED
TTIRANGI TAXIS LIMITED
T J DESIGNS LIMITED
T J GOLDEN BUCKET LIMITED
TJL IT SERVICES LIMITED
TKT CONSULTANCY LIMITED
TLA SYLVIA & RAHUL LIMITED
TLALOC ENTERPRISE LIMITED
TLR ENTERPRISES LIMITED
TMA PAINTERS LIMITED
TMW 1955 LIMITED
TNJ YOUNG INVESTMENTS LIMITED
TNT RACING LIMITED
TNT TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED
TNTROOFING LIMITED
TO BUILD LIMITED
TODAYNZ LIMITED
NEW ZEALAND GAZETTE

TRANS-STAR LIMITED
TRAVEL NEW ZEALAND TOUR LIMITED
TRAVELIFE COMPANY LIMITED
TREASURE EMPIRE LIMITED
TREASURES OF TIME LIMITED
TREDAN TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED
TREE SPIDER LIMITED
TREMOLO FILMS LIMITED
TREVELYAN PROPERTY INVESTMENTS (1) LIMITED
TREVELYAN PROPERTY INVESTMENTS (2) LIMITED
TREVOR WRITES CODE LIMITED
TREW BUSINESS SOLUTIONS LIMITED
TREW COMMERCIAL LIMITED
TRIMAC PAINTING SERVICES LIMITED
TRIMILIN SOUTH PACIFIC LIMITED
TRINITY PROPERTY SERVICES LIMITED
TRIO HOSPITALITY LIMITED
TRIPLE A - ACCOUNTING, AUDIT & CONSULTING SERVICES LIMITED
TRIPLE FOUR LIMITED
TRIPLET RENTALS LIMITED
TRISTAR NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
TRIUMPH CLEANING LIMITED
TRKLE DOWN LIMITED
T-ROC GAMES LIMITED
TROIS PETITS COCHONS LIMITED
TROPHY PARADISE NZ LIMITED
TROPIC INNOVATION LIMITED
TROY INVESTMENTS (2002) LIMITED
TRU NORTH TOURS LIMITED
TRUCKS 4 HIRE LIMITED
TRUD'S PLACE.COM LIMITED
TRUE CONSTRUCTION SERVICES LIMITED
TRUE FRIENDS LIMITED
TRUE GIFT HAMPERS LIMITED
TRUE PROPERTY BUILDERS LIMITED
TRUSTEE 1110-4778 LIMITED
TRUSTEE 1111-4747 LIMITED
TRUSTEE 1209-102311 LIMITED
TRUSTEE IN THE PRONZ INVESTMENT LIMITED
TRUSTEE SERVICE NO.21 LIMITED
TRUSTTRANS INC LIMITED
TRYKA HOLDINGS LIMITED
TRYMEX TRADING LIMITED
TS ACCOUNTS LIMITED
TS COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED
TSA FILMS LIMITED
TSL ASSET MANAGEMENT LIMITED
TT - MAVERICKS LIMITED
TUBULAR EQUIPMENT LIMITED
TUI CREEK INVESTMENTS LIMITED
TUI GLEN WINES LIMITED
TUIA CLOUD LIMITED
TUITUIA LIMITED
TULSI DEVONPORT HOLDINGS LIMITED
TUNG GUAY & SONS PROPERTY LIMITED
TUPEA INVESTMENTS LIMITED
TURBO LIMITED
TURET KNUEFERMANN LIMITED
TURNA ROADRESCUE LIMITED
TURNER AND CROSSEN TRUSTEES LIMITED
TURNER FARMING LIMITED
TURNER ROAD ARCHITECTURE LIMITED
TUROA YURTS LIMITED
TURRET HOUSE LIMITED
TUSSOCK VALLEY LIMITED
TUTAENUI FARMS LIMITED
TUTLA LIMITED
TUTORS 'R US LIMITED
TV & DA LIMITED
TVHH LIMITED
TWD (TURNER WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS) LIMITED
TWELVETEN PROPERTIES LIMITED
TWENTY TWO CONSULTING LIMITED
TWENTY TWO ONE LIMITED
TWH LIMITED
TWINKLE HOLDINGS LIMITED
TWIST GROUP LIMITED
TWO DOG PRODUCTIONS LIMITED
TWO FIVE NINE LIMITED
TWO FOUR ZERO FIVE EQUESTRIAN LIMITED
TWO GOOD BROTHERS BUTCHERY LIMITED
TWO PLUS THREE (2008) LIMITED
TWO THIN WEASELS LIMITED
TWO TWENTY LIMITED
TWOENZ TRADING LIMITED
TWOKERK LIMITED
TY NEVE LIMITED
TYGA GROUP LIMITED
TYLA MELLA CONSULTING LIMITED
TYRES 2 GO KAIAPOI LIMITED
UDIAN HOLDINGS LIMITED
UDOM THAI CUISINE LIMITED
UDREAM BUILDERS LIMITED
UDY HOLDINGS LIMITED
UKIWI NZ LIMITED
ULTIMATE FITNESS TRAINER LIMITED
ULTIMATE FORCE LIMITED
ULTIMATE HEAVY DIESEL & AUTOMOTIVE LIMITED
ULTIMATE INTERIOR SOLUTIONS LIMITED
ULTRA REPAIRS LIMITED
ULTRAMAD ELECTRONICS LIMITED
UNBELIEVABLE ADVENTURES LIMITED
UNCLE SCROOGE LIMITED
UNDERGROUND VISION LIMITED
UNIKA NZ LIMITED
UNION BOUND NEW ZEALAND COMPANY LIMITED
UNION CORPORATION LIMITED
UNION HOTEL (1999) LIMITED
UNION MADE LIMITED
UNIQUE PROPERTY MAINTENANCE LIMITED
UNIQUE STAR LIMITED
UNITED CONSULTANTS LIMITED
UNITED FIRST PEOPLES SYNDICATIONS LIMITED
UNITED HOMES LIMITED
UNITED LAND COUNCILS LIMITED
UNITED ONE INVESTMENTS LIMITED
UNITED PANEL & PAINT LIMITED
UNITED PROSPECTS HOLDING LIMITED
UNITED TRADING (2012) LIMITED
UNITED TRANSCRIPTIONS PVT LIMITED
UNITY PAINTERS LIMITED
UNIVERSAL CMG LIMITED
UNIVERSAL FOODS LIMITED
UNIVERSAL ISO LIMITED
UNIVERSE CLEANERS LIMITED
UNIVERSITY PHYSIOTHERAPY LIMITED
UNLEASHED PRODUCTIONS LIMITED
UP & UNDER LIMITED
NEW ZEALAND GAZETTE

UPPER HUTT JV LIMITED
UPPER VALLEY INVESTMENTS LIMITED
UPPERCUT SERVICES LIMITED
UPTOWN DOWNTOWN LIMITED
URAL SERVICES LIMITED
URBAN ATHLETES (NZ) LIMITED
URBAN BEAT DANCE LIMITED
URBAN FIX LIMITED
URBAN JOINERY (2011) LIMITED
URBAN LANDSCAPING WELLINGTON LIMITED
URBAN TRADECRAFT LIMITED
URGE COFFEE & TEA BOUTIQUE LIMITED
URIAH LIMITED
URQUHART HOLDINGS LIMITED
URU WHAKAARO LIMITED
US 2006 LIMITED
US IMPORTS LIMITED
UTB LIMITED
UTILITY WORKS LIMITED
UXBRIDGE INVESTMENTS LIMITED
V 4 HOSPITALITY LIMITED
V 5 HEALTH TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED
V.K INVESTMENTS LIMITED
V3 MEDIA LIMITED
VACHAN HOLDINGS LIMITED
VALKYRIE COMPANY LIMITED
VALLABH INVESTMENTS LIMITED
VALLEY RAIN LIMITED
VALUE AUTO IMPORTS LIMITED
VALUE PLUS PAINTING & DECORATING LIMITED
VALVE & GASKET LIMITED
VAN & NAD TRUSTEES LIMITED
VAN GO VISION LIMITED
VAN VOORST TRUSTEE LIMITED
VANILLA POD CATERING LIMITED
VANISHINK LIMITED
VAPOUR HOLDINGS LIMITED
VAVOOM CONSULTANTS LIMITED
VC LL LIMITED
VC MM LIMITED
V-COMPANY LIMITED
VCS CONSULTING LIMITED
VDEAL IMPORT & EXPORT LIMITED
VDK LIMITED
VEBO SOLUTIONS LIMITED
VEGA FILMS (NZ) LIMITED
VEGETARIANZ LIMITED
VEHICLE IMPORT AUDIT SERVICES LIMITED
VEHICLE TESTING Pukekohe LIMITED
VEIMUMUNI CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
VELLAYO BAY LIMITED
VELOCITY HOLDINGS LIMITED
VELVIN SOLUTIONS LIMITED
VENTURE FINANCIAL SERVICES (NZ) LIMITED
VENTURE PROPERTIES LIMITED
VENTURE THOROUGHBREDS LIMITED
VENUS ARTISTRY LIMITED
VERCOE APIARIES LIMITED
VERSAILLES INVESTMENTS LIMITED
VERSATILE REMOVALS LIMITED
VET4PET ONLINE LIMITED
VETERINARY SPECIALIST MEDICINE LIMITED
VETRI STUDIOS LIMITED
VIADUCT PROPERTY HOLDINGS LIMITED
VIC REO FIX (NZ) LIMITED
VICKI CHAN DENTAL SERVICES LIMITED
VICTORIA ART & ANTIQUES TRADING LIMITED
VICTORIA HOLDINGS LIMITED
VICTORIA NORTH CLINIC LIMITED
VICTORIA PIKE PHOTOGRAPHY LIMITED
VICTORIA SKI SPORT LIMITED
VICTORY NELSON LIMITED
VICTORY PROPERTY LIMITED
VICTOY PROPERTIES LIMITED
VIDEO EDITING SPECIALISTS LIMITED
VIDEO OUT LIMITED
VIENNA TRANSPORT LIMITED
VIKING ASSETS LIMITED
VIKING VENTURES LIMITED
VILA PROPERTIES LIMITED
VILLABONG BUILDERS LIMITED
VILLAGE PLUMBING LIMITED
VILLANOVA HOLDINGS LIMITED
VIN & FIN LIMITED
VINAI LIMITED
VINCENT STREET COFFEE LIMITED
VINEYARD COMPANY LIMITED
VINNIE HOLDINGS (2009) LIMITED
VINOD TAKEAWAYS LIMITED
VINTAGE LOVE LIMITED
VIOLET STAR COMPANY LIMITED
VIRGINIA LAKE APARTMENTS LIMITED
VIRTUAL ACCOUNTANT LIMITED
VIRTUE INVESTMENT COMPANY LIMITED
VISHAL ARADHNA INVESTMENTS LIMITED
VISION FUND INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
VISION FUND LIMITED
VISION FUND NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
VISION NATURE LIMITED
VISION NZ CONSULTING LIMITED
VISTA CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
VISUAL ACOUSTICS LIMITED
VITA WORLD LIMITED
VITAL ROOFING LIMITED
VITALITY NZ LIMITED
VITELMED LIMITED
VIV&SU INVESTMENTS LIMITED
VIVA LA FITNESS NZ LIMITED
VIVID HAIR LIMITED
VIVIENDA LIMITED
VJ CONSTECH LIMITED
VJMD SERVICES LIMITED
VK CONSULTING LIMITED
VK INTERNATIONAL CONSULTING LIMITED
VO2 SPORTS MANAGEMENT LIMITED
VOGEL MOTORS PETONE LIMITED
VOILLAUME LIMITED
VOIPLANET LIMITED
VOKAS MEDIA LIMITED
VONDU LIMITED
VORTEX VENTURES LIMITED
VOSS INFRASTRUCTURE & PLANNING LIMITED
VRS DONG LIMITED
VRT PROPERTY LIMITED
VVR INVESTMENTS LIMITED
VXL VENTURES LIMITED
VYKTEM CLOTHING LIMITED
W & N TRADING LIMITED
W M LUO LIMITED
W MAXWELL LIMITED
W T MACALISTER TRUSTEES LIMITED
W&H NZ TRADING LIMITED
W&L LIMITED
W&Y INTERNATIONAL TRADING LIMITED
W&Z COURIER LIMITED
W. GEARD & SON (1995) LIMITED
W.A.WARD CONTRACTING LIMITED
W.R. BURNSIDE BUILDERS LIMITED
W.S EDUCATION SERVICE LIMITED
WACENT ECOMMERCE (NZ) LIMITED
WADE STONEMASON LIMITED
WAHAHA LIMITED
WAIATA MO TE WAIRUA LIMITED
WAIAU HEIGHTS LIMITED
WAIAU MOTOR CAMP LIMITED
WAIAU PROPERTY INVESTMENTS LIMITED
WAIAWA FARMS LIMITED
WAIDROKA BAY LIMITED
WAHEKE SHUTTLES LIMITED
WAHEKE TOURS LIMITED
WAIH TRUST BUILDERS LIMITED
WAIKSER DESIGNER HOMES LIMITED
WAIKATO ECONOMY AND CULTURE DEVELOPMENT LIMITED
WAIKATO EDUCARE INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
WAIKAWU HOLDINGS LIMITED
WAIKI TRANSPORT LIMITED
WAIMA NO MORI LIMITED
WAIMATUA INVESTMENTS NO. 11 LIMITED
WAIMAKU LANDSCAPE SUPPLIES LIMITED
WAIMERE INVESTMENTS LIMITED
WAIMHA INVESTMENTS LIMITED
WAIMURI INVESTMENTS LIMITED
WAINGAHO HOLDINGS LIMITED
WAIRI 1 LIMITED
WAIOHUA TAMAKI ALLIANCE GENERAL PARTNER LIMITED
WAIPARA WINES LIMITED
WAIRAI INVESTMENTS LIMITED
WAIRUA O TE HUIA LIMITED
WAATIPUA ARCHITECTURE LIMITED
WAKE ROAD TRUST COMPANY LIMITED
WALKER INTERNATIONAL MEDIA CULTURE LIMITED
WALLACE GROUP (2014) LIMITED
WALPOLE, BANNERMAN & CO.
WALT BLOODSTOCK LIMITED
WALVERTON INVESTMENT COMPANY LIMITED
WALWORTH PROPERTY NOMINEES LIMITED
WAN HOLDINGS LIMITED
WAN MEI KANG HEALTH CLINIC LIMITED
WAN SHUN LIMITED
WANAKA CENTRAL RESERVATIONS LIMITED
WANAKA WEDDING & EVENT HIRE LIMITED
WANDA GROUP INVESTMENT LIMITED
WANSBECK INVESTMENTS LIMITED
WARIS PROPERTIES LIMITED
WARKWORTH TAXI AND MINI BUS CHARTER LIMITED
WARM HEARTED LIMITED
WARRIOR GROUP LIMITED
WARSIL LIMITED
WGL HOLDING COMPANY LIMITED
WGR ENGINEERING SERVICES LIMITED
WHALL DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
WHAMMY LIMITED
WHANGA INVESTMENTS LIMITED
WHANGAMATA PIZZA & TAKEAWAYS LIMITED
WHANGAPARAOA HOLDINGS LIMITED
WAREHINE TRUSTEE LIMITED
WHAT THE FOXY LIMITED
WHAT'S LEFT LIMITED
WHAT'S NEXT LIMITED
WHEATLEY FAMILY TRUSTEE LIMITED
WHIP AROUND LIMITED
WHISK IT LIMITED
WHISKEY JACKS ROTORUA LIMITED
WHISPER CREEK GOLF RESORT LIMITED
WHITE AND BLACK LIMITED
WHITE BOX SOLUTIONS LIMITED
WHITE EAGLE INVESTMENT LIMITED
WHITE KNIGHT ACCOUNTING LIMITED
WHITE KNIGHT MAINTENANCE LIMITED
WHITE POPLAR SERVICES LIMITED
WHITE TABLE LIMITED
WHITIANGA PROPERTY SERVICES LIMITED
WHITT-B INVESTMENTS LIMITED
WHOLESALE DRIED FOODS LIMITED
WHO'S YA BARBER LIMITED
WHTOURS LIMITED
WHIZZBY LIMITED
WIDE RIVER PRODUCTIONS LIMITED
WILD FIBRES LIMITED
WILD TRUST LIMITED
WILDDOG 4 WD LIMITED
WILDFIRE INVESTIGATIONS NZ LIMITED
WILEMAN HOLDINGS LIMITED
WILGAR TRUSTEES LIMITED
WILKINSON RENTAL LIMITED
WILLIAM HILL HOLDINGS LIMITED
WILLIAMS HENRY & SEBASTIAN LIMITED
WILLOW TREE FARMS LIMITED
WILLOWVALE TRUSTEE LIMITED
WILLOX HOLDINGS LIMITED
WILSON DATA WORKS LIMITED
WILSON EQUITIES LIMITED
WILSON MCKAY TRUSTEE COMPANY (117363) LIMITED
WILSON MCKAY TRUSTEE COMPANY (131854) LIMITED
WILSON MCKAY TRUSTEE COMPANY (160318) LIMITED
WILSON MCKAY TRUSTEE COMPANY (213007) LIMITED
WILTHREE TRUSTEE LIMITED
WINDER AEROSERVICES LIMITED
WINGDANG SECURITIES TRUSTEES LIMITED
WINGS ON FIRE LIMITED
WINHI NEW ZEALAND PTY LIMITED
WINSOMERE LIMITED
WINTON 2016 CONTRACTING LIMITED
WIRES WORK LIMITED
WIRTZ INDUSTRIES LIMITED
WISE STUDIO LIMITED
WISEHEALTH LIMITED
WITEHIRA HRD LIMITED
WITHEY INVESTMENTS HOLDINGS LIMITED
WITHSUMA INVESTMENTS LIMITED
WJB TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED
WK LIQUOR LIMITED
WL HEAD LAUNDRY SERVICES LIMITED
WM TRUST COMPANY LIMITED
WMI LIMITED
WNZ INVESTMENT LIMITED
WOGGY THIRDS LIMITED
WOK ENTERPRISES LIMITED
WOLFE STREET TRUSTEE LIMITED
WOLFF PROPERTY INVESTMENTS LIMITED
WOMEN OF WORTH CHARITABLE COMPANY LIMITED
WON TRADING LIMITED
WONDE LIMITED
WONDERFOODS LIMITED
WONDERFUL RESTAURANT LIMITED
WONDERWELLA LIMITED
WONG CREATIONS LIMITED
WOOD DE RTIB LIMITED
WOOD DESIGN (2005) LIMITED
WOOD FUN LIMITED
WOOD ‘N’ THINGS LIMITED
WOOD WALTON CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS LIMITED
WOODEN BOAT LIMITED
WOODLANDS CAFE LIMITED
WOODLANDS LODGE 2005 LIMITED
WOODRUFFSIMS HOLDINGS LIMITED
WOODS BUILDING & CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
WOODVALE LIMITED
WOODWORX AND JOINERY LIMITED
WOORI ACCOUNTING CBD LIMITED
WORK HOTEL LIMITED
WORKPOOL.CO.NZ LIMITED
WORKSAFE COMPLIANCE SERVICES LIMITED
WORLD CHANGING LIMITED
WORLD CONTRACTORS LIMITED
WORLD INDUSTRIES LIMITED
WORRALL HOLDINGS LIMITED
WOT BOT LIMITED
WOW HOMES (NZ) LIMITED
WOWHANARO LIMITED
WRIGHTS AQUATICS & WATERLILYS LIMITED
WULF ENTERPRISES LIMITED
WURSTMAN LIMITED
WW DRAFTING LIMITED
WWT TRUSTEES LIMITED
WYLIE INVESTMENTS LIMITED
WYMOUNT PROPERTY SERVICES LIMITED
WYNDIES LIMITED
XAGE ARMY LIMITED
XCEPTIONAL MAKEUP LIMITED
XE LIMITED
XEVIOUS LIMITED
XI&HA LIMITED
XIAMEI LIMITED
XIE WEI TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED
XIN RUN JI COMPANY LIMITED
XIN TRADING LIMITED
XINGRUN PROPERTY INVESTMENT LIMITED
XINHAIWAN INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
XIONG LIMITED
XIPHWARE LIMITED
XNY LIMITED
XNZ LIMITED
XQ LIMITED
XROSS WAYS LIMITED
XTEND BARRE PETONE LIMITED
XTRACK LIMITED
XTREME CONSTRUCTION & CIVIL LIMITED
XY INVESTMENT GROUP LIMITED
XY KIWI LIMITED
YAKEBOLUO INTERIORS LIMITED
YANYUAN 2014 LIMITED
YAOGUI LIMITED
YARDLEY TRUST CO LIMITED
YASH ENTERPRISES LIMITED
YATES NZ CONSULTING LIMITED
YBSTR8 LIMITED
YC CORPORATE GIFTS LIMITED
YEARS TRADING COMPANY LIMITED
YEHA-NOHA LIMITED
YELLOW CABS HAMILTON LIMITED
YELLOWHAMMER PROPERTIES LIMITED
YEOMAN & WALLACE LIMITED
YES CREATIVE CREW LIMITED
YES V TRADING LIMITED
YES YES LIMITED
YEUNG & YEE ENTERPRISES LIMITED
YFDS ENTERPRISES LIMITED
YIBING INVESTMENT LIMITED
YIEW & CARMEN LIMITED
YIXUAN INTERNATIONAL TRADING LIMITED
YM INVESTMENTS LIMITED
YM-JWI LIMITED
YN LIMITED
YO & MO LIMITED
YOCAE HEALTH NZ LIMITED
YOGIS HOMES LIMITED
YOGURT NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
YONG FA LIMITED
YOSTAR CORPORATION LIMITED
YOU THRIVE NZ LIMITED
YOUOTTABE LIMITED
YOUNG GUNS WELDING & ENGINEERING LIMITED
YOUNG ONCE LIMITED
YOUNG PHOTOGRAPHY LIMITED
YOUNGHEART INVESTMENTS LIMITED
YOUNGSWHEEL INVESTMENT LIMITED
YOUNIQUE LIMITED
YOURS LIMITED
YU SUN & JING ZHANG TRUSTEE LIMITED
YUNHE WANG TRUSTEE LIMITED
YUNNAN ENTERPRISES LIMITED
YX GIFT SHOP LIMITED
Z. F. T CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
ZAM ZAM BUTCHERY LIMITED
ZAMORAK LIMITED
ZANCO INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
ZAPATOS LIMITED
ZAPPTY LIMITED
ZARATHUSTRA INVESTMENTS LIMITED
ZARATHUSTRA TRUSTEES LIMITED
ZARAZANE LIMITED
ZAYN LIMITED
ZCA LIMITED
ZEOBOO INVESTMENT LIMITED
ZEALONG PAINTING LIMITED
ZED GOLF LIMITED
ZED TRUSTEES NUMBER 1 LIMITED
ZELLMAN TRUSTEES LIMITED
ZEMU LIMITED
ZEN BATHROOMS LIMITED
ZEN BEAUTY LOUNGE WAIHEKE LIMITED
ZEN TRUSTEE LIMITED
ZERONET LIMITED
ZERO TRICITY LIMITED
ZEST ENTERPRISES LIMITED
ZEUS HAIR DESIGN LIMITED
ZEXI INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
ZEYTIN CAFE & EATERIE LIMITED
ZHIBO TRUST LIMITED
ZHIHEYUAN DAIRY (NZ) LIMITED
ZHIMIN LANDSCAPING LIMITED
ZHONG MIN INTERNATIONAL CO. LIMITED
ZHONG RONG INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENTS LIMITED
ZIBBEE INVESTMENTS LIMITED
ZINGIT LIMITED
ZION CONSULTING ENGINEERS LIMITED
ZION ELECTRICAL (NZ) LIMITED
ZION GROUP LIMITED
ZJC FAMILY TRUST LIMITED
ZMC PAINTERS LIMITED
ZNUBNI LIMITED
ZOMBIE LIMITED
ZOOM IT SOLUTIONS LIMITED
ZOOM NO 23 LIMITED
ZOOP IT SOLUTIONS LIMITED
ZTK TRAFFIC LIMITED
ZUKE HOLDINGS LIMITED
ZULU EMPIRE LIMITED
ZUMOVAL LIMITED
ZUTIC ENTERPRISES LIMITED

Unless, under section 321 of the Companies Act 1993, written objection to the removal of any of the above-named companies is delivered to the Registrar by 16 February 2018 (being not less than 20 working days from the date of this notice), the Registrar is required to remove the companies from the Register.

Dated this 18th day of January 2018.

ROSS VAN DER SCHYFF, Registrar of Companies.

Online Service for Objections at: www.companiesoffice.govt.nz/companies.